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Thursday, 3 June 1999
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took the
chair at 10.02 a.m. and read the prayer.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Auditor-General's Office
Hen. BILL FORWOOD (femplestowe) presented report
on performance audit, together with minority report.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

Auditor-General's reports nos 39 to 41
H(fn. BaL FORWOOD (femplestowe) presented report,
t~ether with minority reports.
Laid on table.
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Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The Gas Industry
Acts (Further Amendment) Bill is an important piece of
legislation which the opposition does not oppose and on
which I will make a few comments.
The bill amends the Gas Industry Act, the Gas Pipelines
Access (Victoria) Act and the Gas Safety Act The
amendments are designed to enhance the effective
operation of the powers that are necessary to protect the
security of the gas system and to ensure gas safety. The
bill also amends the regulatory regime that is designed
to create a competitive gas market for the benefit of all
Victorians.
The Gas Industry Act currently contains provisions
covering responses to and the management of gas
emergencies. That is particularly important in light of
the recent emergency that arose from the explosion and
fire at the Longford processing plant. The
second-reading speech indicates that the government
believes the amendments are desirable to protect the
security of the gas system and to ensure gas safety. The
opposition does not dispute that.

Ordered to be printed.

Environmental accounting and reporting
Hon. R A. BEST (!'orth Western) presented interim
ref)ort., together with minutes of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report be printed.

PAPERS
bid on table by Clerk:
Starutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Public Transport Competition Act 1995 -

No. 60.

Road Safety Act 1986 - No. 59.
Transport Act 1983 - No. 61.
Subordinate Legislation Act ) 994 - Ministers' exemption
certifiCateS under section 9(6) in respect of Statutory Rules
Nos. 59 and 6111999.

GAS INDUSTRY ACTS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 June; motion of
Hm. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).

An important aspect of the bill is its amendment of the
Gas Industry Act to provide increased penalties for
failures to comply with directions. The opposition
welcomes the provisions and acknowledges that the
government has bitten the bullet by lifting the penalties
to significant levels. The amendments provide for a rise
in the penalties for the misuse of gas in emergency
situations to $10 000 for individuals and SI million for
corporations. They are significant rises. The supply of
gas is an essential service and where an emergency
situation may arise for a range of reasons there is a need
for such a penalty regime to deliver a strong message to
households, individuals and corporations that the
Victorian community, through the government of the
day, will not brook any breaching of emergency
provisions.

The opposition warmly accepts the increase in the
penalty for individuals to $10 000. Although it is an
enormous amount it is necessary to make absolutely
clear to people that if they breach necessary directions
in an emergency they will face a major financial
penalty. Similarly $1 million is an enormous amount
for a corporation, but that level of penalty is essential to
deliver a strong message and provide a disincentive to
companies that may contemplate breaching emergency
directions.
In his second-reading speech the minister states that
individuals and corporations that put their own
self-interest ahead of the good of the greater
community must expect a substantial penalty. The
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opposition endorses that statement and acknowledges
that the penalties are substantial.
Some important lessons were learnt as a consequence
of the unfortunate incident at Longford. One of those
lessons, as indicated by the legislation, is that the
community cannot allow gas cheats, as they were
described at the time, to get away with improper
practices. The government should be commended for
acknowledging the shortcomings in the way gas cheats
may be addressed under the existing legislation. The
opposition accepts that the amendments will correct
that problem.
I understand some 450 people committed significant
offences during the emergency period last year. Some
took substantial action by removing gas meters. People
were not only breaching the emergency provisions by
doing that; they were also carrying out an incredibly
unsafe practice that created danger for themselves, their
neighbours or workmates in the vicinity of the
premises. Gas meters are not just a mechanism for
measuring tariffs; they regulate the safe flow of gas to
premises. We should not underestimate the greed
inherent in the decision of those people to remove
meters and create dangerous circumstances by taking
such foolhardy action. The penalties of$lO 000 for
individuals and $1 million for corporations are
appropriate.
The gas industry is important to the economy, the
lifestyle of Victorians and the economic growth of the
state. It is especially important in regional Victoria The
incremental expansion of the provision of natural gas to
provincial or country towns is to be applauded. I can
remember when Victorians were provided with
significant rewards to go all electric. I remember when
it was to the financial advantage of householders to
install slab heating. I accept that at the time there were
economic reasons for that being encouraged. The
conversion to gas and natural gas is now accepted as a
wonderful commitment to the sustainability of the
nation and the world There is no question that gas,
particularly natural gas, is a much healthier energy
source. There is no question that its application can be
used in a more controlled and effective way for
domestic, commercial and industrial use than is the case
with electricity.
The connection of natural gas, or the anticipation of
having it connected, to the country towns I have visited
is an uplifting experience. Communities are enthusiastic
about the prospect of their homes, industries and
commerce gaining a competitive edge. As I move
around municipalities in country Victoria, I note that
local government is excited by its enhanced chances of
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attracting new economic activity to its townships and
communities. Those who have played a part in ensuring
that gas is rolled out to country Victoria should be
commended. Members of Parliament who have not had
the opportunity to visit rural communities, to talk to the
people in the street, to visit local government and
existing industries to see what a positive contribution
natural gas is to those communities should do so.
Hon. R M. HaDam - It becomes symbolic as well
as commercial.
Hon. PAT POWER - Yes, it is symbolic for those
communities. The opposition acknowledges that the
amendments in the bill are necessary; they will enhance
the provisions required to be enacted in emergency
situations or where there is limited supply.
Unfortunately, the proposed legislation is made
necessary by the greed and inconsiderate actions of
many Victorians during the recent gas crisis.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - I have
pleasure in supporting the Gas Industry Acts (Further
Amendment) Bill and I note the opposition's support
for the measure. The Gas Industry Act covered many of
the safety issues involving the use of gas in Victoria.
The provisions of that act picked up the safety
provisions of earlier acts that covered the former Gas
and Fuel Corporation.
The legislation is fundamentally a result of two recent
accidents with natural gas - the ice plug incident and
the Longford explosion. Although safety provisions
have been in place for many years, they have never
been tested because Victoria has had a gas supply that
has been remarkably safe over many years. It was not
until those provisions were tested that the government
realised some things could be done better.
Victorians should be commended for the way they
worked through the problems of the Longford
explosion to ensure the provision of gas to emergency
services, particularly the way they were able to preserve
the integrity of the gas system without major accidents
or explosions as a result of gas coming out of or going
back into the system, which is particularly dangerous.
The fact that that was done with such safety is a tribute
to those involved. Not only is it necessary as a safety
issue; it is also important to the economy of the state. If
there had been a significant accident anywhere in the
reticulation system it could have significant
consequences resulting in gas not being available to
industries in certain sectors of the state for some time.
We were lucky that everything worked extremely well.
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Whenever a major incident like this occurs - one that
has virtually never happened before in Victoria lessons are learnt. Essentially the bill takes those
lessons and incorporates them into a new safety regime
that we all hope will not have to be used. Nevertheless
the lessons will be incorporated.
Vencorp is the major body charged with the
maintenance and delivery of the gas system. One key
factor discovered during the crisis was Vencorp' s need
for inspectors. As Mr Power highlighted, as the system
was taken down it was necessary for inspectors to see
that regulations were followed. The bill will now allow
Vencorp to appoint inspectors for such a purpose in any
emergency. Inspectors will be appointed for any
emergency that occurs; there will not be an ongoing
inspectorial staff.
The bill sets out in detail who the inspectors are, how
they will be appointed, what skills they require, how
they will be identified as they go around the households
to deal with issues and what powers they have to obtain
information and documentation from gas users so that
safety is maintained in emergency situations.
The bill imposes penalties on people obstructing
inspectors carrying out directions, and deals with the
relationships between inspectors and police in
emergency situations. It endeavours to cover and give
legal statutory power to a regime of inspectors who will
deal with the issues on the ground in an emergency.
The bill significantly increases fines for individuals of
up to $ 10 000 and for corporations of up to $1 million.
Those fines and penalties can be of several types. A
regime is established that allows for the issue of
on-the-spot fines of up to $500 for individuals and
$ 1000 for bodies corporate. There are initial fines if
somebody breaches the regulations and further
penalties for anybody who not only breaches them but
continues to do so. The bill puts in place a regime
where the roles of the inspectors will come into play.
It also extends to regulations that deal with gas safety
under the Gas Safety Act, which covers the normal
regulation of the gas supply in the normal course of
events as distinct from the emergency course of events.
The bill allows the Director of Gas Safety to deal with
matters such as when a new house is built and gas is
connected or a new gas appliance is installed. It also
allows the Director of Gas Safety to give directions in
an emergency. Clearly there are two levels at which gas
safety can be affected in an emergency: firstly, at a
major network, and secondly, at a lower supply level,
which is covered by the Gas Safety Act. However, in
allowing the Director of Gas Safety to give directions in
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an emergency, the bill makes it clear that Vencorp has
the overriding authority and precedence over any
directions given by the Director of Gas Safety. It deals
with all those issues together in an effective way.
A major part of the bill deals with finetuning of the
significant producer provisions. Honourable members
will recall that those provisions were added some years
ago to provide security against a major producer that
would seek to dominate the market. This bill includes a
lessons-learnt amendment
Honourable members will recall also that the
government made changes to the Office of the
Regulator-General about the way the act dealt with
appeals against determinations of the
Regulator-General. Those provisions make it clear that
if there were a split decision the matter would be
resolved by a majority vote. Members of an appeal
panel were required to declare any interests they had,
and dealt with a number of matters. For example, if an
appeal panel member were unable to continue with an
appeal because of sickness or for any other reason, that
member could be either replaced or not replaced. Those
issues came out of the one and only case so far of an
appeal against a determination by the
Regulator-General, another case of lessons learnt. The
act tried to cover those issues, but when the appeal was
heard certain lessons were learnt and incorporated into
the Office of the Regulator-General Act.
Exactly the same thing happens with the significant
producer provisions, in which an appeal mechanism is
prescribed to allow an aggrieved party to appeal against
a decision made under the provisions. A whole series of
legislative amendments basically replicate the sorts of
amendments made to the way the Regulator-General
handles appeals and how the appeal panel works.
Lessons learnt from that experience have led to the gas
legislation being amended by the bill.
The bill is an effective example of good legislation, in
that when incidents have shown the government that
improvements can be made to a theoretical position the
government has learnt the lesson and amended the
legislation accordingly. As I said previously, lessons
learnt from, for instance, the appeal processes in the
Office of the Regulator-General have led to appropriate
amendments. The bill is a sound amendment to already
sound legislation. It gives me much pleasure to support
it.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
will briefly comment on the bill's provisions, which
were so well described by the Honourables Pat Power
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and Chris Strong. The bill is necessary to prescribe
penalties for gas cheats.
An unfortunate aspect oflast year's gas supply crisis
was the number of companies and people who abused
the necessary restrictions on the use of gas by
continuing their normal usage. As Mr Strong said, the
bill contains a number of provisions to deter people
from reoffending in that way. On-the-spot fines will
allow cheats to be fined a maximum of $1 0 000 for
individuals and $1 million for companies. In light of the
extent of cheating in last year's gas supply crisis those
fines are appropriate.

During the crisis last year the television news showed
government inspectors inspecting premises and
removing gas meters, thereby closing down gas
supplies predominantly to factories and, in some
instances, domestic residences. Those steps had to be
taken because of the thoughtless attitude of some
people in our community. The bill effectively deals
with that type of circumstance.

Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

The house has just heard three very thoughtful
explanations of the changes to be effected by the bill. I
thank the Honourables Pat Power, Chris Strong and
Don Nardella for their support and their contributions.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The question is that
the bill be now read a third time. I again ask those in
favour to stand in their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

I give credit to many of the volunteer organisations that
assisted the authorities during the gas supply problems.
Many State Emergency Service and Country Fire
Authority volunteers assisted householders in, for
example, my electorate. They turned off and then
reconnected the gas and provided information to
householders. Their doorknocking throughout
Melbourne was important in keeping the community
informed about the situation.
If the state is unfortunate enough to again face gas
supply difficulties later this year the amended
legislation may need to be used. I am sure all
honourable members hope that does not happen, but the
legislation is timely. Unfortunately, some of the
prosecutions that should have been launched following
last year's cheating could not proceed because of the
previous legislation. The bill clarifies the situation. On
that basis, the opposition does not oppose it.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I am of the opinion
that the passage of the bill requires the absolute
majority of the whole of the numbers of members of the
Legislative Council. As there is no absolute majority
present, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
The PRESIDENT - Order! I ask honourable
members supporting the passage of the legislation to
stand in their places.

Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

The PRESIDENT - Order! I have given authority
for some limited filming of a section of today's
proceedings by a member ofMrs McLean's family.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY ACTS
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 June; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - It is with great
pleasure that I speak on the Electricity Industry Acts
(Further Amendment) Bill and indicate that the
opposition does not oppose the proposed legislation.
The Minister for Finance and I interposed earlier that as
the bill follows debate on the Gas Industry Acts
(Further Amendment) Bill we could just say 'ditto' and
sit down, but it is necessary to make some comments to
acknowledge that the reasons for this further
amendment bill are consistent with the Gas Industry
Acts (Further Amendment) Bill.

The bill amends the Electricity Industry Act 1993, the
Electricity Safety Act 1998 and the Gas Industry
(Amendment) Act 1998. The amendments are
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necessary to ensure enhanced and effective operations
of the powers that are necessary to protect the security
of the electricity system and to ensure electricity safety.
The opposition is comfortable with that as an
appropriate reason for introducing the bill.
Part 3A of the Electricity Industry Act contains the
electricity supply emergency provisions; and new
part 3AAA makes provision for infringement notices. It
is again appropriate for me to indicate on behalf of the
opposition that the very substantial penalties that will
be able to be imposed on households and corporations
that breach the emergency provisions are appropriate.
As indicated earlier, the message delivered by the
government on behalf of the general community is that
the financial penalty for those who are foolish, greedy
or unwise enough to breach those emergency
provisions will be very significant. The proposed fines
of $1 0 000 and $1 million for households and
corporations respectively are large sums but both the
message and penalty are appropriate.
Members of this chamber would have noticed, both
through their letter boxes and electronic media, a
significant level of activity by the Chief Electrical
Inspector. That is not related to the legislation but based
on the new and additional responsibilities of that office
follo\\wg the changes made by the government to the
electricity industry, including energy distribution and
the escalated activity in the industry.
The Chief Electrical Inspector is to be commended for
leaving no stone unturned in ensuring that householders
particularly and companies in industry and commerce
understand the new regime and his powers and
authority. The provision of information by people
holding offices such as the Chief Electrical Inspector is
to be applauded, because often people, not necessarily
through any fault of their own, are ignorant about a new
regime or range of responsibilities of such an office.
Although the opposition has sometimes been critical
about money being dedicated to advertising, none of us
would suggest that the money spent on informing
people about the activities, responsibility and the role of
the Chief Electrical Inspector is anything other than
appropriate.
The bill amends the Electricity Safety Act to extend the
powers of enforcement of the Office of Chief Electrical
Inspector when an emergency is declared, and provides
that that office will have a central role in ensuring the
security of the system and the safety of electrical
supply.
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Many of the provisions of the bill were in place and
covered the structure of the former State Electricity
Commission of Victoria. Without wanting to make too
strong a point about it, I make the observation that in
the transition from the former SECV to the new
privatised and deregulated structure perhaps not all of
the then existing protections and regulations were
included in the legislation governing the new regime.
The opposition acknowledges that the government has
addressed some minor shortcomings by introducing the
bill.
None of us would have predicted or wanted the incident
at Longford to occur. I suppose many Victorians might
ask, 'Why do we need legislation that increases very
significantly the penalties for breaching emergency
provisions in electricity supply; how could there ever be
a circumstance where the provision of electricity in a
country like Australia or a state like Victoria could ever
be threatened?'
Victorians must remember what happened not very far
from these shores - in Auckland, New Zealand when electricity supply to a city was interrupted.
Members on this side might have strong views about
how the circumstances that caused that to happen were
allowed to build up, but we do not want to bring that
into this debate. The fact is that in this day and age,
despite technological advances and very significant
improvements in work practices and so on, it is possible
that essential services such as gas, water and electricity
will suffer a major interruption, with considerable
delays in correcting that interruption and ensuring that
supply is restored.
Let us not think that just because we have enormous
coal reserves in the Latrobe Valley in Victoria and we
are now part of the national grid that we can ever
guarantee to the community there will not be an
interruption to supply.
It is appropriate to pay attention to the history of
electricity generation in Victoria Honourable members
will acknowledge that one of the important flow-on
effects of the national grid is not only the question of
competition, but also to allow Victoria to have
increased access to electricity generated by the hydro
system.
The Latrobe Valley has been a very important part of
Victoria's economic growth. The coal that is mined in
the Latrobe Valley has been critical to Victoria's
capacity to generate electricity. However, it is an
expensive fuel source if we acknowledge the real costs
of generating electricity from brown coal. The amount
of water in the coal means that the generation process
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creates enormous carbon dioxide emissions and is a
significant contributor to this nation's and the world's
greenhouse problems. Nonetheless, I shall mention
some of the historical data.
Brown coal was first discovered in the Latrobe Valley
region in 1873. In 1886, a hotel keeper and a building
contractor from Morwell. Hemy Godridge and William
Tulloch respectively, began to prospect independently
of each other pursuing those coal deposits. As a
consequence of their activities, the Great Morwel1 Coal
Mining Company was established in 1889. However, it
was realised even then that the brown coal resource
could not compete with black coal. In 1899,just
10 years later, the Great Morwell Coal Mining
Company was wound up.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Proved not to be so great.
Hon. PAT POWER - That is right. In 1891 the
Victorian government geologist told a royal
commission that in his view the Latrobe Valley
deposits were the largest in the world. It is now
estimated that there are some 112 million tonnes of
bro\Vl1 coal in the Latrobe Valley. In the early 1900s the
state director for geological survey undertook a survey
of the whole state to establish whether there were any
other coal resources. Honourable members know there
are large seams of coal at Anglesea and Bacchus Marsh
and there has been and continues to be activity at some
of those sites. However, Latrobe Valley was the only
place that had sufficient coal resources to justify the
investment and establishment of a major electricity
generating plant.
The opposition does not oppose the Electricity Industry
Acts (Further Amendment) Bill. It acknowledges that
even though many in the community might not
understand how important the legislation is, in the event
of our electricity supply being interrupted through an
unexpected incident legislation of this kind is
necessary.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Gee long) - Madam
Acting President, I am pleased to see you in the Chair
because I know I can expect your protection from
violent attacks from the opposition. I am confident that
I may speak in reasonable peace and quiet. It is good to
see you there, Madam Acting President.

The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. Jean McLean) - Thank you, Mr Hartigan.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I support the
Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill.
The argument advanced in the earlier debate about the
gas supply was that the government should have shown
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more foresight - and I note the Honourable Pat Power
resisted the temptation to talk about foresight and about
the fact that those things happen. Certainly in the case
of electricity the government used the experience with
gas to introduce precautionary legislation.
Fundamentally there are differences between gas and
electricity. We do not have single sources of electricity
supply or single distribution systems. Nevertheless it is
true that none of us can predict an act of God, an
accident or some other failure, and it makes sense to
enact legislation of this sort for reasons that have
already been stated by honourable members.
I make the point - I think honourable members will
agree - that the three million or so Victorians who rely
in some way on the gas supply overwhelmingly showed
a great amount of public spiritedness in the way they
reacted to the supply problem. Very tiny numbers of
people abused the system; we are talking about
fractions of a per cent. It is important to understand that
the most significant element of the legislation is to say
to those people who were public spirited and who did
not require a draconian law or a host of inspectors to
point out what they were to do, that the government,
representing the people as a whole, appreciates their
public spiritedness. The government will support the
equity of the situation by ensuring that that tiny
proportion of people who, for whatever reason ignorance, indifference or greed - act to the
disadvantage of the public as a whole will be subject to
very substantial penalties.
However, those penalties follow the establishment of a
precautionary regime which will put in place the rules
of behaviour that will apply should there be a major
collapse for whatever reason of the electricity system
that required substantial medium-term interruption to
supply. Effectively, the government has put in place a
program for managing that situation and it supports that
program with a list of very substantial penalties.
I do not expect that if this should happen again, God
forbid, there will be a need for penalties. However, the
legislation makes it clear that people who do not join
with the vast mass of Victorians in the public-spirited
approach to those issues will be dealt with quickly and
severely. It is good precautionary legislation. It gives
the right message and does not impose any great
administrative burden on the state from day to day.
The authority for inspection and for action has been
given to an existing body, the Chief Electrical Officer,
and the government has ensured that the matters can be
dealt with quickly. Repeat offenders - that is, people
who do not obey the instruction - will be
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consecutively fined and dealt with. That is good
legislation.
The bill amends section 85 of the Constitution Act to
ensure people acting under the direction of the
.
government in enforcing those programs and penalues
will not be subject to suit in the courts. The proposed
legislation is worthy of support from all sides.
I shall add a little to the points the Honourable Pat
Power made about the history of brown coal and
electricity generation. It is interesting to reflect that like
everything that homo sapiens are involved in, we are an
evolutionary organism and things change. Electricity is
an extremely important part of our standard ofliving.
Mr Power, you are not old enough to remember this,
being a relatively youthful person - -

Hon. Pat Power - You are a very generous man,
Mr Hartigan.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - And reasonably
accurate, too, I regret to say. Some of you may
remember that after the Second World War there were
consistent and frequent interruptions to the supply of
electricity all over Australia That was a result of the
running down of investment during the war and the
rapid growth after the war.

One does not have to go back that far to fmd a situation
in which electricity supplies were continually
interrupted. It may well be that some of the provisions
that existed in the past with regard to electricity were
based on the community's experience in the late 1940s.
There have been interruptions to the supply of
electricity in the past. and as the honourable Mr Pat
Power pointed out it does not really matter what causes
them because what is important is how governments
regulate to ensure that the impact of such disruptions is
minimised and people are treated fairly. I suggest that
in the future there may be changes to the way in which
electricity is generated and distnbuted.
I understand Mr Power's reference to the relatively
high carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and sulphur
content of brown coal. I imagine that in due course for a
whole raft of reasons, not the least of which will be the
cost of handling those by-products, changes will occur
in the way power is generated and distnbuted, and it
may be that by chance there will be a further reduction
in the risk of the whole system falling down because of
one catastrophic failure. I do not pretend I can look into
the future with any great accuracy and suggest we do
not need legislation - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Certainly not now you
have sold the whole system off.
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Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Madam Acting
President, you can see why I need you in the chair. I am
being violently attacked by Mr Theopbanous, and with
the usual logic. I am almost unable to defend myself
against the attack. It was such a ludicrously stupid .
statement that I will let it sit there and let people read It.
I hope that Hansard has been able to record the
int:eIjection. It does not need further comment because
it speaks for itself and demonstrates the irrelevance of
the honourable member's views on this subject, and on
many others.

I have pleasure in supporting the bill, as have all other
members. I commend it to the house.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - As my
colleague the Honourable Pat Power said, the
opposition supports the bill. However, it does so in the
context of again placing on the record its concerns
about the privatisation of the electricity system in this
state based on three issues. The first issue is the pricing
structure that Victorians are likely to face in the future
as a result of the changes. The second issue is the
likelihood of increased pollution as a result of less
government ownership of important assets and of the
way in which the system has been set up. The third
issue is security of supply. Those three issues will be
the major issues confronting electricity distribution and
generation in Victoria.

I turn to the question of pricing. There are significant
problems with the pricing structure adopted by the
government. Those problems will have perverse effects
on electricity distribution in Victoria and will affect the
way in which the state develops. I am convinced that
will be the case because of the way distribution
businesses have been set up, and in particular the fact
that each of the distribution businesses has a monopoly
over the network charges in its own distribution area. I
have previously mentioned this issue in the house but it
is important for honourable members to understand
exactly what it is I am talking about.
Apart from the question of contestability and
competition that the government seeks to introduce,
companies on the borders between distrIbution
companies pay different network costs. Companies on
the border between Powercor and Citicorp have spoken
to me about the fact that they pay different amounts
depending which side of that border they are located.
By way of example, a cold storage company located in
the Laverton area near the border, Millers Road, comes
under Powercor and as a result has to pay $l35 000 in
extra electricity charges per annum - because it is
located on the wrong side of the road. If it were located
on the other side of Millers Road it would be outside
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the Powereor area. That is occurring even now, before
the changes are fully introduced in 2000.
Half of the amount people pay for electricity will be
taken up in the cost of the electricity itself, and that part
may be subject to a competitive market. The other
50 per cent of the price will be taken up in network
costs and will not be subject to a competitive market
Those costs vary depending on the distnbution
company. It might be said that the network costs will be
minimal, but the differentials in those costs are quite
significant, even now.
Ifhonourable members think about a company such as
Citicorp having responsibility for a small concentrated
area of Melbourne it is obvious its infrastructure
delivery and networking costs will be far lower
the
equivalent costs will be for a company such as
Powereor, because its area extends from the outskirts of
Melbourne to cover almost half the state - through
Mildura, down to Geelong and right down to the coast.
Honourable members can imagine the amount of
wiring, infrastructure and maintenance involved in
servicing such a massive area, let alone the costs
involved in expanding its network and delivering power
to other remote areas of the state. That can mean only
one thing - that is, the network costs for electricity
will continue to increase.

than

As the cost differentials between city-based electricity
companies widen, the difference between the cost of
electricity in country Victoria and the Melbourne
metropolitan area will widen, too. There is only one
way to overcome that problem - that is, to adopt a
maximum uniform tariff throughout Victoria, as the
Labor Party has consistently argued for. Then it could
be guaranteed that no-one would pay more than a
certain amount irrespective of where they live in the
state. It is even more tragic when it is remembered that
the National Party has been totally compliant in
adopting those arrangements that will disadvantage
country Victorians.
The price differentials that are already evident will be
magnified after 2000 when Victoria enters the brave
new world of the so-called competitive electricity
market The government talks about the way it has
reduced electricity prices through reform. That is
another sleight of hand. What has happened under the
government runs more along these lines. When the
government came to power in 1992 it immediately
increased electricity prices by 10 per cent, virtually on
day one. Having increased electricity prices by 10 per
cent - incidentally, not only electricity prices but also
gas and other prices - -

Hoo. D. A. Nardella -

Motor registration fees.

Hoo. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Motor
registration fees doubled Electricity prices went up by
10 per cent initially, and over the first term of
government the full impact was around 18 per cent.
Hoo. D. A. Nardella from $16 to $32.

The quarterly fee went

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Those fees
increased. Victorians paid more for electricity even in
the initial year of the Kennett government. That was
followed by the reforms introduced with the great
sell-off of Victoria's electricity industry. As a result of
that sell-off the Treasurer announced reductions in
electricity prices. The fundamental thing people need to
understand is that the electricity price reductions
announced through to 2000 do not even take Victoria
back to 1992 prices.

The price reductions the government points out should
be mentioned in the context of relative prices of

electricity in the other states. Independent organisations
such as the group that publishes the Electricity Supply
Magazine have done studies - as I have done - and
ascertained that the price of electricity in Victoria at the
moment is substantially higher than in New South
Wales across all quarters. It is about $150 dearer in
Victoria for a domestic consumer using an average
amount of electricity. So at the domestic level the same
amount of electricity in Victoria costs about $150 more
than in New South Wales.
The same is true for small business consumers. Under
the tariff applicable to them, an extraordinary amount
of more than $1000 is paid for the same amount of
electricity. No wonder businesses in Victoria are going
to the wall. No wonder outside Parliament House today
a demonstration is being held, with the message that
something must be done about manufacturing in this
state. Electricity is a big input for many manufacturing
industries, and under this government electricity prices
have increased and will continue to increase.

That is true even in the contestables market. Indeed the
comparisons at the contestables end of the market already there is a contestables market not only in
Victoria but also in New South Wales and other states
for those customers that go beyond a certain size, for
the very big customers - show that Victorian
customers are paying more than their New South Wales
counterparts for the same amount of electricity. No
wonder employment in this state continues to go
backwards and to be a significant problem.
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Pricing was one of the three issues I wanted to discuss.
The record on pricing speaks for itself Clearly the
people of Victoria will be made to pay. I also want to
make a point regarding pricing at a macro level. I have
to concede that the prices achieved in the sell off of the
electricity industry were higher than anticipated by the
opposition. I am not certain, but the final price will be
around $25 billion - a huge amount of money. It was
probably not realised how valuable that asset was. It
was built up back when conservative and Labor sides of
politics believed that Victoria needed to have a strong
SEC - it eventually supplied 99 per cent of Victorians
with electricity. It was a fantastic asset; hence
significant prices were achieved - some $25 billion.
A huge amount of debt and equity was transferred to
the private sector. Public sector debt was traded for
private sector debt. That is effectively what has taken
place.

Hon. D. A. Nardella - Absolutely correct, and
foreign debt at that!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - A large portion is
foreign debt; also the ownership of those businesses is
almost entirely foreign. That debt has to be paid
whether it is private or public.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Or it is capitalised.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHA.,,"OUS - Ifit is capitalised
it would be paid for in terms of profits. Whether we are
talking about debt or equity, a return is involved. The
return can be in the form of interest payments or
dividends, but there is a return. Who is paying for it? It
turns out it is the Victorian consumers of electricity and
no-one else. What has been gained as a result of all
this? One thing that is absolutely certain is that
Victorian consumers will not be better off, and
particularly those in regional Victoria who will face the
additional network costs that I identified earlier.
Another aspect to consider is pollution, which has been
mentioned by my colleague the Honourable Pat Power.
It is one of the most serious problems facing Victoria
Greenhouse gases are a major problem the world over,
and Australia is a major contributor to the level of those
gases. Victoria is a big part of that, particularly because
its electricity generation is based on brown coal, which
is a major air polluter. The fact that the generation
facilities are down in the Latrobe Valley and are not
seen by people living in Melbourne does not mean
Victoria is not contributing significantly to air pollution.
A consideration of the issues surrounding pollution and
the environment makes one realise that the new system
will add to the problem - there is no question about
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that - because the major electricity suppliers will have
an increasing capacity to manipulate the market in a
way that suits them and will enable them to continue to
use the cheapest electricity supply rather than
alternative sources. The same problem has been
identified overseas. It arises partly from the decoupling
of the distribution networks from the supply networks.
Once such decoupling occurs there is little pressure on
the distribution or supply networks to do anything other
than try to sell the maximum amount of electricity.
As an example I refer to the situation in the United

States. In California and other states many of the
electricity companies are vertically integrated
businesses - that is, they both produce the electricity
and distribute it. Because of the expanding demand for
electricity and the difficulty involved in continuing to
expand supply the businesses in those states got to a
critical mass and had to consider building additional
power stations. The cost of building a power station is
in the order of $3 billion to $4 billion - a massive
investment just to keep pumping out more and more
electricity so that people can use more and more of it.
There are examples in the United States of private
companies that decided it was cheaper to invest in
reducing electricity demand than to invest in increasing
supply - a very important distinction. Instead of
investing $3 billion or so in building new power
stations some companies have invested $1 billion on
installing new and more energy efficient products for
consumers and performing energy audits of homes to
find out how electricity consumption can be reduced
An arrangement was struck that enabled the electricity
companies to increase the price of electricity in
conjunction with their consumption reduction
programs. They increased electricity prices slightly but
reduced the amount that people needed to use by giving
them more efficient appliances. The companies did that
as a conscious investment; and they were able to do it
for the simple reason that they were vertically
integrated businesses that were faced with having to
either make additional investments in supply or reduce
demand. They made those decisions on a commercial
basis.
The electricity sector in Victoria has not been able to
organise itself in a way that would enable it to make
such decisions. Those sorts of decisions are out of the
question under the new privatised structure because the
imperative for suppliers is to sell more electricity, not
less, because the more they sell the higher the price they
can ask for their businesses and the greater their profits,
and so on. The same imperative exists for the
distributors: it is in their interests to sell more electricity
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because the more they sell the better will be their
profits. Because both the distribution and supply ends
of the industry are faced with pressure as a result of the
new arrangements more electricity will be sold at a
greater cost to the environment.
Mechanisms are needed to mitigate against this abuse
of the environment Under the old structure there was a
program called demand management. Mr Strong, who I
note has entered the chamber, was involved in that
program when he worked in policy and organisation at
the former State Electricity Commission of Victoria He
would be well aware that the SECV's demand
management program was very effective in helping to
reduce the amount of electricity consumed. No such
program exists now. Not only has there been a
decoupling of the supply and demand sides of the
electricity industry and a return to a disaggregated
system, there is also no longer any vertical integration.
The mechanisms that existed for reducing demand or
creating alternative pressure for reductions in electricity
consumption have also been removed.
Interestingly, some consumers are taking the matter
into their own hands and are beginning to think about
ways of forcing the electricity distribution companies to
be more responsible regarding electricity purchases and
consumption. There is even a bit of a groundswell of
support in some areas for the idea of green electricity,
or green power. Under that concept consumers may be
prepared to voluntarily pay more for electricity
provided there is some kind of guarantee that the
electricity being produced is coming from a green
source, such as wind power or the like, rather than from
the current highly polluting sources.
I put on the record the opposition's concern that the
government is yet to address the important issues of
pricing structures and pollution, both of which go to the
heart of quality of life, standards of living and the future
of the manufacturing base of this state.
The bill deals to some extent with security of supply.
We have seen how one incident at Longford created a
crisis in the gas industry that made Victoria vulnerable.
The government was not in a position to deal with the
situation. Its attempts to enact regulations to prohibit
people from turning on their gas proved to be totally
inadequate. In part the bill is designed to enable the
industry to respond to a similar crisis affecting
electricity supply in a more efficient way than was
possible during the gas industry crisis.
The issue of providing security of supply goes well
beyond whether to punish people for not doing in a
crisis what they have been asked to do. Security of
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supply requires appropriate levels of backup for the
operating system., appropriate and regular maintenance
and adequate investment. Loy Yang Power, one of the
major power companies, spoke recently about the
pressures it was under and the possibility of being
forced to make alternative financial arrangements. As
the mad dash to make more and more profits continues,
distribution and supply companies will increasingly
compromise in areas such as maintenance and high
quality infrastructure. That will affect the safe
distribution of electricity throughout Victoria
Almost everyone in this chamber has at some stage
been contacted by a constituent complaining of
blackouts or brownouts, which in some instances have
affected people's appliances. It is an ongoing problem
in the industry. The government has appointed an
electricity industry regulator and, more recently, an
ombudsman, but regular failures continue. Underlying
those failures is the issue of new investment, which
ensures not only the supply of electricity and the
infrastructure to support it but job creation and
prosperity for the state. However, new investment is not
being made at the basic level because there is a need to
achieve a high level of profit, much of which is leaving
the country.
The current Treasurer considers that his great legacy
will be the privatisation of the Victorian electricity
industry. Putting aside the ideology underlying
privatisation, the jury is well and truly out on whether
those modifications will be to the long-term benefit of
Victorian industry or whether they will continue to
contribute to problems.
As I said, pricing is emerging as an issue to be dealt
with. The changes are not delivering lower prices to
Victorians. More importantly, differentials are
emerging between regional and Melbourne-based
electricity companies. If that trend continues jobs and
resources will be distributed unequally throughout
Victoria, creating a problem that a future Labor
government will have to address. The jury is well and
truly out on pricing, and the early signs are not good.

Under the present structure important programs
designed to reduce the demand for electricity and
thereby reduce pollution have been eroded or
abandoned. A decoupling of supply and distribution of
electricity has resulted in an imperative to sell more and
more electricity. Consequently electricity production is
having a greater impact on the environment than in the
past and is likely to have an even greater impact in the
future.
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Finally, lack of investment and proper maintenance is
compromising security of supply in Victoria - another
issue on which the jury is well and truly out It is
necessary for the opposition to express its continuing
concerns about the changes I have mentioned.
The opposition does not oppose the bill, but it is
important to identify its concerns and put them on the
record. I look forward to a labor government
introducing maximum uniform tariffs throughout
Victoria to protect regional Victorians in particular, and
other mechanisms to ensure that appropriate investment
is made in the electricity industry and that Victoria's
environment does not suffer as a result of the changes
introduced by the current government
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) The Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill
is important because it provides for what should happen
in emergencies in the supply of Victoria's electricity. It
increases the penalties for not adhering to directions
given during declared emergencies to up to $10 000 for
individuals and up to $1 million for companies - the
same penalties apply in the gas industry.
There is a strong possibility of a gas crisis being
experienced in the near future, as security of supply
cannot be restored until the Longford plant is fully
operational later in the year. Victorians may experience
not only the effects of a gas crisis if the gas supply does
not meet the demand during a very cold snap or a
number of consecutive cold days when people use their
gas heaters for extended periods; they may also
experience consequential effects on the electricity
industry. As soon as people are prevented from using
their gas appliances, they turn to electrical appliances.
In recent times honourable members will have read in
newspapers that a number of stores have run out of
electrical appliances - heaters, cookers, and so on because people are buying them and putting them away
in anticipation of another gas crisis later this year. Apart
from bottled gas, electricity is the only alternative to
mains gas for most household cooking and heating. If
no gas is available, electricity usage and costs will
skyrocket through the roof and may cause two crises in
the Victorian community. The bill provides the
appropriate mechanisms and measures to ensure that
people adhere to any electricity restrictions that are
imposed in the future.

It is interesting to examine the experiences of other
countries during electricity supply crises, such as the
one that occurred in New Zealand last year, where the
situation went from bad to worse - and then to
appalling! The shutdown of Auckland's electricity
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supply affected not only the employment levels and
economy of the central business district but of the
whole country. Those effects are still being felt today. It
is important in such emergency situations to have in
place the sorts of measures provided by the bill for the
enforcement of restrictions.
The electricity company - a privatised company, from
my understanding - that owns the wires that supply
electricity to Auckland is now facing being sued by a
number of electricity consumers. That is one
consequence for electricity suppliers when supply is not
sufficient to meet demand During the New Zealand
electricity crisis, industry and other activity in the
Auckland central business district were virtually
paralysed for months on end
A number of the electricity-generating companies in
Victoria are also facing what some analysts and
commentators are calling short-term financial problems
that may lead to additional problems in the
not-too-distant future. For example, Yallourn Power is
capitalising its payments to finance companies. It is
currently not able to compete with the prices being
charged by New South Wales generating plants
operating within the power grid.
A recent article in the Age referred to the relative costs
of providing electricity in Victoria and in New South
Wales, which has not disaggregated its electricity
supplier, and where the prices demanded by the various
generators are much lower than in Victoria. Currently
New South Wales has an excess of electricity power
generating capacity. New South Wales has mothballed
two 50D-megawatt generators, and has that excess
capacity in reserve.
Queensland has not yet come onto the national power
grid The excess generating capacity of Queensland is
not and will not be for a short time accessible to the rest
of Australia However, once that supply comes on
stream, it will cause further problems for generators of
electricity in Victoria.
The relevance to the bill of those developments is that
interstate power generating companies may introduce
predatory pricing measures against the companies in
Victoria Some of the power generating companies in
Victoria could face severe financial pressures such as
those currently being experienced by Yallourn Power,
resulting in the companies going under. The generating
capacity could then be taken up by New South Wales
and Queensland and be lost to Victoria - that is, New
South Wales could have excess generating capacity and
Victoria could have a shortfall in capacity that is
insufficient to meet Victoria's demand Victoria could
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well be faced with the need to put various measures in
place to safeguard its industry and households.
The legislation will be needed to protect society and
ensure the enforcement of regulations and any
restrictions that are put in place. That might seem
fanciful, but people also said that what happened in
New Zealand could not happen - the backup systems
failed, and their backup systems also failed. The cables
supplying power to the Auckland CBD, one of New
Zealand's important commercial centres, collapsed one
after the other until only one remained. The security of
supply issue is important and should never be
underestimated. Global competitors await any
opportunity to take over Victorian markets and supply
the customers of any local plants or industrial
operations that may not be able to operate as a result of
a similar occurrence in the state.
Recently a Victorian fibreglass company faced such a
situation and was forced to close down. When the
company's export efforts were crippled due to the
unavailability of gas for two weeks during last year's
gas crisis its global competitors began to supply the
companies it normally serviced. That is the sort of
tragedy that cannot be allowed occur again because of
problems in either the gas or electricity areas. If
restrictions are imposed arrangements must be put in
place to ensure that the effect on industry is minimal
and that companies can continue to operate, thereby
protecting the state's jobs, markets and exports.
Victoria is facing a number of challenges in
maintaining its percentage share of Australian exports.
Another crisis in either gas or electricity supplies would
be a further blow to the Victorian economy. The
restrictions and penalties provided for in the bill are
extremely important. On that basis, I do not oppose it
The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. Jean McLean) - Order! I am of the opinion
that the second reading of the bill requires to be passed
by an absolute majority. I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bens rung.

Members having assembled in chamber:

The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. Jean McLean) - Order! In order that I may
ascertain whether the required majority has been
obtained, I ask members in favour to stand in their
places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
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Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance)By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their contributions.
The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. Jean McLean) - Order! The question is that
the bill be now read a third time. I again ask those
honourable members who are in favour to stand in their
places.
Required number of members baving risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ROY AL PARKLAND BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 June; motion of
Hon. ~. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry, Science
and Technology).

Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The Royal Park
Land Bill is important, and I shall point out why the
opposition acknowledges that to be so. Although the
opposition will move an amendment to address the
concerns it has about public open space, it will not
oppose the second-reading motion.
The legislation relates to the redevelopment of the State
Netball and Hockey Centre and is important in the
context of the Commonwealth Games to be held in
Melbourne in 2006. The opposition welcomes the fact
that Melbourne will be the host nation for the
Commonwealth Games early in the next millennium. It
acknowledges that the games will provide important
economic stimuli to the economy; that it will provide an
opportunity for Victoria to showcase the city of
Melbourne and the state of Victoria on the national and
international scene. It will provide many of Victoria's
elite sportsmen and sportswomen with the opportunity
of displaying their skills and performing at an
international level in their capital city.
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The State Netball Centre was built in 1969, while
hockey has been played at Royal Park for more than
50 years. The second-reading speech of the Minister for
Industry, Science and Technology notes that both those
facilities have deteriorated, which is not disputed The
redevelopment of the State Netball and Hockey Centre
is included in the City of Melbourne's Royal Park
master plan. The new centre will be designed to attract
participants from children through to veterans, which is
to be applauded. The centre will cater for an estimated
270000 users a year and one-fifth of that number are
expected to be children under 15 years of age.
Over the past 10 to 15 years netball and hockey have
become increasingly popular with young people.
Honourable members who move around suburban
Melbourne and country Victoria know that the
participation rates in netball and hockey are significant
and that enormous networks across the state have been
made possible by parents committed to their children
having profitable and enjoyable recreational
experiences. Many kilometres are travelled throughout
suburban Melbourne and country Victoria by parents
fenying their children to and from competitions.
As I said earlier, the opposition acknowledges that the
redevelopment of the netball and hockey centre will be
of a standard to host state, national and international
championship events. The opposition supports the fact
that Melbourne will host the 2002 World Masters
Games and the 2006 Commonwealth Games. In
addition to my comments about young people
participating in activities like netball and hockey, I
applaud the fact that the World Masters Games are to
be held in Melbourne. We all acknowledge that the
consequence of the increased level of understanding
about personal health and wellbeing has led to veterans
participating in a range of athletic and team sport
events. It is wonderful that the World Masters Games
will enable veterans to participate at the international
level.
Notwithstanding that the opposition welcomes the
holding of the masters and commonwealth games in
Melbourne, it has reservations about the way the
legislation was introduced into the other place and
transmitted to this house. The legislation was
introduced into Parliament extremely quickly. The
opposition understands that the reason for the
legislation has something to do with an action being
taken at the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal by the Royal Park Protection Group. The
legislation will be introduced and passed through both
houses in the space of just over a week. In anybody's
judgment that is a short space of time and is not the
usual pathway for legislation. The opposition
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acknowledges that the redevelopment project in Royal
Park has been under way for some time; that feasibility
studies have been conducted; that contracts have been
let and a fence erected around the site for the
development. In effect, the bulldozers have moved in.
Without wishing to push the matter too far, I emphasise
that the opposition is concerned about the legislation
being introduced simply to head off the legal action.
The legislation does nothing other than in law create a
circumstance where community groups wanting to
oppose the redevelopment are effectively prevented
from doing so. The opposition argues, given that it is its
view that the legislation is necessary to circumvent
legal action, the government oUght to have made
available to Parliament and the public legal advice it
received about the preparation of the legislation. I
understand that as a consequence of briefings the
Crown has provided legal advice about this matter.
Given that the information was volunteered to the
opposition in a briefing, I suggest that in terms of due
process the legal advice should be made available to the
Parliament and the public.
We share the concerns expressed by community
members such as the Royal Park Protection Group that
the bill will unequivocally remove people's rights to
appeal and seek compensation. It alters the constitution
in relation to those issues.
In the context of my earlier comments I acknowledge
that facilities for netball and hockey, which is especially
popular among junior members of the community, are
inadequate. There is a need for an increasing number of
netball and hockey facilities, and the major venues and
existing facilities should be upgraded.
What surprised me, given that my interest is in
non-metropolitan Victoria, was that the government did
not locate the upgraded netball and hockey facilities in
provincial Victoria It would have been a fantastic
opportunity to provide international standard venues in
a provincial city. That matter is worthy of examination
when one takes into account the number of people from
provincial and rural Victoria who travel to Royal Park
to participate in tournaments and competitions. It would
have been an opportunity for the state government to
demonstrate a commitment to non-metropolitan
Victoria by providing international standard netball and
hockey facilities in non-metropolitan Victoria
During the committee stage the opposition will move
an amendment expressing its concern about public open
space, but because of our shared commitment with the
government about the Commonwealth Games
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proceeding in Melbourne in 2006 the opposition will
not oppose the second reading of the bill.

approximately 4.9 hectares, which represents a small
part of the total Royal Park land of 178 hectares.

HoD. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) - I support the
Royal Park Land Bill and am. pleased to hear that the
opposition will not oppose its second reading.
However, some remarks should be made in the context
of the bill in principle, notwithstanding that the house
will go into committee to consider an opposition
proposal to clarify its intent.

There is no intention of any encroachment being made
on open space. Provision has been made for more than
8 hectares ofland to be subsumed by work now in
progress reducing to 4.9 hectares on completion.
Obviously, as the development work is concluded and
the facilities built, the aesthetic process of restoration of
land after earthworks and the establishment of native
vegetation through planting of trees and shrubs will
ensure that the facilities blend in with the parkscape.1t
is important to recognise the importance of such a
development to provide facilities for the state.

The Royal Park Land Bill clarifies beyond doubt the
intention that the use of the State Netball and Hockey
Centre land is consistent with the reservation over that
land It will ensure that the significant development the
government has undertaken is not delayed by further
challenge or argument about what is intended This is
an important initiative for the state. The State Netball
and Hockey Centre redevelopment at Royal Park is
being undertaken in the context of the need to upgrade
facilities that have been in a state of disrepair. There are
problems about the condition of the property, including
unstable floor surfaces, inadequate spectator and player
amenities and, particularly, no capacity to provide male
changing rooms.
In life's journey one is taken on a mysterious course. I
had no interest in netball until recently, but now my two

young daughters find that this is a great form of activity
and they participate in intraschool and interschool
competitions on weeknights, weekdays and weekends.
Lately one of my daughters has taken up hockey. I am
not sure either daughter will play at a state level, but
certainly they will be able to participate in interschool
and competition events as children throughout Victoria
are encouraged to do to widen their experience and
competitive opportunity.
I recall in my youth playing rugby not at Royal Park but
at Albert Park. It is important to encourage people to
develop their sporting enthusiasm, and many lessons
can be learnt on the playing field and through exposure
to other young people of a similar age from different
backgrounds. It is incumbent on the state to ensure that
adequate facilities are provided for such events.
The bill is about looking to the future. The facilities at
Royal Park have been run down and, with the prospect
of significant national and world events such as the
2002 World Masters Games and the 2006
Commonwealth Games being played there, they should
be upgraded It is important in the context of those
events. The intent of the bill is to remove any doubt that
the proposed redevelopment of the facilities can
proceed The completed centre will comprise

The government envisages that more than
270 000 people will visit the centre each year, thereby
creating a great adjunct to Victoria's sporting facilities.
I heard Mr Power's suggestion that here was the
opportunity to establish the netball and hockey centre in
a regional location. He wondered why such facilities
were inevitably constructed in Melbourne.
I must say, notwithstanding that it may be desirable to
pick a regional centre and have a significant facility
such as the netball and hockey centre there, the tyranny
of distance will inevitably put people from country
areas at a disadvantage. However, were the state netball
centre to be constructed at BaHarat or Bendigo my
constituents would find it even more difficult to access
the facility than they would if it were located in
Melbourne.
Hon. Pat Power - So you don't support what the
Deputy Premier did in Nagambie?
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS - I am saying that the
netball and hockey centre will be a major facility that
attracts a lot of young competitors and a lot of parents
who donate enormous amounts of time not just for their
children's sake but for the organisation of the sport.
I was reminded only last weekend that the three ladies
who organise the Sale netball competition have been
doing so for about 20 years. Their children have long
since stopped playing netball but the ladies still
coordinate and organise the activities voluntarily, as do
many hundreds of people statewide. It is only
reasonable in those areas of sporting and recreational
activity in which families are engaged, with people
working in voluntary and honorary capacities that the
cost of being involved is minimised. Netball is one of
the fastest growing areas of women' s sport. I note with
interest that many young lads in primary school now
play netball, which is a good thing for the sport.
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Given that the opposition has said it will not oppose the
bill, I shall abridge my remarks and say the
establishment of the centre is an important initiative for
which the government should be commended. It has
clarified the status of the development at Royal Park
and ensured no further delays will occur because of the
anxiety expressed and the various forms of application
that have been used to subvert the development process.
I am sure as the bill goes into the committee stage
honourable members will be able to expand on the
reasons for supporting it.

Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - In speaking
on the Royal Park Land Bill I refer to aspects of Royal
Park of which I have become aware as a local member
and long-time resident of that area ofMelboume. The
issues exposed in the concerns about the Royal Park
development and the response of the government can
be characterised in the following fashion.
A number of people hold genuine views about the
importance of parks to Melbourne both in the local
sense of the amenity enjoyed by people who live near
major parks and also in the wider sense that Melbourne
can claim as a feature that people in the last century had
the foresight - although in some cases it was
accidental because the land had not been built on - to
surround the city strategically with a number of
important parks. That characteristic is frequently
remarked on by visitors to Melbourne. We do not have
the topographic features of sandstone cliffs and a
beautiful harbour that make Sydney a great city.
But Melbourne has an important mixture of
well-preserved Victorian architecture including some
fine examples - perhaps the best in the world - of the
way architecture can work with that peculiar
characteristic of Australian urban life of everybody
having a bit of his or her 0\\-11 open space. Together
with the major parks, that makes Melbourne one of the
world's most livable cities and one in which we are all
proud and privileged to live. Royal Park is not Central
Park, New York, but to some people it represents a
most important part of the city - a large area ofland
used in that way. No wonder people fight hard against
what they see as any attrition of parkland.
When attrition occurs and changes are made, as has
happened throughout the history of a number of
governments of different political persuasions, there is
always a good reason proposed as to why a new facility
is required. It is usually related to a useful and
important purpose, but the net result is often to slowly
erode the overall concept on which the park and land
reserve is based.
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The other concern that has been expressed by the
community I have been fortunate enough to represent is
the importance of the park's social use. The urban camp
in Royal Park has provided the opportunity for kids
from country areas to enjoy an alternative to their
normal rural situation. They come to Melbourne for a
week to experience the art galleries, the zoo, other
urban features and a different lifestyle. That has been
important, and one could argue that that social function
should continue to exist in Royal Park.
When talking to members of the community I
discovered that some still took the fairly strong line of,
'Okay, but not here. It is yet another intrusion and the
centre should not be allowed to expand'. The protest
group went to appeal. Other people who are supportive
of that sort of experience say, 'Okay, there needs to be a
balance and we will live with that'. That has been part
of the issue when taking into account the concerns
people have expressed about change. It is disappointing
that the government has chosen a legislative path
without making a serious attempt to negotiate a way
through to achieve a balance and to allow greater
diversity of ideas than is possible when one finds
oneself in an adversarial situation.
I attended a number of meetings, some of which were
of the nature of protests or a campaign but others of
which involved quite a lot of dialogue. A particularly
well attended meeting was held at the former North
Melbourne to\\-11 hall, where people spoke of the
importance of netball for girls and young women. They
said the allocation of resources to sport in the area had
been neglected.
I heard Mr Davis's contribution to the debate. Like
many parents in the inner city, I too have been part of a
car pool that took most of the girls from our families to
and from Royal Park. We stood there while games went
on at Royal Park on a Saturday morning and the next
week somebody else would have a turn. It was a feature
of the primary school years in particular, but also took
place during their secondary schooling. It was a new
level of competition, experience and exercise, a
family-orientated activity in circumstances where
sometimes we stood while matches were played in
drizzling rain or in a cold wind because only a couple
of indoor courts were available. Netball is not an elitist
activity; it is a very important activity for young people,
particularly girls, and it has a history of being played at
Royal Park, as does hockey.

The issue is serious also because one must try to get the
balance right and not allow the legitimate demands for
recreational facilities to erode something that cannot be
easily replaced once it is built over. The opportunity for
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the creation and maintenance of new, large areas of
parkland as the lungs of the metropolis has substantially
gone and we must carefully guard what is left.

is clear that many people who attend the netball
activities now come some distance from the northern
and western suburbs.

There has been no opportunity to enter into
negotiations, and accusations should not be made
against people who feel very strongly about the matter
and attempt to exercise their legal rights through the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal, as in this
case. They are entitled to seek to have their rights and
views protected in a legal forum which is specifically
designed for such a purpose under the legislation. The
government has responded to that exercise of legal
rights by crushing the issue with the heavy hand of
passing legislation extremely quickly. It has not enabled
the matter to be dealt with so that the local community
can feel part of and involved in the development.

Any growth could be accommodated on sites more
easily obtained in a regional centre that could handle
the administration of the various levels of competition
and needs of a netball organisation instead of focusing
growth in one area. A plan that incorporated location
and need would probably better meet the requirements
of the organisation and the people interested in netball.
If such a plan with some guarantees attached to it were
laid., people who recognised that it was a balanced
approach would be much more comfortable about the
current proposed development. It would not satisfy
everybody because some people hold strong views
about the importance of not having any attrition of
major parks.

The provision of facilities for netball will benefit the
girls and young women who play that sport and who
have not had their share of the facilities in the past.
However, the proposal leaves a bad taste in the mouths
of the people who consider that they were not heard and
that their legitimate concerns about the protection of
major parks around Melbourne have been overridden.
To come to the heart of what I consider amounts to a
balanced approach, there can be an acceptance of the
need for recreational facilities while recognising the
historical connection of the proposed use. That is why
the Labor Party does not oppose the bill. My colleague
the Honourable Pat Power made clear the concerns
about the process. The bottom line is that the opposition
recognises the legitimacy of such facilities. However,
the question must be asked: Is that the end of the story
in terms of the intrusion into the park? A number of
people who can see both sides of the issue locally will
be much more comfortable about it if they are assured
that it is not the thin edge of the wedge for further
intrusion. Mr Davis mentioned 270 000 visitations to
the centre. Given the impact, the growth and the need,
people are concerned that once the new centre is
established the demand., including a demand for
parking, will increase.
The proposed change affects the overall concept. A
person can object to the proposed development without
being opposed to the concept of providing legitimate
facilities for girls to play hockey, because they perceive
that planning is heading in the wrong direction. In terms
of getting the balance right, the government could have
stated the planning position much more clearly and so
satisfied a larger number of people. For instance, if
there were growth, as there could be, a statement should
be made that it will be accommodated elsewhere,
perhaps connected with the headquarters of the sport. It

The reason for the amendment foreshadowed by the
Honourable Pat Power is that the opposition wants the
minister to make a statement today in the Parliament
and give some guarantee that there will not be a net loss
of parkland. If a statement were made to that effect at
least people would perceive that the proposed
development will be a contribution to the recreational
facilities but in the context of maintaining important
parks it would genuinely not be the thin edge of the
wedge of further attrition.
The other issue is the appropriate use of the new centre.
Not many people argue about young people playing
sport, but if the proposal is that the centre be used for
function rooms, for entertainment or to bring in money,
there are plenty of places in urban areas outside the
park that can be used. It is inappropriate to use parkland
for commercial activities under the guise of some
support of or link with a recreational activity. Ifland is
required for recreational activities it should be very
closely related to those activities. Its use should not
expand into some corporate or income-generating
ancillary activity.
Not much complaint has been made about the outdoor
courts because they are used for limited periods; they
are not a complete intrusion. They are still open space
and can be used by skateboarders or cyclists. They are
not so separate from the park that people cannot see the
open space. They are not perfect open space but people
can still use them and they do not break up the view of
the park area
A number of things need to be explained and dealt with
if the proposed development is to be embraced by the
majority of the community. A local view about the
parkland is a bit symbolic in that many people have a
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conservation ethic about the parks of Melbourne. An
important feature of Melbourne life is that many people
will attend and support rallies to protect parkland
because they have a generalised view about the
importance of parks, rather than because they are
seeking a specific gain for themselves in living in close
proximity to a particular park.
Such issues support the amendment the opposition
intends to move during the committee stage. I look
forward to a positive response from the government
through the minister.
HoD. G. B. ASHMAN (Koonung) - I support the
Royal Park Land Bill, which facilitates and confirms
the use of land at Royal Park for the State Netball and
Hockey Centre. The land has been used for this purpose
and for many other recreational activities for more than
50 years. The current facilities are in poor condition.
The hockey facility is partially completed and has been
in a state of disrepair for some time. Similar comments
can be made about the netball facilities. The facilities
for spectators and the general public are substandard, as
are the changing rooIDS.

In recent years as part of my role with Vichealth I have
visited the facilities on a number of occasions to look at
the netball. I have witnessed the high level of
participation in the sport at the centre. Particularly
impressive is the range of people who participate, from
young children through to the senior levels. It is
important to have a facility that caters for that range and
level of activity. The new facility will do that. It will
provide significantly improved playing surfaces for
competitors in both hockey and netball, and
dramatically improved facilities for spectators and
supporters. It will give the players some decent
changing rooms to use at the conclusion of the games.
It will be an important facility in the lead-up to the

2002 World Masters Games and as a venue for the
2006 Commonwealth Games. Both those major events
will draw international competitors to Victoria and we
need to demonstrate to those competitors that our
facilities are equal to those in the rest of the world and
indeed rival the other facilities at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre and
the Melbourne Tennis Centre.
The footprint of the new facility is no larger - indeed,
it is marginally smaller - than the footprint of the
existing facility, so it is not intruding into any additional
area within the park. Parks are not just for passive
recreation; they also need to accommodate a whole
range of activities from organised sport to mum, dad
and the kids kicking a football, to families walking the
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dog and to others who just wish to sit under a tree and
read or contemplate. Royal Park accommodates all of
those activities and in such a way that it respects the
needs of each individual who uses the park.
Sport is very important in our lives and netball and
hockey are high participation sports. Netball in
particular attracts about 300 000 active competitors.
Hockey attracts between 60 000 and 70 000
participants. People who participate in sport at a young
age continue those habits through their lives and benefit
significantly from the discipline of regular exercise. In
later life it might not be as organised as it is in our
younger years, but it is an important factor to keep our
medical costs down and to enjoy a high quality oflife.
A life experience is generated by sport participation.
The spin-offs are quite significant with netball. One of
the major health challenges for the community is the
take-up of smoking by young women. They have the
highest incidence of tobacco consumption of any
category in our community. They also increasingly
have the highest participation rate in netball of any
group. Frequently when they cease playing netball they
take up tobacco and lose that sport ethic. Anything we
can do to improve facilities for them and keep them
active in the sport is important. As I said, it can lead to
significant health benefits.
There are some precedents for the legislation. The
opposition has indicated it believes the government
should have allowed the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal and such processes to take
their course. However, I refer the house to the
precedent set by the Cain government with the
legislation that facilitated the construction of the Great
Southern Stand at the MCG. It contained a very similar
provision to clause 6 of the bill, as did the legislation
covering the Melbourne Tennis Centre and the
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre. I do not think
anyone will question the success of those centres. On a
weekly basis tens of thousands of people attend those
centres and actively participate in or view sport. To
delay the project with a hearing at VCAT and a
possible subsequent hearing before the Supreme Court
would add about $500 000 to the $27 million that
already has been allocated to the project.
It is the government's view that the legislation clarifies
the legal use of the parkland It does not intrude into the
parkland and is broadly supported by the community.
Mr Pullen referred to early planners for Melbourne
circling the city with parks. That should be
acknowledged, and we should congratulate our
forefathers on providing such a magnificent park
network for the inner Melbourne area. I do not think
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their intent would have been to restrict the use of those
parks to passive recreation at any time. I am sure when
the first football matches were played the debate was
not about whether there should be passive recreation
only in those park areas.
The coalition and previous Labor governments have
developed the park concept for Melbourne. Melbourne
is noted for its magnificent parks. I look at my own
electorate of outer eastern Melbourne and the new
parks that have been developed in the past few years:
Koomba Park, Tirhatuan Park, Lysterfield Lake Park, a
little further to the north Westerfolds Park, and a little
to the south, Jells Park.
There is a continuing commitment from this and
previous governments to expanding the network of
parks around Melbourne. It is incorrect for people to
argue that there will be a net loss of parkland as a result
of the establishment of the hockey and netball centre at
Royal Park.
I have great pleasure in supporting the bill. I urge all
honourable members to support it.
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - I have
pleasure in supporting the bill because it will add to the
many fabulous sporting venues that already exist in
Victoria, such as the MCG, the Docklands stadium, the
Melbourne Tennis Centre and the Melbourne Sports
and Aquatic Centre, which is being extended under the
government's jurisdiction. The new netball and hockey
centre will replace the old Albert Park stadium, where I
often played basketball during Country Week carnivals
and Victorian country championships. The Albert Park
stadium was similar to the dilapidated facilities that are
currently provided at Royal Park for netball - they are
run down, tired and past their use-by date.
Today honourable members have the opportunity to
pass a bill that will ensure the construction of the new
facilities can proceed immediately. The new centre will
cater for competitions at the domestic, interstate and
international levels and provide Victoria, as the sporting
capital of Australia, with facilities the equal of those in
other countries for the hosting of major events such as
the 2002 world championships and the Commonwealth
Games.
In Victoria hockey and netball have been the poor
relations in the area of sporting facilities. Currently the
Australian netball team are the world champions, yet
the team competes in substandard facilities by world
standards. Hockey has been played at Royal Park for
the past 50 years in facilities that have never been
completed, yet the women's team are Olympic gold
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medallists. Although participants in the two sports have
excelled in representing Australia at an international
level they are exposed to what I suggest are less than
satisfactory facilities.
Anyone who has read the brochure produced by the
Department of Infrastructure on the proposed State
Netball and Hockey Centre would appreciate the
magnitude of the project. The centre will contain a
number of new netball facilities, including five indoor
courts and four outdoor courts, the capacity to
accommodate 3000 spectators, a flexible
changing-room configuration for the players, separate
amenities for umpires and officials, and the flexibility
for the courts to be used for handball, indoor hockey,
gymnastics or martial arts.
The hockey facility will include two wet-pitch
complexes, a IDOO-seat undercover grandstand, a
flexible changing-room configuration for players,
separate amenities for umpires and officials, office
space for Hockey Victoria, and the capacity for it be
used by other sports such as lacrosse, gridiron and
touch football. The $27 million project will provide
world-class facilities for hockey and netball
competitors.
Mr Pullen commented on the importance of Royal Park

to Melbourne. I could not agree with him more. The
construction of the new centre is a classic example of
two competing interests: on the one hand people who
participate in netball and hockey and on the other hand
the Royal Park Protection Group, which believes the
facility is an intrusion into their open space. I do not
accept the argument. because, as has been explained by
Mr Ashman. the footprint of the facility \\111 be smaller
than the area that is currently being used. The
importance of Royal Park will in no way be diminished.
Mr Pullen also stated that the government is being
heavy handed - it is crunching the issue. The
precedent for passing this type of legislation to ensure
that facilities are built is well documented and goes
back to the Cain era. I am surprised Mr Pullen cast
aspersions on the government's handling of the bill. I
am sure he was a member of Parliament when former
Premier Cain passed similar legislation to facilitate the
construction of the Great Southern Stand at the MCG.
Anybody who has attended the football in recent times,
whether on a Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday or
Monday night, would acknowledge that it has become a
fantastic venue following the erection of the southern
stand

The construction of the Melbourne tennis centre has
established a facility that takes Melbourne to the rest of
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the world during the Australian Open. Everyone would
welcome the initiative of the Cain government in
establishing that facility, it is a fantastic venue. The
precedent is not being set by the government; it was set
under the ALP's administration. For Mr Pullen to say
that the government is crunching the issue with a heavy
hand is a bit rich, given that he would have been a
member of the Labor Party at the time when the tennis
centre was built.

Bon. W. A. N. Bartigan intetjected.
Bon. R. A. BEST - I will not accept your
comment about how they paid for the tennis centre,
Mr Hartigan, but it raises an important point: the money
being spent on the establishment of the complex at
Royal Park is coming from the Community Support
Fund. The $27 million has been raised from a tax
applied to the gaming industry. People from country
Victoria, of which I represent a fair slice, will have the
opportunity to compete in and use the facility at Royal
Park, a facility that is being established for everybody
in the state using gambling dollars.

In the past I had the opportunity to play basketball at
the poor facilities at Albert Park when I came to
Melbourne during Country Week.
Hon. \\1. A. N. Hartigan - What about netball? I
bet you didn't play much netball.

Bon. R. A. BEST - Not much at all. Country
people who have the opportunity to play sport during
Country Week will benefit from using the world-class
facilities at Royal Park. Country week extends over
three days and involves some 200 teams from around
Victoria The Royal Park centre is an important facility
for country Victorians.
As a parent who has played the role of taxi driver most honourable members have assisted their children
to get to sporting events and training - I am sure the
centre will be a fantastic venue. As one of my friends
who has played hockey at Royal Park for many years
said, it as a hellhole because you go out there, stand on
the sidelines and freeze.

It gives me pleasure to support the bill, which will
make possible a wonderful state government initiative.
I am delighted that people like Russell Hopper of
Netball Victoria will finally get a world-class venue for
their sport. The many young ladies in our community
who play netball will have a fantastic venue in which to
play their sport.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.06 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT - Order! I am of the opinion
that the second reading of the bill requires to be passed
by an absolute majority of the whole of the numbers of
the Legislative Council. To ensure that an absolute
majority of the members of the house is present, I ask
the Clerk to ring the bells.
BeUsrung.
Memben having assembled in chamber:

The PRESIDENT - Order! So that I may be
satisfied that an absolute majority exists, I ask
honourable members supporting the motion to stand in
their places.
Required number of memben having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Preamble postponed.
Clause 1

Bon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I move:
Clause I, line 4, after "Park" insert "but so that there is no nett
loss to the community of parkland at Royal Park".

I record my appreciation of parliamentary counsel for
providing assistance and guidance as to where it would
be best to insert these words to indicate the opposition's
intent. Quite clearly it would have been inappropriate to
include them in clause 4; it would have simply talked
down the clause because it seeks to remove any doubt.
It is not necessary in committee to get into a substantial
exchange on this issue. Both the Honourable Barry
Pullen and I have expressed our views on this matter in
the second-reading debate. Having said that, my
colleague may still wish to make some comments in
committee.
It is reasonable to emphasise that, notwithstanding our
view that the bill ought to proceed, it is appropriate for
the opposition, on behalf of the community, to propose
the words contained in the amendment and to ask that
the government accommodate them. Acceptance of the
amendment will not endanger the project. It does not
challenge the need for the project. It is self-explanatory
in a sense; it says the establishment of the netball and
hockey centre at Royal Park should proceed in a
context where there is no net loss to the community of
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parkland at Royal Park. I ask that the committee
support the amendment.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for IndustIy,
Science and Technology) - I shall respond more
broadly. I thank honourable members for their
contributions to the second-reading debate. I note in
particular the critical but focused contribution of
Mr Pullen and I shall respond to some of the queries he
has raised. At the heart of his concern, which is echoed
by the amendment moved by Mr Power, is the fear
there could be a net loss of public open space in Royal
Park as a result of the development of the netball and
hockey facilities. I believe it is a legitimate question to
ask and respond to in this place.
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Royal Park. I believe the protesters have overstated
their case. They have been disingenuous in their
explanation of why they have taken such a dogged
resistance to it and in my view they are selfish. Their
actions have resulted in wasted scarce public money
and have created undue anxiety among interested
members of the community. I have no doubt that the
project will be in the public interest and that it will
secure popular support. Both those concepts are
different, but on this occasion I think both concepts will
be met.

I have sought advice on the matter and am pleased to be
able to reflect that the government's intention is that
there shall be no net loss of public open space in Royal
Park as a result of the development Most significantly,
the government's intention is that there be a net
increase in public open space as a result of the project,
and I believe that is reflected in the second-reading
speech.

Like the Honourable Phi lip Davis I have daughters who
also play netball. My experience - although I had had
an earlier experience in following netball - with
young girls playing netball is that it is an outstanding
sport that is sadly lacking in good infrastructure. It is
not a male sport. It is not a commercial sport. It has,
therefore, been a sport that has suffered a blind spot in
the provision of sports infrastructure in this state and
throughout Australia - and it still does. I hope the new
facility addresses the imbalance in the provision of
public funds in what is arguably the most popular
sporting activity on any weekend in Australia.

I can understand the concern about incremental
development leading to the loss of public open space in
Victoria and there is a constant and inevitable debate
about the use of public land when someone comes up
with a proposal for what might be regarded as an
'enhanced' use of public land Sometimes that can
cause the alienation of public land for the use of only
some. That debate will not be resolved here or perhaps
at any time, but in the context of Royal Park I believe it
will be resolved positively. Old decrepit facilities will
be replaced with new ones, with the net outcome being
that there will be more useable public space and the
entire area will be better presented. I am pleased to
provide that advice.

Hockey also has perhaps not been one of the sexy
sports. It has certainly not been accorded the natural
funding allocations of Australian Rules football or
first-eleven cricket. I believe these facilities are well
overdue. Are they consistent with the needs of Royal
Park? I believe they are if your measuring stick is the
public interest rather than exclusively the views of
neighbours. If every piece of parkland or sporting land
was designed and its destiny set based on the needs of
neighbours, the use of that land would be much
different from its use ifyoUT objective was a higher one.
I have always believed the higher objective is desirable,
difficult as the planning and provision of such public
infrastructure can be.

No-one has demurred to the idea that new netball and
hockey facilities are highly desirable. They will be
available for ordinary Victorians, not just for elite
athletes. It is not that I should regard access to the
facilities by elite athletes as undesirable as we head
towards an Olympic year - I think we can see the
advantage in the role models that are created by the
sporting elite. Nevertheless, this facility is for the mug
punter netballer as much as it is for the most elite
netballer. I look forward to it being well used by them,
and the same applies to the hockey facilities.

I believe the Royal Park protesters have looked too
much to their own needs and too little to the needs of
the state. Therefore, I strongly support the bill, and I
oppose the amendment because I believe it is
unnecessary .

I shall conclude by talking about the opponents of this
new facility. As a minister not responsible for this
portfolio, I have been extremely disappointed to
witness the degree of opposition to desirable facilities at

Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - I thank the
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology for his
statement about not having a net loss of public open
space by the provision of these facilities. I hope that
gives some comfort to people who I believe are
genuinely interested in the maintenance of parks
generally, and in this case Royal Park.
As I said during the second-reading debate, the concern
stems from the success of and perhaps the overdue
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support for netball: if it is focused only in Royal Park, it
will lead to further pressure and friction.
Hon. Rosemary Varty - That is pretty narrow
thinking, Bany.
Hon. B. T. PUlLEN - If you place a facility in the
park you create a situation of unnecessary conflict. If it
is deemed to be a good thing for facilities to be
provided for people with a genuine interest in and a
right to play a sport such as netball, by developing them
in just one place, which is also parkland that is precious
to the people of Melbourne, you create a conflict
situation. Perhaps Mrs Varty did not hear my earlier
suggestion that there is a perfectly reasonable solution
that could be worked out cooperatively: additional
venues that are tied into the new facility could be
provided around Melbourne in places where they could
be slotted in and welcomed without creating a focus of
conflict in traditional parkland That is the way to go. If
the member is shaking her head she is putting a view
contrary to the one put by her leader, that there will be
no net loss of parkland as a result of the development.
The Minister for Industry, Science and Technology put
that point clearly, and I thank him for it. I take that to be
an in-principle statement, not a statement on just this
instance in Royal Park.

Hon. PAT POWER{JikaJilca)- I acknowledge
the comments of the Minister for Industry, Science and
Technology and indicate that the opposition is
respectful of them. Essentially they indicate that the
government is, de facto at least, in agreement with the
views put forward by people in the community such as
the Royal Park Protection Group, notwithstanding the
minister's particular views about them, and with the
argument they have developed and the community
action they have built upon.

The opposition greets warmly the minister's
undertaking that there will be no net loss of parkland at
Royal Park. The minister said the government will
oppose the amendment because in its view it is
unnecessary, but as a courtesy I advise that the
opposition will persist with the amendment and divide
to indicate the strength of its view on this matter.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 9
Gould, Miss
Hogg, Mrs (Teller)
McLean, Mrs
Nardella, Mr
Nguyen, Mr

Power, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Walpole, Mr (Teller)

Noes. 31

Given that there seems to be some intrinsic agreement
between us on both the facilities and the protection of
parkland with no net loss, the only thing I quibble with
is that the amendment cannot be incorporated in the
legislation in the way it has been put forward. In my
opinion that shows up the problem with the way
Parliament is working at the moment. This is an issue
on which we might well agree, but because the
Legislative Assembly has departed there is no way that
Parliament can properly function to approve even an
agreed amendment that might improve the legislation
and be a comfort to a number of people with legitimate
concerns. The matter cannot be proceeded with because
there is no way to receive an agreed amendment. That
the Assembly is allowed to depart shows a failure in the
working of Parliament that has unfortunately become
accepted as the norm. It illustrates that we are going
through a charade because we are unable to influence
legislation in even a small or agreed way.
Anyone with a legitimate interest in the role of this
house has to be concerned about the way we have
allowed the normal process of Parliament to be
absolutely flouted so that it can no longer function. The
failure of the process is emphasised by the degree of
reasonable dialogue exchanged across the table about a
rational and constructive amendment that cannot be
responded to by a minister who has heard the argument.

Asher, Ms
Ashman, Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best, Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bndeson, Mr
Cover, Mr
Craige, Mr
OaVJs, Mr D. McL.
Oavis, MrP. R
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Furletti, Mr

Hallam, Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Lucas, Mr (TeI/er)
Luckins, Mrs
Powell, Mrs
Ross, Or (TeI/er)
Smith, Mr
Smith. Ms
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Vany, Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding, Mrs

Pair
Eren,Mr

Bowden, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 6 agreed to; schedules 1 and
2 agreed to; preamble agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
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Third reading

Hoo.. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their contributions to
the debate, which, despite the differences of opinion
expressed, has finally established a favourable outcome
for the park.

The PRESIDENT - Order! The question is that
the bill be now read a third time. I ask those honourable
members who are in favour to stand in their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

A union spokesman predicted that up to 30000 people could
take to Melbourne's streets next Thursday for a protest march.

A Government Member - How many?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL -

Up to 30000 people.

Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous thousand short!

So it was a couple of

Hoo.. M. A. BIRRELL - I am pleased to report in
response to that interjection that they were a couple of
noughts short, not a couple of thousand
In a partisan political action, during the past week the
union movement tried to tell the media that there would
be hordes of people on the streets. The unions told the
press that there would be 30 000 people on the
streets - not on strike, as one journalist tried to
reinterpret it to me today. There were not 30 000, and I
commend employees in the manufacturing sector for
staying at work, keeping up production and exports,
and sticking with their employers. Those employees along with the government and the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission - said that the strike was a
nonsense, totally illogical and counterproductive.
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Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology to
today's demonstration by workers concerned about
declining jobs and opportunities in manufacturing,
including the closure of factories such as Aurora
Fibreglass, Electrolux, Dorf Industries, Geelong
Cement, Kinnears Ropes, Timken and others. I further
refer to the 2 per cent decline in Victoria's national
share of exports and to the increase in Victoria's
unemployment from 7.3 to 8 per cent, and ask: will the
minister now work in partnership with unions in the
manufacturing sector to ensure that no more
manufacturing jobs are lost in Victoria?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - Today's strike by the
Trades Hall Council was a total flop. To put the strike
in perspective, I will- Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - Why don't you tell us
what you have done with manufacturing instead, and
whether you are going to do anything?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I want to answer all of
your leader's question, Mr Theophanous. To put in
perspective the strike that you and your leader are so
proud of, I quote an article in the Age of Thursday,
27 May which states:

While it was fortunate that very few people turned up to
the protest march, the majority preferring to thumb their
noses at the Trades Hall Council, it nevertheless has
had a damaging impact on Victoria's reputationwhich is exactly what it does not want! The last thing
Victoria'S great manufacturing sector can afford is that
type of senseless strike action which creates bad
publicity interstate and overseas.
The strike may not affect Victoria politically, but it
affects the manufacturing industry interstate and
overseas when exporters who provide their products on
a just-in-time basis have to advise clients overseas that
their products might not be flowing on Thursday. As a
result of the stupidity of the labour movement,
exporters had to say to the people buying Victoria's
products overseas, 'The unions are acting up and we
don't know what will happen on Thursday'! Opposition
members might be proud of that stupidity, but it is
short-sighted action. I am pleased that despite the
misinformation and lies peddled to union members,
they knew better and did not go to the strike - they did
not turn up! It is not surprising that they would not turn
up . Despite the fact - -

Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous of them there.

There were thousands

Hon. M. A. BmRELL - As you know and
everyone else knows, honourable members are used to
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big rallies on the steps of Parliament House and are not
innocent when it comes to protest marches. By any
stretch of the imagination today's was one of the tiniest
any of us has ever seen. That is a stinging comment on
how irrelevant the Trades Hall Council is, and a
more-than-stinging comment about the misinformation
that was given to union members and the media.
Unionists were told by the Labor Party and the Trades
Hall Council, 'You have to go out on strike'. Why?
Because, to quote Steve Bracks's press release of
31 March:
Victoria has lost more than 30 000 manufacturingjobs since
the last election.

And - what a surprise! - Leigh Hubbard was
reported in the Age of 27 May as saying exactly the
same thing:
... 33000 manufacturing jobs had been lost in Victoria in the
past two and a half years.

The statistics are dodgy, as normal. Is it true that
Victoria has lost 33 000 jobs? No. Is it true that Victoria
has lost 30 000 jobs? No. What is the truth of what
occurred over that period?

Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous interjected.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Get out the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) catalogue and look at the
statistics for yourself Pick any period over the term of
the Kennett government. What has happened? From
1996 to 1999-Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - The last quarter!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - The last quarter? You
would not want to pick the last quarter,
Mr Theophanous; it was the best.
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know, and its spokespeople at the Trades Hall Council
do not want to know either. Today the head of the
union movement was out masquerading as a
representative of the workers, but government members
know he is a default Labor Party candidate for a seat
Mr Nardella will go to.

Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - What a stunning
testimony. The person dared Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - This is your idea of
working with the unions, is it?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Thank you for reminding
me. I am coming to that as my next point. The person
who spoke out there today, the ex-Labor Party
candidate for Melton - Hon. D. A. Nardella - And state secretary of the
AWU.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - And state secretary of the
A WU, tries to pretend when he is talking to journalists
that he is an impartial representative of the workers.
That is rubbish. He is a political hack who gave dodgy
statistics to his members. He is just a political hack.
Government members know that today's strike was
organised by the Trades Hall Council in cahoots with
the state opposition. What an interesting outcome. Of
course it failed; the THe has no public support for its
mission.
I turn to the issue of whether the government will meet
and work with the unions. I make it clear that the
answer is yes, but what a tragedy it is that they never
asked

Hon. D. A. NardeUa - You're only the minister.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous interjected.
Bon. M. A. BIRRELL - I do not seek to pick out
individual quarters; I rely on trend figures, because they
are more honest. But you cannot cop them,
Mr Theophanous, and you are too stupid to know when
your figure would not have been better.
From 1996 to 1999 the number of jobs in the
manufacturing sector increased. The stunning success
of industry policy and improved economic conditions
has been employment growth in manufacturing of more
than 8000 jobs.

Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Of course the Labor
Party does not want to hear this. It does not want to

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - It is a bit much if you are
expecting me to organise them to write to me to ask.
Bon. D. A. Nardella - It is beneath you, is it?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - They have never asked,
they have not approached me. Doesn't that expose the
shallowness of the claim of the union movement that it
wants to work with the government?
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You have never asked,
obviously.
Bon. M. A. BIRRELL - I have not heard from

Mr Shorten. I have not had a letter from Mr Hubbard
saying, 'Come down and have a cup of coffee'. I have
not heard, because they do not want to.
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D. A. Nardella -

Why don't you ask?

Honourable members interjecting.

However, the question was from the Leader of the
Opposition, not from Mr Nardella. I suggest that
Mr Nardella desist, and that the minister ignore him.

HOD. M. A. BIRRELL - I am happy to respond
The reason I have not asked is that I regard them as a
group of halfwits. I regard them as people whom the
government is not going to get much out of However, I
can say that if the secretary of the Trades Hall Council
and the ex-Labor candidate, who is now the state
secretary of the union, want to come to meet me, I will
meet them. I have no problem with meeting them. The
fact that they will not have anything to contribute is not
the point. If they want to meet, I am happy to do so. Let
us have some bottom lines.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Since the 1996 state
election - which was from memory held in March through to the latest collection period for the ABS that is shown in the labour force survey category
no. 6203.0 - there has been an increase injobs in the
Victorian manufacturing sector of 8800.

Hon. D. A. N ardeUa - You don't believe in
partnership. Is that what you're saying?

HOD. W. A. N. Bartigan decrease, is it?

HOD. M. A. BIRRELL - You would be better. I
do not know if you were offered the position of head of
the A WO or not, because it was clearly short of
candidates.

HOD. M. A. BIRRELL - That is different to a
30 OOO-person fall, as the opposition suggested. It
should use these ABS statistics, or any of the other two
available ABS models. One is a survey and one is an
assessment of all employees - but I did not use that
because it includes contractors, and the opposition
would not want them included The survey I pick now
from those available from the ABS is the one most
likely to include union members, even though union
membership is falling in the industry. I picked the
survey of salary and wage earners. \\That do the
employees get out of that? They get job increases. What
do the employees want to do? They want to go to work.
They do not want to listen to the Trades Hall Council.

What did the union movement get out of the strike
action today? \\That possible gain for it was there today?
It has been exposed in the marketplace that its members
did not want to strike. That is what has come out of it
all. Government members knew it was not genuine. We
knew it was not about the manufacturing industry; it
was about politics, getting publicity and putting around
some dodgy statistics.
The bottom line is that although the manufacturing
sector went through an extraordinary period of
transition in the 1970s and 1980s - any company that
got through the 1980s deserves a medal - it got
through it and has grown. Victoria has overtaken New
South Wales in total production. Since 1992,
$19.5 billion has been invested in this state, and most
importantly it has had jobs growth. Victorians can be
pleased that the state has not only scored the new
investment needed for a transitional industry and
secured the skills base instrumental to its growth
overseas, but it has also won the exports and the jobs.
Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I will keep going and
reinforce it with you. I would be happy for you to pull
out any of the figures you like. There are three surveys
you can go through to get the facts.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I understand the relish
with which the government is handling the matter.

HOD.

R. M. Ballam - An increase.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - An increase in jobs. That
was using quarterly figure on quarterly figure.
That is different to a

Embraer Aircraft Corporation
Hon. E. G. STOl'""EY (Central Highlands) - Will
the Minister for Industry, Science and Tecbnology
advise the house of any recent major investments in the
aviation industry?
Hon. Mo A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - Fresh from the success of
winning Qantas to Avalon and Victoria, I am pleased to
advise that one of the largest aerospace aviation
manufacturers, Embraer, which is based in Brazil and
which is a major manufacturer of commercial airliners,
has decided to establish its regional headquarters in
Melbourne.
Embraer Aircraft Corporation will initially invest
$12 million in establishing a new headquarters at
Tullamarine as part of its push to increase market share
in the Asic:rPacific region. Embraer is the largest
aircraft manufacturer in the Southern Hemisphere and
its decision to locate to Melbourne is a demonstration
of the confidence it has in this city, its suppliers and
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commercial contacts. Embraer uses cutting -edge
technology to ensure that it increases its sales of
aeroplanes. It particularly welcomes the friendly
investment environment and a key issue, the skills of
Victoria's work force.
The Embraer aircraft fleet has the potential to double in
the next five years, ensuring vital employment
opportunities for Victorians, including subcontracting
for many Australian companies. The Brazilian-based
Embraer is celebrating its 30th year, it has provided
more than 5000 military and civilian aircraft, in
addition to parts, product support and training in almost
40 countries.
The new regional headquarters is the company's fourth
major worldwide centre after the United States, France
and Brazil. Melbourne, which boasts direct access to
Asia-Pacific markets, is obviously a good choice of a
city in which to base one's headquarters. The
government welcomes the fact that Embraer has chosen
Melbourne over other destinations such as Sydney or,
further north, Singapore or Malaysia
All the world's major aircraft and aerospace
manufacturers - more than 400 in total from
26 countries - have been represented at Avalon during
the air show. The government is pleased that Embraer
anended the air show and has made the commitment to
develop its headquarters here, because it will benefit the
long-tenn future of our aviation and services industries.
Vicroads: vehicle registration

Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I refer the
Minister for Roads and Ports to his recent
announcement that arrangements have been made with
Australia Post for the payment of vehicle registrations.
Can the minister provide assurances that the
37 Vicroads registration and licensing offices,
especially the 26 offices in rural Victoria, will not suffer
job losses as a result of the minister's decision to allow
the payment of motor vehicle registrations at Australia
Post?
Hon. G. R CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The announcement that I made last week is
significant for rural Victorians, who will now have the
opportunity to pay their vehicle registrations at any of
the Australia Post facilities throughout the state. It is a
real boost for country Victoria.
I hope Mr Power received a copy of the press release I
issued at that time, but if he did not I will ensure that he
receives one. The press release indicates that the
payment of registrations will also be available at the
Bank of Melbourne, the principal bank for paying

registration fees, other banks and at Vicroads
registration and licensing offices. So motorists will now
have the opportunity of paying their registration fees
not only at Vicroads offices, the Bank of Melbourne
and other banks, but also at Australia Post offices. As I
said, it is a real boost for rural Victorians because they
will now get access to a facility that is vitally important
in country Victoria
Hon. Pat Power - Do you guarantee no job losses
in country Victoria?
Hon. G. R CRAIGE - Hold on. The question
related to an assurance in respect ofVicroads offices.
No Vicroads registration and licensing office will have
reduced functions and its office staff will be
maintained. The new facility will not lead to any
diminution in services at Vicroads offices, nor at the
Bank of Melbourne, at other banks or at Australia Post
centres throughout Victoria
VVorkcover:prennUIDS

Hon. A..~REW BRIDESON (Waverley) - It is
commonly acknowledged that Victoria has the best
workers compensation system in Australia. Will the
Minister responsible for Workcover advise the house of
the outcome of Workcover premiums for 1999-2000?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
am delighted to report on the general trend of premium
notices to be sent to Victorian employers in the next
few days to apply for the financial year commencing
1 July.
I remind honourable members that the bottom-line
objective of the Victorian Workcover Authority and the
premium system is the reduction in workplace injuries.
The Workcover premium system is among the most
highly rated systems in the world. That means that
Victorian employers do not pay for the bad practices of
others in their industry. They pay according to their
own individual performance and they have a
benchmark against which to measure that performance
in the form of industry averages. It means safer
workplaces as a consequence of the greater focus on
workplace health and safety. It also means that health
and safety becomes a major issue at boardrooms
because for the first time company executives and those
responsible for the operation of the company can
manage the cost of workers compensation by
improving their workplace safety experience.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - How do they manage
the additional $120 million they had to pay last year?
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I do not need to rely on
my claim alone; I am happy to rely on Trowbridge
Consulting, which has compared the premiums
applying across the term of the Kennett government,
particularly up to 1997-98. That report reveals that in
the period from 1991-92 to 1997-98 fatalities have
fallen more than 40 per cent across Victoria
Hon. T. C. Theophanous inteIjected.
Hon. R. M. BALLAM - Mr Tbeopbanous
inte1jects every time this issue is raised.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - I do not want you to
get away with telling lies.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Tbeopbanous
knows the forms of the house. He is listed to ask a
question and I suggest he use that opportunity to make
whatever points he wishes.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The truth is I am
properly answering the same question right now.
Mr Theopbanous inte1jects every time this issue arises
about claims concerning deaths in the workplace or
fatalities as a result ofworkplace injuries.
Hon. T. C. Theophaoous - A successful claim,
absolutely. You obviously know nothing about the
system.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Let the record show that
the minister waved his hands in exasperation.
Hoo. T. C. Theophaoous - What a fool- an
absolute idiot.
The PRESIDE!'iT - Order! Unless

Mr Tbeopbanous wants an early trip out of the house, I
suggest he be quiet.
Hon. R M. BALLAM - The one consolation I
have is that I could not be offended by
Mr Tbeopbanous. I am pleased to report to the chamber
that the good performance is continuing. The premium
orders applying to the 1999-2000 financial year
indicate that 42 per cent of Victorian employers can
expect their premiums to decline. Also, 19 per cent can
expect that the rate will be the same as last year.

For the benefit ofMr Theopbanous I point out that by a
process of elimination it means that for 39 per cent the
premiums are increasing. I do not apologise for that
because it is based upon experience. It means that in an
average group of 10 employers from Victoria, 4 will
have premiums reduced, 2 will find premiums remain
about the same, and 4 can expect them to increase. In
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my view that is significant in any circumstances.
Taking into account that currently one of the major cost
drivers is the tail of the common-law claims which we
effectively brought forward, the outcome is significant.
The last time we were able to obtain a direct cut - the
underlying cost to the system was 1.73 per cent and the
general premium was running at 1.9 per cent - was on
that basis, and judging by the premiums orders going
out now we expect the system will become fully funded
in a relatively short time. It is currently running at about
96 per cent, but on the basis of this situation we can
look forward to a fully funded scheme.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous inte1jected.
Hon. R. M. BALLA.l\1- Trowbridge Consulting
suggests that in the period since W orkcover was
established, about $3000 million has gone back into the
Victorian economy as a direct result of the reduction in
workers compensation costs. In excess of $500 million
a year is going back into the Victorian economy and
generating jobs. That is an important outcome.
Hon. D. A.l'"ardella - On the backs of injured
workers!
Hon. R M. HALLAM interjection.
The PRESIDENT -

I take up Mr Nardella's

Order! Don't take it up.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr President, the good
news is that all those effects of going in the right
direction have been achieved by improving workplace
safety. That is the best way of indicating the
performance of the Victorian Workcover system. I say
without qualification that the conclusion we are entitled
to draw is that Workcover is working.

Workcover: claim
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Finance to the case of a Mr Colin Bowers,
who was treated at the Knox Private Hospital for
bruising in his left arm and a broken right arm as a
result of an industrial accident

I further refer the minister to the fact that as a result of
hospital negligence the wrong arm was put in plaster
and the wrong shoulder was injected with cortisone,
leading to additional pain and suffering for Mr Bowers.
Will the minister confirm that as an injured worker
Mr Bowers will be unable to sue the hospital for
negligence as other patients can, and consequently the
hospital will get away with its incompetence scot-free?

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
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The PRESIDENT - Order! One of the rules of
question time is that a member cannot ask for a legal
opinion. The question is whether a certain set of
circumstances will allow someone to take legal
proceedings. That is asking for a legal opinion. If
Miss Gould can rephrase her question I shall be happy
to hear it.

Hon. M. M. GOULD - Will the Minister for
Finance confirm that under Workcover an injured
worker such as Mr Bowers will not be allowed - Honourable members interjecting.

The PRESIDENT - Order! You have one last
chance.

Hon. M. M. GOULD - Will the minister confirm
that an injured worker is not entitled to any
compensation as a result of the mix -up over the
common-law situation under the Workcover Act? Will
Mr Bowers be treated the same way as other patients?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
am happy to have a go at answering the question. I
suggest that the alternative is to take the case to
common law. Firstly, the honourable member should
have addressed the question to another minister, but
what she has raised is clearly by her own description
not a claim for workers compensation.
HOD.

T. C. Theopbaoous - Of course it is!

Hon. D. A. NardeUa - That is why he was in
hospital.
Hoo. R. M. HALLAM - You have had your go,
Mr Nardella I would have thought it was a matter of
medical negligence, which has nothing to do with
workers compensation.
Questions interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT - Order! I welcome to the
gallery a former member of this house and former
Premier of Victoria, Mrs Joan Kirner.
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Tourism: international visitors
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - Will the Minister
for Tourism advise the house of the latest achievements
of the Victorian tourism industry as detailed in the latest
international visitor survey released this week?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Tourism) - I
am pleased to announce that this week the December
1998 figures constituting the international visitor survey
that was prepared by the independent Bureau of
Tourism Research have been released. In the year
ending December 1998 Victoria achieved 1.015 million
international visitors - that is, visitors classified as
15 years of age and over. The extraordinary
achievement on the part of Victoria is that it has
increased its international visitation when international
visitation to the rest of Australia is decreasing.
Victoria had a 2 per cent increase over its figures for the
previous year, whereas Australia-wide there was a 3 per
cent decline. There was also a decline of 10 per cent in
New South Wales and 8 per cent in Queensland,
indicating its strong reliance on the Asian market,
which has declined over recent times.
I turn to the Asian market because it is critical to the
industry as a whole. Overall Australia experienced a
decline of21 per cent in Asian tourism, while
Victoria's decline was 11 per cent, which shows that
Victoria has been less affected by the decline in the
Asian market.
A significant emerging trend in Asian tourism has been
the dominance of the Chinese market in Victoria The
Chinese now spend more than any other international
group in Victoria That is the most extraordinary
element of the statistics. The Chinese spent
$190.8 million in Victoria in the year ended December
1998, and we expect that amount to grow. With
approved destination status the market will expand even
further. The Chinese now spend more tourist dollars in
Victoria than they do in the USA market, where they
spend $172.5 million, and the Japanese share of the
market is $163.3 million.
Recently in response to the Asian crisis Tourism
Victoria moved money around the world and
remarketed and reopened the office in Shanghai, China
These are phenomenal figures: the Chinese are now the
biggest spenders on tourism in Victoria in terms of the
international market.
The Asian market is also good news for Victoria. The
Chinese market is up by 19 per cent, the Singapore
market up by 14 per cent and the Thai market, where
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everybody expected a slow recovery, is up by 4 per cent
on the figures from the previous year.
The backpacker market is a significant market for the
state because of the market share it holds. Victoria gets
44 per cent of that market share. Their average length
of stay in Victoria is 25 nights. The United Kingdom
visitors provide the largest single number of
backpackers - again, a very important component of
our tourism industry because of their length of stay.
Those are incredibly pleasing results particularly
because, as I said at the beginning of my answer,
growth in Australian international tourism has
contracted - with contractions of numbers also in New
South Wales and Queensland. However, even in this
difficult economic environment Victoria has shown a
growth in international tourism numbers. I commend
Tourism Victoria for its marketing strategies and
commend the industry for the work it has done.

GST: state taxes
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
refer the Minister for Industry. Science and Technology
to documents obtained by the opposition which show
that under the Howard--Lees GST package Victoria will
lose approximately $917 million in GST revenue over
five years, which is more than any other state, resulting
in Victorians and Victorian businesses continuing to
pay the bank accounts debit (BAD) and financial
institutions duty (FID) taxes. Given the $917 million
shortfall Victoria faces, what will be the impact on
businesses and industry due to the retention of the BAD
and FID taxes on top of the 10 per cent GST?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I am happy to answer the
question. Firstly, let me put it in perspective. If it were
not for the package those two taxes would go on
forever. IfMr Nardella is worried about the BAD and
FID taxes, I am his ally. But I must say that this is the
first chance in our collective memories that we have
had an opportunity to get rid of them. Therefore, I
regard the package as being fortuitous.
Is it the best package? No, I actually liked the previous
one, but we all live in the real world and we knew we
had to deal with the Australian Democrats, with whom
the government gets on so well these days.

Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I did not put on the
record what I thought of them, but they are the sorts of
people we should deal with. As a result, we have a
package that is better than the status quo. I would
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certainly like to see the BAD and FID taxes go because,
as I said yesterday about manufacturing, manufacturers
are forced to export not only their costs but their own
taxes. In the service and manufacturing sectors people
are having to export the cost of BAD and FID. I do not
think they should. I am certainly aware of investments
that have been lost to Australia as a result of foreign
investors who have looked to establish research
headquarter functions here but have encountered the
BAD tax and been simply flabbergasted that any nation
would have such a turnover tax on transactions and
therefore have taken their investments elsewhere. I
want to see the taxes go. If the package gets us closer to
that aim, I welcome that. It is certainly better than the
status quo.

Organ donor program
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Silvan) - This may
be my last question on the last day of the sittings. I
welcome my last day in this Parliament. The question I
ask the Minister for Health is somewhat prophetic and I
am unsure whether it is meant to apply to me. Will he
advise the house of recent initiatives to improve the
administration and expansion of the organ donor
program?
Hon. R. I. KNO\VLES (Minister for Health) - I
thank Mrs Varty for her question, and I assume she
does not anticipate becoming an organ donor for many
years to come! I certainly also hope she will have an
opportunity in the spring sitting to ask a question, so
that may not be her last question.
Mrs Varty raises an important subject. Honourable
members will be aware that Australia's record in organ
donations is not good. Within the Australian context the
Victorian record is even less impressive. In fact,
Victoria has had levels of organ donation that run at
about the second poorest in Australia. That has been a
matter of concern to the government for some time.
Last year the government provided $250 000 for what
is known as the Victorian Hospitals Organ Donation
Project, a joint venture between my department and the
Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Society,
which involved an audit of deaths in 12 major public
hospitals and one private hospital in Melbourne. The
audit looked at deaths to see whether any opportunities
for organ donations were missed.
The project was to be for a 12-montb period but was a
bit slow in getting some hospitals into the program
because of negotiations with their ethics committees to
ensure we had the support for the audit to be carried out
as sensitively as possible and having regard for the
views of families.
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The government has now agreed to continue the
program until the end of this year. The early results are
quite telling. The audit reviewed 280 deaths. It
identified 63 where there would have been an
opportunity for organ donations. Of the 63 patients,
22 - or about 35 per cent - became organ donors.
The level at which it was possible to get the families of
those patients to agree to organ donations was relatively
low, in that 38 per cent of potential donors were missed.
The house can see from the audit done so far that the
potential was there for more donors than were actually
achieved.
The other interesting statistic is that where organ
donation was requested 13 families, or 20 per cent,
refused. That is quite a telling figure because a lot of
other jurisdictions can have a refusal of up to 50 per
cent. It reinforces what has long been believed - that
is, most families are prepared to agree to organ
donation providing it is adequately explained and a
good process is followed It gives us great hope that we
can significantly increase the level of organ donations.
Since the government started the program of auditing
and working with intensive care units in major hospitals
the level of organ donations has increased. I mentioned
earlier that Victoria was about the second-worst
performer, but this year it has become the second-best
performer in Australia We do not believe that is an
adequate or total solution. Therefore the government
has allocated about $750 000 from next year's budget
to establish a centralised, coordinated organ donation
program. It hopes to have that program operating from
I January 2000. The program will look at putting in
place a comprehensive program to increase the level of
organ donations. The work Victoria has done has been
of significant interest to other states.
I particularly commend Professor Nip Thomson, the
chairman of the Victorian coordinating committee, and
Drs Bill Silvester and Helen Opdam, both intensivists at
the Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, who have
overseen the audit program. They have developed an
effective way of establishing a focus in intensive care
departments on patients who unfortunately have
reached the stage where death is rapidly approaching
and then looking at how the issue can be sensitively
raised.
The whole issue demonstrates the importance of
individuals talking with their families about the
opportunity of organ donations, registering an interest
and being included on the organ donation list of the
organ transplant promotion organisation.
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It is an important and sensitive issue that is difficult for
intensivists to raise at a very critical time. It is a
fundamental issue for many in the community because
organ donations can allow others to enjoy an increased
life expectancy and provide an opportunity for those
who do not have a cultural or religious objection to
contribute to the community.
An inteIjection was made about driver licences. I know
it is disorderly to respond to interjections, but I am not
anticipating being ruled out of order. The only reason I
respond is that it is important to get the message out
The government has moved away from registering
organ donors as such on a driver's licence. When a
person arrives at hospital the first thing he or she is
separated from is his or her wallet and other personal
things, so the intensivists do not have access to the
driver licence. It is most important that those who want
to be donors register on the list The government is
developing a system by which intensivists can tap into
the registry and see whether a patient has previously
indicated that he or she will be an organ donor. Many
people believe they have addressed the issue by having
it registered on their driver licences, but that does not
assist the system. As I said, it is most important that
people are registered on the list.

The government is working with the Minister for Roads
and Ports to ensure that information promoting organ
donation is going out with annual vehicle registration
leaflets because now that we have 1O-year driver
licences their renewal notices are not the best way of
making contact.
I thank the honourable member for his inteIjection and I
thank Mrs Varty for her question. The importance of
organ donation needs to be highlighted much more
comprehensively because the community will
significantly benefit if we can increase that practice.
VVorkcover:benefi~

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I refer
the minister responsible for Workcover to comments he
made in the house on 25 May defending the
government's policy position in response to a question
from the opposition about whether the government
would remove the anomaly that denies lump sum
benefits to children of deceased workers who are not
wholly or mainly dependent on them. I further refer the
minister to today's Age where a Workcover spokesman
is reported as saying that the law would be changed and
the anomaly fixed and a spokesman for the minister is
reported as saying that the government is considering
the matter.
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Will the minister now confirm that the decision of the
Victorian Workcover Authority to remove the anomaly
will be acted upon so as to remove any further
uncertainty for children of deceased workers?

Bon. R. M. BALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
thank the honourable member for his surprise question.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - You wouldn't have
known about it if! hadn't raised it with you in the ftrst
place!
Hon. R. M. BALLAM - That is a very interesting
aside. I am happy to refer to the article the honourable
member cites from today's Age, headed 'Workcover
error hits children'. There are a couple of really sad
aspects to the article. The first is that it is unnecessarily
alarmist because if you read into the article it
acknowledges that the Victorian Workcover Authority
is preparing a briefing note on the issue for the minister.
It also says that in the meantime, given that the
authority believes this to have been an unintended
consequence, that the issue will be overcome
administratively. That is actually in the article. That is
hardly consistent with the notion that Workcover hits
children. If you want me to read it to you, I shall do so.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - He said the law would
be changed.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr President, I do not
intend to respond to that because it is not the Victorian
Workcover Authority but the Victorian Parliament that
detennines whether the law will be changed.
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he had grabbed the initiative - and so what I am able
to say to Mr Theophanous is that this is sad on every
count. Ifhe is genuinely concerned about the people
who are caught up in this, why did he not raise it in a
way that was likely to demonstrate bipartisan concern?
No, he wanted to make political points.
I will go through the normal process in respect of an
investigation of the issue and whenever the
consequential changes take place Mr Theophanous can
take comfort from the fact that they will happen not
because of what he did but in spite of what he did!

Western Highway, Ballarat: upgrade
Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat) - I have a
question for the Minister for Roads and Ports and like
my colleague Mrs Varty this may be the last time I have
the opportunity to speak in this house. I crave your
indulgence, Mr President. As a preamble to the
question I would like to express my appreciation to the
staff and all my colleagues for the wonderful help and
friendship they have given me over the years. It has
been a privilege and a wonderful experience.
Back to roads. I infonn the house of the wonderful job
the government has done for Victoria, both through the
present minister and his predecessor on my left, the
Honourable Bill Baxter. The fact that it takes me half
an hour less to get home than it used to is excellent.

Hon. G. R Craige - That's because you drive
faster.
An Honourable Member - No, he has a faster

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Why didn't he say
that?
Hon. R M. HALLAM - He said he would
recommend it to the government. Of all people, you
wouldn't expect a minister of this government to
anticipate the Parliament and simply respond.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - Just tell us if you are
going to do it. It's what we asked you two weeks
ago. Just tell us.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - That is the second
component of the story which is sad - that is, that the
honourable member set out to make some very cheap
political points. He knows, because I told him this when
he raised the issue last time, that if he came to me with
a genuine concern, I would be prepared to listen, as I
have demonstrated in this Parliament in the past But
no, he was not prepared to do that. What he set about
doing was grabbing a few points. He raised the question
with me first before I had seen the letter - he thought

car!

Hon. R S. de FEGEL Y - No, I have cruise
control. My question is: will the minister advise the
house on the latest developments he has planned for the
Western Highway upgrade east ofBallarat?
Hon. G. R CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank the Honourable Richard de F egely for
his contribution to this Parliament and to the
government I look forward to the spring sitting when
he will continue to champion the cause of the people of
Ballarat Province.
It is also important to place on record the members of
Parliament in the Ballarat region who have been at the
forefront of a very long planning process for the
Western Highway at the eastern entrance to Ballarat.
The local members are Barry Traynor, the member for
Ballarat East in another place, Paul Jenkins, the
member for Ballarat West in another place, and the
Honourable Rob Knowles and Dick de Fegely, the
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members for Ballarat Province. This has been a real
team effort from the local members of Parliament. I
also place on record the council's input during the
planning phase, particularly the Gateway business
group and the council's economic development
committee. I also thank the Honourable Pat Power for
the way he handled the matter. It has been a long
process.
I am pleased to inform the house that another option for
the Leigh Creek to Woodmans Hill planning study will
be released. Option D will be known as the Gateway
option. That option will go beyond what we have
historically always had, an interchange coming into a
major city, and reflect what happens in major rural
cities and towns throughout Europe. I hope the
community will embrace the Gateway option. It
attempts to examine the business development that is
planned for the region. There are some exciting
proposals for the development of that area between
Woodmans Hill and Leigh Creek. The highway should
not stand in the way of economic development and the
community should recognise that it is of real
imponance to have a significant gateway into Ballarat.
I am pleased to inform the house that option D will join
options A. B, B I and C. Those options will now be
shown together so that everyone in the area can see
what the other options were as well as the new option.
\\!ben residents examine it they can compare the work
that is being done and appreciate the input from various
groups in the region.
The Gateway aim is to make an attractive and effective
enoy into this major rural city. It will send a message to
people that a highly productive economic area can be
located on a major highway. It will demonstrate that a
major road such as the Western Highway can be
upgraded and that existing businesses and activities,
such as the Great Southern Woolshed, motels, service
stations, fruit and vegie shops, truck sales and service
areas, and various proposals in the area, can be
integrated into those works. The option contains a lot of
positive potential to increase the activity, not only for
that region but also for people travelling into Ballarat.
This option and the others will be displayed for a period
of one month. It will then go through the planning
process and the Minister for Planning and Local
Government will appoint an advisory committee which
will hear submissions from the local community. I hope
by the end of this year we can bring this planning
process to a conclusion.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Hoo. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - By
leave, I move:
That so much of the standing orders as require answers to
questions on notice to be delivered verbally in the house be
suspended for the sitting of the Council this day and that the
answers enumerated be incorporated in Hansard.

The question numbers are: 2021,2025,2101,2198,
2201,2206,2210,2213,2217,2219-22,2225-26,
2245,2264,2269,2278,2284,2296,2303,2313-14,
2318.
Motion agreed to.

LONGFORD ROYAL COMMISSION
(REPORT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 June; motion of
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry, Science
and Technology).

Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The Longford
Royal Commission (Report) Bill is the fmallegislation
for the autumn session. It has a very narrow focus but
the issue at its hub is important. The purpose of the bill,
as indicated in the minister's second-reading speech, is
to make provision for the publication of the report of
the Longford royal commission. It is imponant to
acknowledge that there has been a practice - and this
is reflected in the minister's speech - that the reports
of royal commissions have been tabled in each house of
the appropriate Parliament. The bill provides that the
minister deliver a copy to the Clerk of each house of
Parliament.
The opposition acknowledges that procedures similar to
those contained in the bill have been used in other
Australian parliaments. It is because of that precedent
that the opposition has decided to not oppose the bill.
As a courtesy, I advise honourable members that in
committee I will move an amendment to highlight the
opposition's view on this. There is an obligation on the
opposition to move the amendment because with a
royal commission that is as significant as Longford, the
report should have been tabled at a time when
Parliament was sitting. Acknowledging that the time
lines did not marry with the set program for the autumn
session, the amendment that I will move in committee
calls for Parliament to be reconvened in order for that
tabling to occur and for the report to be debated
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Although there is precedent in other states, territories
and commonwealth parliaments for royal commission
reports to be brought down at times when parliaments
are not sitting, it is also equally true that there is
precedent in Victoria for parliaments to be reconvened
so that reports can be tabled at a time when the
Parliament is in session and when the report can be
debated, albeit in truncated circumstances.
The opposition does not oppose the legislation because
it does not want to prevent the tabling of the report as
soon as it becomes available. There will be many in the
community, no doubt the government and certainly the
opposition who will want to carefully and in a
measured way examine not just the findings of the royal
commission but the whole range of evidence and
submissions put before the commission about the
circumstances leading to that unfortunate incident at
Longford.
That is the opposition's position and I will expand on it
during the committee stage. The two core points of the
opposition's attitude are that although it does not want
to act in any way to prevent the document becoming
publicly available at the earliest opportunity, it
nonetheless believes it is responsible to argue that
Parliament should be reconvened so that the document
can be tabled and debated in the normal manner.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) - I support the
bill, and in doing so I indicate my support of the
importance of the inquiry to Victoria, particularly to the
interests of many of my constituents in the Gippsland
area. Clearly the process the government has
determined is designed to enable the report to become a
public document as soon as practicable - that is, as
soon as possible after the commissioners have
completed their work. It means that the community as a
whole, not just part of it, will have an understanding of
the issues the royal commission considered and the
conclusions it reached.

It is critically important for the community to have
access to that information and I am confident the
proposal in the bill will be critical to the development
of an understanding in the community of the causes of
the Longford disaster. Many people in my electorate
have been touched by the events surrounding the
Longford explosion. Some were involved at the
workplace, some were involved in the emergency
call-out teams, such as those that were part of the
CFA's response, and some had family members who
were injured. There is great interest in the community
in gaining an understanding of how such an event could
occur and what measures can be taken to prevent a
recurrence.

Although the debate is limited in nature because of the
machinery nature of the bill - it provides a mechanism
for the report to become a public document as soon as
practicable - it behoves honourable members to
consider why it is important for the document to be
released as soon as possible rather than delayed by a
requirement that Parliament be recalled, as the
Honourable Pat Power has suggested. It is apparent that
there is a mechanism available to the government and
Parliament to facilitate the tabling of the report in a way
that will give it the widest possible exposure. As
Mr Power has stated, it would be useful for there to be
some consideration by Parliament. However, I believe
it would be far more constructive if that were done at a
later time, following comprehensive consideration of
the findings and dialogue with interested parties as to
the relevance of the fmdings and recommendations of
the royal commission.
I therefore agree that the government's proposal is
sensible. There will be no cost in terms of a restriction
of community debate and any parliamentary debate on
the fmdings will benefit from honourable members
having had an opportunity to consider the issues over a
period
Hon. D. A. ~ARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
express concern about the bill, not on the basis of a
debate on the issue of the Longford explosion or the
issues that arose from that unfortunate disaster, but
because the bill unfortunately takes away the primacy
of the Parliament and allows for the executive - Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, it does not.
Hon. D. A.l\ARDELLA - It does. It allows for
the executive to have control over the report.

The problem I have is that the role of the Parliament
will be truncated. Honourable members will not be able
to debate the report - the submissions,
recommendations, the way it was conducted, or
anything arising from it - under parliamentary
privilege until the next sitting of the house- or in my
case, the other house.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - You hope.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I don't hope. I think I
will be there. Parliament has an important role. In a real
sense the report is extremely important to the people of
Victoria, as well as to the families and others affected
by the events of last year. Parliament should be able to
debate the report in a timely manner. It has the ability to
debate it, and it is part of the role of Parliament for
honourable members to express their views under
parliamentary privilege after having read the report.
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Parliament was recalled to debate the Native Title Bill.
In that case honourable members were given the
opportunity of having their say and expressing their
views about an important matter that affected and will
continue to affect the Victorian community.
Government members may criticise the set of
circumstances that existed at that time, but they cannot
deny that Parliament was recalled and honourable
members were given the opportunity to debate the
issues. It comes to a point where people such as the
Honourable Bruce Atkinson and other government
members should have regard for what is the proper role
of Parliament It is not and should not be only about
passing legislation, although that is one of its primary
functions. It should not be about only general business
or what the opposition thinks is the issue of the day on
Wednesday mornings. The role of Parliament should be
about being able to openly discuss and debate issues of
importance to the Victorian community at the earliest
possible opportunity.
The report will be handed down during June - or it
could be later - and if the election is held in
September or October it may not be until November
that honourable members have the opportunity of
debating the issues.
Various views will have been expressed in public
debate and in the newspapers, the multinational
companies will have expressed their views and excuses,
but Parliament will not have had the opportunity to
debate that report. If Parliament is to be a living and
breathing institution where such issues can be debated
in an open and frank way, honourable members must
be given the opportunity to debate the report It is
unfortunate that that precedent will have been set, with
this report going to the electorate first.
Ultimately I will support the bill because its passage
\\;11 mean the report will be made available to the
Victorian community and will have the associated
privileges as though it had been tabled in the house. I
certainly consider that 10 be the second-best option. It is
of concern to all opposition members, as it should be to
all members of Parliament, that issues of concern to the
communities they represent are able to be debated and
worked through in this forum. All too often the
executive, the cabinet or others outside the Parliament
make decisions for us; all too often the institution of the
Parliament is considered irrelevant 10 Victorian society;
all too often we are not able to put in place a process
whereby honourable members can debate important
issues in the chamber.
The opposition will support the bill, but a much better
way of dealing with it would have been to recall
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Parliament whenever the report is handed down. That
would have involved both sides of the house and
resulted in better outcomes for the Victorian
community rather than this second-best process. In
other parliaments that follow the Westminster model
debates on important issues occur in a timely manner.
The recall of Parliament would have been a better
process, but ultimately this second-best process as
proposed by the bill will be supported by the
opposition.
Motion agreed to.

Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 3 agreed to.
Clause 4
BOD.

PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I move:

Clause 4, page 3, after line 2, insert-

"0 There must be fixed a day and time for the next meeting of
each house that is within 7 days after the receipt by the
Clerk of the house of a copy of the report referred to in
subsection (l ).".

There is little need for further exchange in debate
during the committee stage. I was able to discuss with
the Minister for Finance, who is at the table, the
unusual circumstances that have led the government to
come to this arrangement as its best solution. I
acknowledge there is no certainty about the date that
the report will be available. I acknowledge that once
Parliament rises many members of this and the other
house will have work-related commitments that may
well take them out of the country and that reconvening
Parliament would be administratively and
organisationally difficult.
In a sense our amendment is not necessarily intended to
criticise the government's decision but to indicate our
preferred option. As the Honourable Don Nardella said
in his contribution to the debate on the second-reading
motion, the opposition applauds the government for
deciding that the report must be publicly released and
made available at the earliest opportunity. The
opposition commends the government for ensuring a
process has been put in place that applies privilege to
the document. Those things are absolutely essential.

Ifl were a member of the government and the Minister
for Finance were a shadow minister, and if the
government of which I was a part proposed that a report
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like the Longford royal commission report be tabled
outside a parliamentary sitting, I imagine a shadow
minister would be tremendously enthused about the
idea of Parliament reconvening, if for no other reason
than to guarantee a level playing field
As the Honourable Don Nardella said, notwithstanding

the legitimate reasons the minister has given me, I am
sure the house would understand that, in the political
playing field and especially in the context of this being
an election year and quite possibly very close to an
election campaign, it is reasonable for the opposition to
argue that the legislation will provide the government
of the day with a political advantage over the
opposition.
It may well be that that is the advantage of
incumbency - and the price one pays for being in
opposition - but I believe the opposition's amendment
is reasonable. I do not think it is irresponsible; I do not
believe the opposition could be accused of being
mischievous. It is not seeking to delay the report or its
public analysis or to prevent it from being covered by
privilege. I encourage members of the committee to
support the amendment.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
do not take issue with anything Mr Power has put to the
committee. In fact he has done me the service, if you
like, of outlining exactly what he expects I will offer by
way of response on behalf of the government - in fact,
in the past few minutes we have talked privately about
the issue.
I do not for a moment challenge the fact that this is a
very important report. I think Mr Power would
acknowledge that through its calling of the commission
in the first place the government has acknowledged
that. The government's fierce intention is that we learn
something of advantage to the community through the
tragedy of Longford.
I do not challenge that it is reasonable for the
opposition to seek the reconvening of Parliament to
debate the royal commission's report when it becomes
available. However, let me make this point: the
decision taken by the government is not a sign that it is
trying to dodge that debate. This is not about some sort
of advantage that it sees in incumbency; it is simply its
view of the practicalities of the circumstances. The
government would have preferred the commission's
report to have been available during this sitting of
Parliament.
Let us recall that the first indication the government had
was that the report would be available by the end of

February, and now maybe we will have it by the end of
June. That indicates simply that it is not practical to
anticipate in advance when the report will become
available. On those grounds it would be indeed
challenging to reconvene Parliament during the recess.
All the things Mr Power said about the responsibilities
of members and the difficulty in calling them back to
Parliament are acknowledged.
In all those circumstances the government considered
the matter carefully and determined that the best
outcome would be for the report to be made available
publicly at the earliest opportunity. To enable that to be
done the bill has been drafted in such a way as to ensure
that as soon as the report's receipt has been
acknowledged by the Clerks of the Parliament it will as
a matter of course be covered by parliamentary
privilege. In the government's view that means we
capture the best of the circumstances.

I know Mr Power is aware of this, but for the record I
point out that there are plenty of precedents for the
circumstances to be addressed in this way. I am told
that the thrust of the bill is almost a direct lift from
legislation in New South Wales. I am reminded that
that is exactly how the report of the West Gate Bridge
royal commission was handled back in 1970.
Honourable members opposite will not be surprised
that the government is not persuaded by the argument,
but I hope they are reassured by my saying again that
the government thought through the issues very
carefully and determined this is the best way around the
circumstances in the interests of all concerned.
Committee divided on amendment:

Ayes, 8
Gould. MISS
Hogg, Mrs
J'ljardeUa, Mr
Nguyen, Mr

Power, Mr
Pullen, Mr (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr
WaJpoie, Mr (Teller)

Noes, 30
Asher, Ms
Ashrnan, Mr
Atkinson. Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best,Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Boardman, Mr
Brideson. Mr
Cover,Mr
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. MeL.
Davis, Mr P. R
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood,Mr

Furletti, Mr
HaJlam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Lucas, Mr
Luckins, Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross, Or
Smith, Mr
Smith, Ms
Stoney,Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty, Mrs (Tel/er)
Wells, Or (Tel/er)
Wilding, Mrs
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Housing: Richmond estate

Pairs
Knowles,Mr
Bowden,Mr

Eren,Mr
McLean,Mrs

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.

Third reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) move:

I

That this bill be now read a third time.

The PRESIDENT - Order! Perhaps at this stage I
might indicate to the house the role of the Parliament in
relation to this legislation, given that the legislation
casts some obligations on Parliament itself Under the
bill the report is given by the commissioner to the
Premier, who is referred to as the minister, and the
minister gives a copy to the Clerk of each house of
Parliament. It is anticipated that there will be a copy for
each house. It is then incumbent on Parliament to
arrange printing and publication of the report and its
dispatch to members. That will take a little time but will
be done, obviously, as expeditiously as possible.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I draw to
the attention of the Minister for Health, who represents
the Minister for Housing in another place, a matter
relating to a housing ministry high-rise building. Two
lifts operating in the high tower of the building at
106 Elizabeth Street, Richmond, are old and constantly
breaking down. One lift stops on every second floor, on
evens; the other one stops on odds. I understand that a
number of years ago when the Minister for Health was
the Minister for Housing he investigated the possibility
of either upgrading the lifts or punching holes in the
walls of the building so the lifts would open on every
floor.
Because the lifts are old and break down constantly it is
difficult for residents to get to their homes. The
residents wish the report commissioned a few years ago
to be made available. They ask the minister to examine
the proposal. The constant breakdown of the lifts has
led to serious concern, especially among elderly
residents because their apartments are deemed to be on
the ground floor if the lift stops at their floor. That
clearly cannot apply when the lifts are so often out of
order. They are experiencing great difficulty.

Tourism: Geelong
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) - I raise with the
Minister for Tourism a matter relating to major events
in Geelong. In the past I have raised matters about
major events being attracted to Geelong, the regional
lead that Geelong has shown and the interest that has
been shown in Melbourne and Geelong through the
Melbourne Major Events bureau. Highlighted in many
calendars is an increasing number of major events that
occur in Geelong.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until a day and hour to
be fixed by the President, which time of meeting shall be
notified in writing to each honourable member.

Motion agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Honourable members on both sides of the house will be
aware that the Life and Death Under the Pharaohs
exhibition at the National Wool Museum at Geelong
from September to November last year was hailed as
fantastic. While it is easy to provide anecdotal evidence
of its success, I thought the minister might be able to
give honourable members some statistical support to
verify the success of the exhibition, not only in tourism
visitation numbers but by way of information about
some of the broader diversions offered by the
successful exhibition.

Drugs: supervised injecting facilities
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - I ask the
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology to raise
with the Premier in another place a matter which is of
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concern to many residents and community services in
my electorate.
Before outlining that matter of concern, I wish to
acknowledge the efforts made by the parliamentary
library in providing me with background material for
my question. I will also take the opportunity to
acknowledge in passing and put on the record although I am sure I will have another opportunity to
amplify this in the spring session - that I have
received superb assistance from the library staff during
my time in Parliament. The service provided has been
extremely cordial and professional, and it has been a
feature of being a member of Parliament that I have
thoroughly enjoyed.
In case any other members of staff think I am leaving
them out, I will also say that I have enjoyed very
cordial and professional service at all levels throughout
my time in the Parliament. It is a workplace which
benefits enormously from the working relationships
between people at all levels. The support that
honourable members receive from those relationships is
important, because at times we work in unusual
circumstances and for unusual hours.

If I could impose on the courtesy of the house for a
little longer, I will also put on record that during the
time I was a minister with three portfolios I enjoyed
enormous support from the public servants with whom
I worked. The creativity and commitment of public
servants is often maligned. I put on record that I have
found the public servants with whom I have worked to
be very talented and dedicated people. I was fortunate
to enjoy in both my portfolios of housing, education
and training, and conservation and environment the
support of a number of individuals of high calibre. I
think of them not only as professionals in the best
possible sense but also as people with whom one can
have a valuable relationship.
Many of those who have left due to downsizing and
other changes in circumstances have been recognised
through the positions they now occupy as professors or
through other significant positions in universities or in
the private sector. Therefore the belief that the public
service is a repository for people who cannot make it in
other areas is false.
Not wanting to try the patience of the house any longer,
I will conclude by saying the following. Like many
members, I owe a great debt to my family - in my
case my wife and three daughters - for the support
they have given me during my period in Parliament.
Sometimes the public and the media do not realise the
extent of the stress members' families suffer as a result
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of the focused attention members have to give to their
work - and sometimes it relates more to what we do
not do than to what we do. People have only a certain
amount of creativity. When that creativity is focused on
their jobs they do not always apply themselves in the
same sort of way - not that they do not try hard - at
crucial times when their families are growing up. They
do not always contribute their creative ideas to events
that they might otherwise contribute to, because the
stress and tension associated with their jobs do not
allow them to. There is no second chance when families
are growing up. I want to put that on the record for my
wife, Margaret, and daughters Naomi, Joanna and
Emma.
The issue I raise today is raised on behalf of the people
in my electorate, who are actively concerned about it. I
have enjoyed the support, tolerance and constructive
criticism of a talented group of people who live in my
electorate and who have always been interested in what
I am doing. They may not have always totally agreed
with me, but they have always been supportive. They
have been an enormous support for someone who has
been fortunate enough to occupy such a position of
responsibility for 17 years - the longest time I have
ever spent in one area of employment.
I assure members who know me that I am not retiring.
Rather, I am moving on, because I feel for a number of
reasons that it is absolutely the right thing to do. The
more I think about it the more comfortable I am with
my gut feeling that I have made the right decision. I
thank the house for its indulgence.
I turn 10 the issue I want the minister to consider, which
concerns drugs. We now have an opportunity to do
something much more positive than we have so far
done about the drugs issue, especially the number of
young people who are overdosing and dying from drug
use. A wide cross-section of my local community are
now seeking to establish a temporary injecting booth
around the Otter Street toilets in the Smith Street area,
where a lot of injecting takes place. As I have
previously told the house, last November in that area
one injection occurred every 12 minutes gauging by the
number of needles found there and the area had the
highest overdose rate in the state. Local residents are
prepared to set up a temporary booth in an attempt to
ensure if not safe then at least safer injecting. This
morning a doctor who runs a successful practice said he
is prepared to be a volunteer on stand-by and spend
time in the area assisting people who may have
overdosed or may otherwise be at risk.
A number of other professionals are prepared, without
charge, to make themselves available. A broad
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cross-section of people want to give this a go because
they realise how desperate the situation is and how
many young people are affected.
As I said, this is a bipartisan position. However, I am
disappointed that the Premier has not seized the
opportunity now being offered by the Premier of New
South Wales, Bob Carr, given the positive drug forum
in New South Wales which brought together many
people to discuss the issue of safer injection options,
among others. The Premier of New South Wales is
prepared to support safer injection rooms. A bipartisan
approach by the premiers of Victoria and New South
Wales may shift the position of the Prime Minister and
his advisers, who have a much less effective and
progressive stance on this issue.
I ask the minister to persuade the Premier that this is an
opportunity that he should seize. He should take the
opportunity offered by my local community to provide
all the support he needs to do a difficult thing that will
help young people, which I acknowledge is hard to do
unless there is bipartisan and community support It is a
critical time because you do not always get the stars in
the constellation together in the way that has now
occurred. It would not be a divisive debate because so
many people of standing in different areas and of
different political persuasions are saying, 'We will give
this a go'.
The Premier should not want to be the hero. If he is
hanging back to be the hero it is more to do with public
relations than with being serious about the issue. The
Premier has shown a lead and it is now a matter of
taking it up with others to see whether we can get
something on the ground. I am sure I could provide
support from many members of the community if the
Premier wanted to do something in my electorate about
this constructive initiative.

Response
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I thank the house for
allowing me to make an early response to Mr Pullen,
who raised a matter with me as the representative in this
house of the Premier. The issue concerns the heartfelt
concerns about drug problems faced by young people
and the proposal to follow the suggestion of the Premier
of New South Wales about major reforms that I believe
were the result ofa significant, week-long session
organised by the New South Wales government. I will
pass on to the Premier the matters raised by Mr Pullen
and I will indicate to him the personal concern and
long-held interest ofMr Pullen and the recognition that
it is a local initiative. In all the years I have known

Mr Pullen he has been a strong local advocate, and I am
happy to pass on those matters to the Premier.

PTe: sign age
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
ask the Minister for Finance, as the representative in
this place of the Treasurer, to direct to the Treasurer's
attention a planning issue affecting the privatisation of
public transport.
I ask the Treasurer to guarantee that the sale process
will not be corrupted by the use of planning
amendment S71, a statewide planning scheme
amendment that was designed to give preferential
treatment to an advertising company, NLD, a political
ally of the Liberal Party. Planning amendment S71
provides for the introduction of the Public Transport
Corporation sign rationalisation plan, which allows for
the placement of supersigns on PTC property all over
Melbourne without a planning permit or the provision
for third-party objections. The key issue is that sections
of the amendment are due to expire at the end of
December this year and should not be used, as it would
be inappropriate.
The use of amendment S71 will be seen as the quid pro
quo or payback to NLD for its cooperation in allowing
the placement of Liberal Party advertisements on the
Monash and West Gate freeways. Sign locations were
awarded to NLD by special intervention of the Minister
for Planning and Local Government outside the normal
process. Time after time NLD receives special
treatment. Here in Victoria that is inappropriate. This
amendment is a gift to NLD, the company controlling
the rights - -

Bon. R. M. Hallam - On a point of order,
Mr President - The PRESIDENT - Order! The honourable
member has made a substantial personal attack on a
member in another place. He knows he cannot do that
by such a method. The procedure for doing so is by
substantive motion. I hope he will not continue in that
vein because there are a number of matters that the
minister in the other place would dispute. Having made
that point, the honourable member can ask his question.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I ask the Treasurer to
ensure that this amendment and its provisions are not
being used as an additional revenue carrot in the
privatisation process.
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Aged care: Khmer community
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) - I
direct my question to the Minister for Aged Care. The
Khmer Community of Victoria, which is an
incorporated organisation in my province, has raised
with me the lack of accommodation and aged care
facilities for its senior members. Recently members of
that community conducted a survey that found it has an
increasing number of ageing people but does not have
the resources to do what is required for them. I ask the
minister to provide some assistance, perhaps through a
surveyor by developing a strategy for the future needs
of the ageing Khmer population.

Public transport: privatisation
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I ask the
Minister for Roads and Ports to raise with his colleague
the Minister for Transport in the other place a matter
relating to public transport. It is important for the house
to understand that both the Minister for Transport and I
have been taken by surprise by this issue. It was
recently drawn to my attention that a coalition on public
transport made up of some comrades from the now
Public Transport Union, users of public transport and
community members, is concerned about public
transport being privatised and the pace of the
privatisation program. The signatures on the bundle of
papers in front of me total some 70 000.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Have you counted them?
Hon. PAT POWER - I have not counted them,
and I do not expect the minister to do so. Will the
minister relay to the Minister for Transport the concerns
of these signatories and the comments I have made on
their behalf and ask him to consider reassessing the
government's decision about public transport,
especially on aspects that may be either the subject of a
moratorium or withdrawn?

Bendigo Safe City Forum
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - I raise with
the Minister for Roads and Ports who represents the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services in another
place a matter concerning future funding for the
Bendigo Safe City Forum. The forum is a partnership
between the City of Greater Bendigo, Victoria Police,
the Liquor Licensing Commission, the Australian
Hotels Association, nightclubs and hotels, the Bendigo
student association, education and health services, the
Bendigo taxi association, the Hargreaves Mall Traders
Association and the community.
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The forum seeks to identify local crime prevention and
safety issues and works towards their resolution. It has
been operating for two years and has been successful.
The forum recommended the introduction of closed
circuit television cameras into the Bendigo CBn
precinct, and that has been effective. Recently a
substantial drug bust occurred in Bendigo. The cameras
were particularly helpful in identifying people
associated with dealing in drugs.
The forum has not been advised of future funding. I
understand its funding is to cease at the end of this
financial year. As the committee plays an important
role in crime prevention and safety issues in the
Bendigo community I urge the minister to fund the
program. I ask the minister to see his way clear to
provide the funding for the executive officer,
Mrs Gillian Fellon, because the forum provides a great
community service in the city ofBendigo.

Hospitals: waste disposal
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - The
issue I ask the Minister for Finance to raise with the
Minister for Health concerns a matter that has recently
become public - that is, the radioactive waste lost in a
tip in Brooklyn. The matter has been broUght to the
attention of many honourable members, and certainly to
my attention, by the ALP candidate for Sunshine,
Telmo Languiler.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Has the minister spoken
about this in the chamber?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHAl~OUS - I am not aware of
it. Mr Languiler brought it to my attention because
many people who live near the tip have expressed their
concerns to him. People are concerned that the
container is yet to be identified and removed. It appears
no substantial action has been taken to recover the
container and efforts so far have failed to recover it
The minister should report on the issue. More
importantly, something should be done to find the
container.
Hon. Bill Forwood - I t has been found.
Hon. T. C. TllEOPHANOUS - I was not aware
of that However, processes should be put in place to
ensure this sort of thing does not happen again. The
residents have a right to be concerned. I look forward to
a report from the minister about the processes to be put
in place to ensure such an incident does not occur
again.
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US consulate: security
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) - The matter
I direct to the attention of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services in the other place, so ably
represented in this chamber by the Minister for Roads
and Ports, concerns the present situation in which the
United States consulate building in St Kilda Road is
attracting 24-hour police security.

Some of the demonstrations at the US consulate are
against the NATO air strikes in Yugoslavia Bearing in
mind that the Australian Protective Service is a
federal-funded enforcement agency which has the
specific task of providing the consulate with protection
and that the government is also allocating additional
resources at the US consulate, I ask the minister: is the
threat to the US consulate and the Consul-General
significant enough to justify the extensive allocation of
police resources - that is, 24 hours a day with two
members of the police force in a police car constantly
patrolling? The night shift comes from Prahran, the
morning shift comes from South Melbourne and the
afternoon shift comes from the St Kilda Road police
stations. Is the threat significant and are the Australian
Protective Service resources sufficient to guard the
consulate?

East Timor: medical assistance
Hon. D. T. W ALPOLE (Melbourne) - The
Minister for Health and other honourable members will
be aware that in September last year the Honourable
Jean McLean and I visited East Timor to look at the
situation on the ground, with particular emphasis on
human rights. Since then the situation has deteriorated
rapidly and now the East Timorese require urgent
medical assistance because many doctors have left the
countt)'o

I understand the health department and the health care
networks have specially trained doctors who in the past
have been utilised in overseas territories - the last
occasion was 1971 - to assist people in emergency
situations.
I ask the minister: if and when circumstances permit
doctors from Australia to go to East Timor, and if there
are doctors in the health networks or the health
department who are specially trained and are willing to
go to East Timor to assist the people who are suffering
from this menace, will the minister make sure that paid
leave of absence is made available to people who carry
out that humane work?
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Food: genetic engineering
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - I raise
for the attention of the Minister for Health the possible
dire consequences of planting genetically modified
crops in Australia that could prove very costly to
growers and consumers.

Europe and Japan are both taking ever-increasing
measures against genetically modified foods, but I
understand our farmers are ready to follow the United
States lead in favour of genetically modified food crops
leaving Australia once again competing directly against
the United States of America and Canada. Earlier this
year the Sainsbury retail chain purchased between
$50 million and $60 million worth of canola oil from
Australia because our rapeseed growers have not yet
introduced genetically modified strains of rapeseed I
understand that canola is on the list for genetically
modified food crops here.
In Denmark, an organic corn crop was accidentally
cross-pollinated with BT genetically modified corn,
which destroyed the fanners' organic credentials. We
are not sure about the long-tenn effects on wildlife but
there appears to be evidence that the same genetically
modified corn is threatening the endangered emperor
butterfly in the United States of America, which is of
grave concern to the people there. There are scientific
reports of the first genetically modified super weeds in
Cambridge.

Genetically modified seeds will have a catastrophic
effect in the Third World because the seeds contain a
gene which makes the next generation of seeds sterile,
and could well cause famine in many developing
countries. All this is threatening organic crops at a time
when demand for organic food is growing worldwide.
What steps are being taken to ensure that Victoria can
gain the market for organically grown food by resisting
the agricultural chemical producers who are investing
heavily in that yet unproven gene technology?

Motor car traders: registration fee
Hon. W. R BAXTER (North Eastern) - I ask the
Minister for Small Business to refer to the Minister for
Fair Trading in another place the requirement for
dealers in motor vehicles, new and second-hand, to be
registered under the Motor Car Traders Act, a highly
desirable requirement particularly for those dealing in
second-hand motor vehicles where history has shown
there have been some shonky practices in the past.
I refer the house to what is perhaps an unintended
consequence of those requirements and refer to the
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situation that often pertains in small country towns
where a local garage and engineering business ftxes
farm machinery, sells petrol to the locals, and in the
course of its activities over the year might sell 10 or
12 agricultural motorcycles and is therefore required to
be registered as a motor trader under the act at a fee at least for the owners of a business I met last Friday of around $900 a year, which works out at almost $100
per agricultural motorbike sold. That makes it an
entirely uneconomic line for that business to be in, yet it
is providing a very valuable service to country Victoria,
particularly remote country towns.
I understand there is a provision in the Motor Car
Traders Act for certain classes of motor vehicles to be
exempted from the count, and it is the number of units
sold in a year that detennines whether the business
needs to be registered under the act I ask the Minister
for Fair Trading to give consideration to exempting
agricultural motorcycles under that provision because
that would materially assist a number of very small
businesses in remote country towns.

Drugs: needle exchange program
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I
advise the Minister for Health of the main organisation
that currently operates a needle exchange program in
the western suburbs called Western Region Aids
Prevention. WRAP, which is located in Nicholson
Street, Footscray, has done a good job in providing
information and support about many issues, including
drug use As the minister is undoubtedly aware, many
of the local traders do not support the exchange
program because of the large number of drug users they
believe the program attracts to Footscray. Because it is
the only needle exchange program operating in the
western region, drug users, in particular heroin users,
from all over the western suburbs come to WRAP for
information and support. Is the minister prepared to
consider supporting the establishment of needle
exchange programs in other parts of western
Melbourne?

Further responses
Hon. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Health) The Leader of the Opposition raised with me a matter
for referral to the Minister for Housing about the poor
condition of the Office of Housing complex in
Richmond, particularly focusing on the lifts. I will
certamly refer her request to my colleague.
Mr Brideson again raised with me the needs of older
members of the Khmer community in Victoria. He
brought a deputation to see me some time ago. The
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community's initial concept was to establish a
residential facility for older people.
As I explained to the deputation, residential care is
essentially a commonwealth responsibility. However,
the government is keen to work with the various ethnic
communities to try to get a better understanding of their
aged care needs. The government has a two-pronged
approach. Firstly, the government tries to ensure that
the generic aged care providers have an understanding
of and are sensitive and responsive to the cultural needs
of Victorians from non-English-speaking backgrounds.
Secondly, the government understands it is important to
look also at the development of ethno-speciftc services.

I am pleased to advise Mr Brideson that I have
approved a one-off grant of $35 000 for work with the
Cambodian community to analyse the aged care needs
of that community. That will provide the government
with a strategic approach for addressing the issue.
Mr Brideson has been a keen advocate for and friend of
the Cambodian community and I ask him to convey
that information to its members. The government looks
forward to working with the community to bring about
an appropriate outcome.

Mr Theophanous raised the issue of the inappropriate
disposal of radioactive material from the Alfred
hospital at the Brooklyn tip. It is a matter of concern to
the government, and certainly to me. I understand that
the protocols used are the international protocols for the
disposal of this material. It was intended it should go to
Holland for appropriate treatment. Unfortunately a
human error was made and the isotope ended up being
disposed of at the Brooklyn tip. However, it was well
packaged in a container designed to withstand an
aircraft crash, which made it difficult to locate at the tip.
I am pleased to advise that the material has now been
located and retrieved. I have asked for a report on how
the mistake occurred so that the government can ensure
it does not happen in the future.
Mr Walpole raised with me the tragic situation in Timor
and sought my assistance on the basis that if it were
requested to do so and if it were possible Victoria
would provide medical assistance to that country. I will
certainly look at that issue. I anticipate that the request
will come from the commonwealth government. The
type of assistance involved needs to be organised in an
appropriate way, but Victoria will respond in any way
that is practical if it is requested to do so.
Mrs McLean raised with me the issue of genetically
modified food. It is a contentious, complex and difficult

issue, primarily because quite different approaches are
being taken in North America and Europe. Australia
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and New Zealand are essentially grappling with it as
two separate countries and in many ways are caught in
the middle because the Americans have made it clear to
the Australian government that they would see any
artificial restrictions in this area as being in breach of
the World Trade Agreement.
There is no key consensus about how genetically
modified food should be both registered and labelled.
Recently the commonwealth government decided to
establish an office to examine the registration of
genetically modified products. ANZFA, the Australia
New Zealand Food Authority, is grappling with the
issue of labelling.
Melbourne will be hosting the next meeting of the Food
and Agriculture Organisation, or FAO. It will be the
first time it has met outside Europe. One prominent
issue for debate at the conference is genetically
modified food. We hope that, with representatives of
other countries being brought together, an international
consensus on this issue can be developed. Regarding
Mrs Mc Lean 's request, in one respect the horse has
already bolted. A.NZFA has told me that in this country
there could well be some 500 products already on the
market that contain genetically modified material.
Part of the difficulty is that that is occurring well down
the f(\I)d chain. Many manufacturers may be genuinely
unaware they are using genetically modified material.
Sometimes it is known that the material used has been
genetically modified only because the company that
holds the technology has acknowledged that. While I
understand that it is a maner of significant concern to
many people. it is a complex, difficult issue that is not
strictly within the jurisdiction of the states. The
commonwealth. New Zealand and all states and
territories are seeking to grapple with the issue to
ensure an appropriate regulatory framework is in place.
Mr Nguyen raised the operation of a needle exchange
program in the western suburbs, particularly in
Nicholson Street, Footscray. I acknowledge his support
for the needle exchange program, an important public
health measure. The needle exchange program has been
one of the key strategies for containing the RN/AIDS
epidemic that hit this country in the 1980s. It now plays
an important role in managing the threat of hepatitis C.

Deciding the location of the needle exchange in
Footscray has been a difficult issue for the government.
The previous site closed and for some time the
government had great difficulty in locating another site;
now one has been established The government is
constantly looking for ways and means of extending the
program.
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Mr Nguyen referred to the concerns of traders in the
area That is not an infrequent response when trying to
establish a needle exchange site, and it is an issue not
just in the western suburbs. Concern was raised in
Springvale not long ago, and the location of needle
exchange sites is an ongoing issue in the central
business district The government has been developing
the concept of mobile needle exchange units to try to
improve accessibility as well as to address some of
those other concerns. I will take on board the request
Mr Nguyen has made, but I do not want to
underestimate the difficulty in extending the number of
needle exchange sites in the western suburbs and other
parts of Victoria.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
have one issue to respond to, and it comes to me from
the Honourable Don Nardella, who asked me to refer it
to my colleague the Treasurer. He seeks from the
Treasurer an assurance about the fairness of the
privatisation process involving the Public Transport
Corporation. The honourable member should have
stopped there - but he did not. He went on to level a
malicious anack upon my colleague the Minister for
Planning and Local Government in another place.
Mr President, you pulled him up short before I could
raise a point of order.
The honourable member should know it is totally
inappropriate for him to do what he did. The only way
he can bring that sort of accusation against a member in
the other place is by substantive motion. I am at a bit of
a loss as to how to respond. I do not want to be seen to
be accommodating the gratuitous and malicious anack
upon the Honourable Robert Maclellan. so I do not
intend to pass on the message, unless Mr Nardella is
prepared to withdraw the latter part of his question or
write to me in tenns that simply go to the inquiry rather
than the challenge he offers against the Honourable
Robert MaclelIan.
Bon. D. A. Nardella - The minister has asked me
to withdraw that point. I take on board what he has said
and I withdraw.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - In that case, I thank the
honourable member for the grace with which he has
done it, and I shall now pass on his inquiry.
Bon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The Honourable Pat Power raised with me a
very colourful petition. I should just mention that the
petition he has banded to me is on yellow, apricot,
bright orange, white and green paper - and I take it in
the spirit in which he has given it to me.
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Mr Power's colleagues can learn a lot from the
professional way in which he has honoured the forms
of this Parliament. He has been an example to many
people. No matter what debate is involved, even in the
adjournment debate, his contributions are always
relevant cmd he always uses the correct processes. I
personally thank him for that.

I am delighted to advise both Mr Hartigan and
Mr Cover that Tourism Victoria commissioned
Pricewaterhousecoopers to look at a study of the overall
economic benefits of holding the exhibition in the
Geelong region, obviously to learn from it and establish
whether there would be opportunities for the future as a
consequence.

Mr Power asked me to pass on the petition to my
colleague the Minister for Transport. The petition has
been organised by a coalition of our comrades from the
Public Transport Union, the public transport user
organisations and individuals. They have raised issues
about the process of privatisation of public transport
and, more importantly, the pace at which it is occurring.
I shall certainly pass on the petition and the matter to
my colleague.

The exhibition attracted 25 695 visitors to the region.
They spent on average one night in the region.
Melbourne residents were the largest source of
visitors - indeed, 48 per cent of the visitors came from
Melbourne. More than 17 000 visitors came from
Melbourne, 362 were international visitors and more
than 2000 were from interstate. All those visitors came
to the region as a consequence of the exhibition.

The Honourable Ron Best raised for the attention of my
colleague the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and Minister for Corrections in another place,
the Honourable Bill McGrath, the important issue of the
Bendigo Safe City Forum. I know the forum and have
dealt wi~1 it regarding the taxi industry. It has done an
excellent job for the people of Bendigo in respect of
safety and the taxi industry, and it has played a vital
role in ensuring the maintenance of people's security. I
shall certainly pass on to my colleague the issues
Mr Best has raised about future funding for the forum.
The Honourable Cameron Boardman - a very
hardworking local member and a very young and
energetic representative of the region - raised a matter
for the attention of my colleague the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services in another place, the
Honourable Bill McGrath. It concerns the 24-hour
police presence at the US consulate in St Kilda Road.
Mr Boardman asked whether the facts are sufficiently
significant to justify a police presence and whether
there is a need for that service to be provided by another
source. I will pass on that matter.
Hon. LOmSE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - The Honourable !an Cover raised with me
an issue regarding the Life and Death Under the
Pharaohs exhibition held in Geelong from
26 September to 29 November 1998. He asked whether
there had been an impact study of the benefits of that
important exhibition to the Geelong region.
The Life and Death Under the Pharaohs exhibition
features Egyptian art. As the Museum of Victoria in
Melbourne was unavailable because it is being
relocated, the National Wool Museum in Geelong was
presented with an opportunity to house the exhibition.

Total expenditure estimated by the study is
$1.2 million - a significant contribution to the region.
I imagine honourable members would be interested in
hearing about the distribution of visitor expenditure. It
also emphasises how an event such as the exhibition
can make a much broader economic contribution to a
region than simply the contribution that arises from
attendance at the exhibition itself
Of the visitors to the exhibition region 73 per cent went
to restaurants. and 45 per cent of the respondents said
they also participated in shopping while in the region.
Tourism always generates a much broader economic
impact. The breakdown of the visitor expenditure is as
follows: meals, food and drink, 36 per cent; tickets,
22 per cent; other entertainment costs, 2 per cent;
transport.. 13 per cent; other, 18 per cent; and
accommodation, 9 per cent. As honourable members
can see, the study shows significant overall economic
benefits to the Geelong region as a result of hosting the
exhibition.
The Honourable Bill Baxter asked me to pass on to the
Minister for Fair Trading the requirements of motor
vehicle dealers for second-hand sales licences and
points out what he believes is an unintended
consequence of the legislation. He gave the example of
a business person he has spoken to who sells 10 to
12 agricultural motorbikes a year, and he referred
specifically to businesses in country Victoria
Mr Baxter asked whether the minister would consider
an exemption for agricultural motorcycles under the
legislation. I will be very pleased to pass the matter on
to the Minister for Fair Trading.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 5.10 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incotporatedfrom the notice paper ofthe Legislative Council
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalfofthe appropriate ministers.
The portfolio ofthe minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Thursday,3 June 1999
Planning and Local Government: Docklands Authority advertising
2021. TIlE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Finance (for the Honourable the
Minister for Planning and Local Government): What was the total advertising budget for the Docklands
Authority for the 1996-97 and 1997-98 financial years.

ANSWER:

The tf)tal advertising budget for 1996-97 and 1997-98 financial years are:
1996-97
1997-98

$210,000
$330,000

Health: Human Services capital expenditure by program group
2025. THE HO:\'. M. M. GOL"LD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health: What is the estimated
capital expenditure for each program group within the Department of Human Services for the 1998-99
financial year.
A:'\" S\\' ER:

The estimated capital expenditure for each program group within the Department of Human Services for the
1998-99 fmancial year is as foHows;
Acute Services
Ambulance Services
Aged, Community & Mental Health
Public Health
Disability Services
Youth & Family
Aboriginal Affairs
Housing Assistance (all funding)
Health Agencies

S 110.3 million
S 6.2 million
$ 94.0 million
$ 5.1 million
$ 24.0 million
$ 20.6 million
$
1.0 million
$ 445.2 million
$ 55.9 million

Youth and Community Services: respite house funding
2101. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable
Minister for Youth and Community Services):

(a) In relation to each private or charitable Adult Facility Based Respite House receiving funding from the
Victorian Government in the metropolitan region, what is the number and name of each House for
intellectually disabled persons.
(b) In relation to each private or charitable Adult Facility Based Respite House receiving funding from the
Victorian Government, what is - (i) the number of permanent 'normal' and 'emergency' night beds;
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(ii) the total number of 'normal' bed nights available per year; (iii) the yearly average percentage usage
rate for 'normal' beds; (iv) the number oflong term stays greater than three consecutive weeks and the

total length of stay; (v) the number of clients on each register; (vi) the availability of access to clients
other than those who are registered; and (vii) the requirement to become a registered client.
ANSWER:
(a) The number of houses available for adults eligible under the Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services Act
(1986) and Disability SeIVices Act (1991)
Metropolitan Region
Western Metropolitan Region
Northern Metropolitan
Region
Eastern Metropolitan Region

Southern Metropolitan
Region

Number of Houses & Suburb
4
Melton, Taylors Lakes,
St Albans (2)
Greensborough, Preston (2)
3
7

Box Hill, Kew, Alphington,
Wheelers Hill,
Glen Waverley, Mt Waverley,
Wantirna
Mornington, Carrum, Seaford,
Moorabbin, Caulfield

5

(b) Service Profile

Adult Facility Based
Respite House
Taylors Lakes (City of Melton)
Melton
(WIN Support Services)
St Alb.lns
(Spastic Society of
Victoria)
St Albans
(Spastic Society of
Victoria)
Preston
(AGAPI Respite Care
Service)

Greensborough

Number of Beds
'nonnal'

'emergency'

5

1

4

1

0/0

L'sage

1,563

90%

nil

1,020

90%

nil

No.

2

-

730

84%

not available

3

-

1,095

78%

not available

5

-

1.450

79.5%

5

2

2

100%

nil

5

1

434 (n)
168 (e)
1,825

12

-

4,320

70%

2

7

-

2,555

90%

nil

23 nights
40 nights
42 nights
49 nights
91 nights

not available

84%

J

total length of stay

(weekends. h
olidays)

(WIN Support Services)

Preston
(Spastic Society of
Victoria)
Box Hill
(Yooralla Society of
Victond)
Kew
(Villa Maria Society for
the Blind)

Long Term Stays

Bed
~ights

402 nights
37 nights 3

j
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Adult Facility Based
Respite House
Alphington
(Villa Maria Society for
the Blind)
Wheelers Hill
(Villa Maria Society for
the Blind)
Glen Waverley
(Spastic Society of
Victoria)
MtWaverley
(Spastic Society of
Victoria)
Wantirna
(Spastic Society of
Victoria)
Mornington "
(Connor House Respite
Care Service)
Carrurn
(Wesley Central
Mission)
Seaford ..
(Nepean Centre For
Physically Handicapped)
Moorabbin
(Brighton and Districts
Helping Hand
Association for
Intellectually Disabled
Inc.)
Caulfield ..
(Jewish Community
Services)

Number of Beds

Bed

0/0

Nights

Usage

Long Term Stays

I

total length of stay

'nonnaI'
5

'emergency'

-

1,825

90%

No.
nil

5

-

1,825

90%

nil

5

1

1,825

100%

not available

5

2

1,825

100%

not available

5

-

1,825

75%

not available

6

-

2,190

100%

2

21 nights

5

-

1,825

97%

7

5 at 28 nights
1 at 56 nights
1 at 63 nights

5

1

1,825

93%

nil

4

-

1,460

100%

1

3

-

864

100%

nil

56 nights - ongoing

(weekends)

This information is not collected as Key Performance Indicators by the Department therefore record is not
maintained by all agencies.
Open full time until 30 June 1999. Anticipate service will revert to weekends only from 1 July 1999.
Clients to move to new permanent accommodation facility currently under construction.
Facility used by children and adults.
(v) There is no centralised register for clients accessing Facility Based Respite Houses. Funded respite facilities
maintain a list of clients who utilise the service.
(vi) Private or charitable Facility Based Respite Houses receiving funding from the Victorian Government are
available for use by any consumer eligible for service under either the Disability Services Act, 1991 or the
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services Act, 1986.
(vii)To access private or charitable Facility Based Respite Houses funded by the Victorian Government, clients do
not need to be registered, but must be eligible under the legislation in (vi) above.
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Tertiary Education and Training: salaries, consultancies and public relations
2198. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): In relation to the Office of Training and Further Education for
the 1996-97 and 1997-98 financial years, what did the office spend on - (i) executive salaries; (ii) travel;
(iii) consultancies; (iv) administration salaries; and (v) its internal media or public relations unit

ANSWER:
I am infonned as follows:
(i) - (iv) To provide the information requested would require an inordinate amount of time and resources which
are not available. The Hon. M M Gould may wish to submit a more focussed and specific question on
these matters.
(v)

The Office of Training and Further Education does not have any internal media or public relations unit.

Tertiary Education and Training: TAFE staffing
2206. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): What was the number of staff (EFfS) for each Victorian
TAFE by- (i) campus and institution; (ii) course area; and (iii) administrative area, as at 30 June 1995,30
June 1996,30 June 1997,30 June 1998 and 1 April 1999.
I am infonned as follows:
Information concerning staffing is contained in the relevant Annual Report for each Victorian T AFE.

Tertiary Education and Training: RamJer review into TAFE
2210. THE HO~. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): \\That is the current status ofthe recommendations of the
Ramler review into TAPE provision in the Melbourne metropolitan area.

ANS\\-'ER:
I am informed as follows:
The review report made a number of recommendations based around eight major themes. Some of these
recommendations have already been fully implemented, others adapted slightly and yet others are unlikely to be
implemented.

Tertiary Education and Training: adult multicultural education services
2213. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): In relation to Adult Multicultural Education Services for the
1994-95, 1995-96, 1996-97 and 1997-98 financial years and the 1998-99 financial year to date- (i) what
were the names and locations of organisations funded to provide programs; (ii) how much was paid to each
organisation funded to provide programs; (iii) what was the purpose of the funding; and (iv) on what criteria
was the decision to allocate funding made.

ANSWER:
I am infonned as follows:
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The Adult Multicultural Education Services provides language, literacy and language-supported training programs
to Victoria's multicultural community. Further details of the Services' activities and operations are contained in the
Annual Reports of the Department of Education.

Tertiary Education and Training: State Training Board
2217. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Terticuy Education and Training): In relation to the State Training Board for the 1996-97 and
1997-98 financial years, what did the Board spend on - (i) executive salaries; (ii) travel; (iii) consultancies;
(iv) administration salaries; and (v) its internal media or public relations unit.
A.~SWER:

I am infonned as follows:
I refer the Honourable Member to response to Legislative Council Question No. 2198, a copy of which is attached.
The State Training Board is supported by the Office of Training and Further Education.

[Hansard Reference: Legislative Council, 3 June 1999, page 1146]

Tertiary Education and Training: T AFE virtual campus
2219. THE HOK M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): In relation to the Victorian TAFE Virtual campus - (i) what
has been the total expenditure since the announcement of the virtual campus; (ii) how many students have
enrolled in units for 1999 to date; and (iii) what is the breakdown of disciplines studied.

I am informed as follows:
(i) On Tuesday 13 October 1998 the TAFE Virtual Campus (TAFE VC) was launched by the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training as part of the TAFE Online 200J strategy.
This strategy provides the direction to ensure that Victoria continues to lead the way in using communications
and multimedia technologies to increase training participation and improve learning outcomes for students.
The TAFE Virtual Campus, a key enabling objective of the strategy, is a new online learning environment for
program management and training delivery. It is an electronic services platfOIm for use by Victorian TAFE
providers to support all aspects of their work from electronic enrolments, fee collection and library access
through to program delivery and management. Subsequently it will benefit all TAFE students not just those
who are studying via the Internet.
The TAFE VC is only one component of the overarching TAFE Online 200] strategy and its effectiveness will
rely on supporting activities in a range of areas. This government has, in the past two years, committed in
excess of $1 0 million to initiatives in the three supporting areas of infrastructure, content and professional
development.

In October 1998, the government committed a further $22.5 million to initiatives which will facilitate and
support mainstream use of the TAFE VC, as part of TAFE On line 2001 strategy. These include:
Development of Online Training Programs
Staff Development
Refining and improving the TAFE VC
Improved Technological Infrastructure
Information and Marketing
Research and Continuous Improvemen t
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It is anticipated that the TAFE VC will move over the next two years to a phase where it will be totally funded
by TAFE providers, although the OTFE will continue to provide funds to guide the overall strategic direction
of online delivery.
(ii) There has been a very high level of interest, among employers and training providers across Victoria in the
Virtual Campus which is currently in a rollout phase to TAFE Institutes.
As of5 May 1999, there were 776 students using the Virtual Campus to study through a pilot program of
innovative learning networks.
All TAFE Institutes have expressed an interest in using the Virtual Campus and will progressively come online
in 1999. Student numbers on the Virtual Campus will increase dramatically with this uptake.
(iii) At present, students are able to undertake approximately 112 modules across 28 vocational areas from
Accountancy to Management, Tourism and Viticulture.
In recognition of its ability to provide world class student management, training delivery and teacher
professional development the Virtual Campus was awarded the Victorian Gold Award at the Twelfth
Government Technology Productivity Awards in March 1999.

Tertiary Education and Training: Know Your Rights card
2220. TIlE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): In relation to the Know your rights and responsibilities
Z-card - (i) what was the total cost of production and distribution; (ii) at which new apprenticeship centres
and TAFE institutes was it distributed; and (iii) are there any plans to continue the initiative.
A.1\JSWER:

I am informed as follows:
(i) The total cost of production and distribution of 5,000 z-cards™was $10,000.
(ii) The z-card™ was distributed at all Victorian New Apprenticeships Centres and TAFE Institutes.
(iii) Results from the pilot of the z-card™ indicate that it was well received. Ninety-six percent (96%) of
commencing apprentices and trainees had retained the z-card™. Ninety-four percent (94%) indicated that they
would keep the z-card™ for the remainder of their apprenticeship/traineeship. Apprentices/trainees' opinions
of the z_card™ were positive overall. Sixty-six percent (66%) indicated that they would find the z-card™
helpful if they experienced problems. None of the apprentices/trainees surveyed stated that it would not be
helpful.
The Victorian Government has zero tolerance for workplace violence and harassment. Following the success
of the pilot, I am pleased to announce that the z-card™ will be distributed Victoria-wide to all current
apprentices and trainees. It will also be distributed to all those commencing apprenticeships and trainees hips
during the next 12 months.

Tertiary Education and Training: Fresh Start program
2221. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): In relation to the Fresh Start program, what are the details of
al! initiatives under this program, including cost, since its launch in 1996.
ANSWER:

I am informed as follows:
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The Fresh Start program was designed to overcome the reluctance of apprentices and trainees subjected to
harassment to report such incidents. The program assists apprentices and trainees to continue their employment and
training and assist government agencies to exercise the sanctions available within their legislation. The Government
has taken the policy of zero tolerance concerning workplace violence.
The initiatives for the Fresh Start program include:
- encouraging reporting of workplace violence and harassment
- taking punitive action against those engaging in such violence and harassment
- assisting those sUbjected to abuse to successfully complete their vocational training
An lI:teragency Committee was also established comprising delegates from Job Watch, Workcover, Department of
Employment, Workplace Relations and Small Business, Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs and
the Office of Training and Further Education to take responsibility for the development of consistent reporting
frameworks, establishment of educative measures and review of current structures. This committee meets
approximately every three months.

Victoria's network of Group Training Companies is utilised to provide counselling and skills assessment, skills
enhancernent and placement ofthe apprentice or trainee with an appropriate employer. The appropriate Group
Training Company provides ongoing monitoring and pastoral care.
Apprenticeship Field Officers are the initial contact for apprentices and are responsible for:
- Initial evaluation of the apprentice's or trainee's needs and ensuring they are made aware of the support services
available
- Arranging an interview with a Group Training Company or other employer and coordination of the available
resources
- Recommending eligibility for additional subsidies
• investigating identified breaches and coordination of investigations jointly with other agencies and
- Following up with the apprentice or trainee.
Pa)ments made under Fresh Start to assist apprentices/trainees to complete their apprenticeship total $29,028.85.
This does not include the cost of individual letters to each apprentice and employer of apprentices signed by the
Minister and sent out on 21 January 1998. Similarly, this figure does not include the time allocated by the
permanent Apprentice Field Officer on Fresh Start cases.

Tertiary Education and Training: International Training Australia
2222. TIlE H01\. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): In relation to International Training Australia - (i) when was
it formed; (ii) what are its objectives; (iii) what is the total level of funding contributed by Victorian TAPE
institutes; (iv) what are the details of membership of the board or relevant governing body; (v) what projects
have been secured since its creation; and (iv) what is the total value of secured projects since its creation.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(i) International Training Australia was formed in January 1996 and commenced operations in August 1996.

(ii) International Training Australia's objectives are to:
- build its client and revenue base and focus on company core competence in target markets to ensure the on
going viability of the company;
- operate as an integrated consortium in the market place;
- maximise opportunities for shareholder participation in project activity;
- develop shareholder international experience and capability;
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- focus on client management and service standards; and
- maintain quality management systems and ISO 9001 Certification.
(iii) International Training Australia's issued share capital is 1,440,000 ordinary shares of$1 fully paid. There are
sixteen shareholders in the company.
(iv) Mr Rob Hogarth, Chainnan
Chair, KPMG Asian Business Group
Mr Daryl Hill
Managing Director, Overseas Project Corporation of Victoria
Mr Andrew Jackson
Director, Box Hill Institute of TAFE
Mr Bruce Mackenzie,
Director, Holmesglen Institute ofTAFE
Ms Anabel Shears - Carter
Chair, Bligh Voller Nield Pty Ltd
Ms Virginia Simmons

Divisional Deputy Vice Chancellor, Swinburne University of Technology
Mr Michael Smith
Exe~utive General Manager - Resources, Victoria University of Technology

Ms Meredith Sussex
Director, Office of Training and Further Education
(v) The projects secured by International Training Australia since its creation are:
National Institute o/Technology in Vanuatu - Seven year AusAID project involving institutional strengthening.

lIT Sheraton Asia Pacific Project - Involved in training hospitality staff for approximately nine new hotel and
resort openings in Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam. Approximately 4,500 staff were trained in English
language, Front Office, Food and Beverage, and Housekeeping.
Department o/Vocational Education. Thailand - Teacher education in production engineering, electrical. and
electronics. The project is for 12 months and will be completed in October 1999.
AMOCO Zhuhai Chemical Company - Development of customised curriculum for delivery of training for

process operators, instrumentation and electrical maintenance, mechanical and laboratory workers.
AusAID Australia Asia Economic Cooperation Project - IT A conducted two feasibility studies to establish

marine Engineering and Industry Training Centres in the Philippines and Vietnam.
Yangon Technological University in Myanmar - ITA consultancy for the equipment upgrade for laboratories

and workshops.
Department 0/Highways Project Thailand - Consultancy to develop the Human Resource Master Plan funded

by the Asian Development Bank. Consultants from TAFE and Vicroads.
Hi/ton International Malaysia - One year program of English Language and customer service training.
AusAlD Private Sector Linkage Program, Indonesia - Feasibility for the establishment of a joint venture in

hospital administration/supplies.
(vi) The total value of the above projects is $5.25 million.
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Tertiary Education and Training: Chisholm Institute
2225. TIlE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): In relation to the formation of Chisholm Institute, have there
been any grants made to the new institute, apart from the $1.5 million announced in July 1998, to assist with
merger implementation costs and what was the amount and reason for any such grants.
ANSWER:

I am infonned as follows:
There has been no other grant made to Chisholm Institute to assist with merger implementation costs, apart from
the $1.5 million announced in July 1998.

Tertiary Education and Training: Swinburne University of Technology and Eastern TAFE merger
2226. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): In relation to the merger of Swinburne University of
Technology and Eastern TAFE, have there been any grants made to the new institute, apart from the
$1.5 million announced in July 1998, to assist with merger implementation costs and what was the amount
and reason for any such grants.
ANSWER:

I am informed as follows:
There has been no other grant made to the new institute following the merger of Swinburne University of
Technology and Eastern TAFE to assist with merger implementation costs, apart from the $1.5 million announced
in July 1998.

Police and Emergency Services: crime statistics
2245. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Roads and Ports (for the
Honourable the Minister for Police and Emergency Services): In relation to the Victoria Police Crime
Statistics for the 1997-98 fmancial year - (i) what was the initial date these statistics were to be released;
and (ii) what is the current projected date for their release.
ANSWER:

I am informed by my colleague the Honourable the Minister for Police and Emergency Services that he has been
advised by Victoria Police that the official Victoria Police Crime Statistics for 1997/1998 publication is with the
printer and is scheduled to be published shortly_

Premier: Victoria on the Wire coasters
2264. THE HON. M. M. GOlJ"LD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology
(for the Honourable the Premier): In respect of the Victoria on the Wire coasters, what was the total cost of
production.
Al~SWER:

I am informed that:
This is one of a large number of questions seeking minute detail about expenditure on communicating with the
people of Victoria The government cannot justify the waste of public time and resources on answering these
questions.
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Premier: Turning the Tide update
2269. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology
(for the Honourable the Premier): In relation to the Turning the Tide Update, Issue 1 September 1998, what
were the total advertising and public relations costs for the update.
ANSWER:

I am informed that:
This is one of a large number of questions seeking minute detail about expenditure on communicating with the
people of Victoria The government cannot justify the waste of public time and resources on answering these
questions.

Police and Emergency Services: Victoria Police- stolen vehicle division staff
2278. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Roads and Ports (for the
Honourable the Minister for Police and Emergency Services): What is the current level of staffing of the
Stolen Motor Vehicle Division of the Victoria Police.
ANSWER:

I am informed by my colleague the Honourable the Minister for Police and Emergency Services that he has been
advised by Victoria Police that the Stolen Motor Vehicle Squad currently has 15 officers. The staffing level in the
Stolen Motor Vehicle Squad is presently subject to structural review.

Tertiary Education and Training: T AFE advertisement
2284. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training): In relation to the advertisement Who can add sparkle to your
business? TAFE o/course, published on 26 April 1999, what was the total cost of the advertisement.
~~SWER:

I am informed as follows:
The advertisement was placed at the newspaper's normal advertising rates.

Planning and Local Government: Docklands advertisement
2296. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Finance (for the Honourable the
Minister for Planning and Local Government): In relation to the advertisement Melbourne Dockland.s:
Melbourne's New Waterfront, published on 30 April 1999, what was the total cost of the advertisement.
ANSWER:

I am informed that:
This is one of a large number of questions seeking minute detail about expenditure on communicating with the
people of Victoria The government cannot justify the waste of public time and resources on answering these
questions.
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Industry, Science and Technology: National Science Week advertisement
2303. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology:
In relation to the advertisement National Science Week In Victoria - r May to 9'h May, what was the total
cost of this advertisement.
A~SWER:

I am advised that the cost of the advertisements, which ran from 28 April to 2 May, was $13,548.46.

Industry, Science and Technology: investment opportunity programs
2313. THE HON. M. M. GOlJLD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology:
In relation to each Department and agency responsible to the Minister, what are the details of any programs
to promote Victorian investment opportunities to overseas investors or companies, including the - (i)
individual program titles and objectives; (ii) total cost of each initiative or program; (iii) cost and
membership of overseas delegations; and (iv) details of any agreements entered into as a result of these
delegations.

A'\SWER:

I am advised that details of programs to promote Victorian business and investment opportunities inter-State and
overseas are provided in the detailed annual report of the Department of State Development.

Industry, Science and Technology: investment opportunity programs
2314. THE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology:
In relation to each Department and agency responsible to the Minister, what are the details of any programs
to promote Victorian investment opportunities to interstate investors or companies, including the - (i)
mdi\·idual program titles and objectives; (ii) cost of each initiative or program; (iii) cost and membership of
delegations; and (iv) details of any agreements entered into as a result of these delegations.

A'\S\\'ER:

The Honourable Member is referred to the answer provided to Question 2313.
[Hansard Reference: Legislative Council. 3 June 1999, page 1153}

Housing: community housing capital expenditure
2318. TIlE HON. M. M. GOULD - To ask the Honourable the Minister for Health (for the Honourable the
Minister for Housing): What capital expenditure has occurred in each of the categories of families, single
persons 25 to 55 years without a disability, older persons over 55 years, frail, aged, physical sensory
disability, young families, under 25 years without a disability, psychiatric disability intellectual and acquired
brain injury in the 1996-97, 1997-98 and 1998-99 financial years in community housing and which
community groups in each region now manage the outcomes of this expenditure.

The management information used by the Office of Housing is not disaggregated in the way requested. However
the following relevant information is provided.
By 30 June 1999 the Victorian Government will have expended or committed $40 million of capital to buy, build
and upgrade long term community housing for disadvantaged Victorians including frail aged, people with
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disabilities, youth, singles and people moving out of transitional housing during the period 1 July 1996 to 30 June

1999.
In addition a total of $115 million will have been expended or committed over the three year period ended 30 June
1999 for the acquisition and upgrade of transitional housing properties to provide medium term assistance for
homeless people.
Also some $90 million will have been spent over the three year period on the Supported Housing Program which
provides housing linked to planned support for people who are frail aged or have a disability. This program is
delivered through both public rental and community managed housing.
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Concurrent debate, 488, 581
Third reading (absolute majority), 592
Remaining stages, 592
Royal assent, 687

Fair Trading (lnspecton Powen and Other Amendments) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 40 1
Second reading, 439, 592
Concwrent debate, 488, 581
Remaining stages, 592
Royal assent, 687

Introduction and first reading, 688
Second reading (absolute majority), 704, 859
Third reading (absolute majority), 863
Remaining stages, 863
Interactive Gaming (Player Protection) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 828
Second reading, 834, 1011
Third reading, 10 I4
Remaining stages, 1014
Land (Reservations and Other Matten) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 687
Second reading, 700, 797
Third reading, 803
Remaining stages, 803
Royal assent, 945
Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill
Royal assent, 1
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Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill
Royal~t,

I

Legal Practice (practising Certificates) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 213
Second reading, 223, 440
Third reading, 442
Remaining stages, 443
Royal assent, 481
Licensing and Tribunal (Amendment) Bill

Royal assent, I
Liquor Control Reform (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 757
Liquor Control Reform Bill

Royal assent, I

Mental Health (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 481

Second reading, 561, 707
Third reading, 712

Remaining stages, 712
Royal assent, 945
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 688
Second reading (absolutern~ority), 697, 956
Third reading (absolute m~ority), 960

Remaining stages, 960
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 213
Second reading, 221, 374
Committee, 382

Remaining stages, 383
Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 472
Second reading, 472,642
Third reading, 647
Remaining stages, 647
Royal assent, 687
Local Government (NiUumbik Shire Council) Bill

Royal assent, I

Royal assent, 481
Petroleum Bill

Royal assent, I
Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 687
Second reading, 698, 828
Third reading, 834

Remaining stages, 834
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill

Introduction and fust reading, 945
Second reading, 949, 1129
Committee, I 131
Third reading, 1133
Remaining stages, I 133

Royal assent, 945
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 752
Second reading, 795,960
Third reading, 968

Remaining stages, 968
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, I
Second reading, 13, 353

Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) BiD

Introduction and first reading, I

Third reading, 368

Second reading, 17, 368

Remaining stages, 368
Royal assent, 481

Third reading, 374

Remaining stages, 374
Royal~t,481

Marine (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and fust reading, 219
Second reading, 276, 490
Third reading, 505

Remaining stages, 506
Royal assent, 945
Melbourne City Link (Amendment) Bill

Royal assent, I
Melbourne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill

Royal assent, I

Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment) Bill

Royal assent, I
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 945
Second reading (absolute majority), 949, 968, 980
Third reading (absolute majority), 986

Remaining stages, 986
Rail Corporations (Further Amendment) Bill

Royal assent, 1
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Royal Park Land Bill

Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 945
Second reading (absolute majority), 948, 1110

Introduction and first reading, 243
Second reading, 275, 447

Committee, 1117

Third reading, 449

Third reading (absolute majority), 1120

Remaining stages, 449

Remaining stages, 1120

Royal assent, 481

Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill

SurveiUaoce Devices Bill

Introduction and first reading, 374

Introduction and first reading, 339

Second reading, 438, 631

Second reading, 424, 520

Third reading, 640

Third reading, 527

Remaining stages, 640
Royal lWent, 687

Remaining stages, 527
RoyallWent, 687

Sentencing (Amendment) Bill

Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 339
Second reading, 425,528

Introduction and first reading, 31

Third reading, 539

Third reading, 228

Remaining stages, 539

Remaining stages, 228

RoyallWent, 687

Royal assent, 339

Sbrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 481
Second reading, 565, 717
Third reading, 723
Remaining stages, 724
Royal assent, 945
Stamps (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 481
Second reading, 563, 712
Third reading, 717
Remaining stages, 717
Royal assent, 945
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill

Second reading, 66, 226

The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 455
Second reading, 489, 647
Third reading, 651

Remaining stages, 651
Royal assent, 687
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 31
Second reading, 67,228
Third reading, 23 3

Remaining stages, 234
Royal assent, 339
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 733

Introduction and first reading, 31

Second reading, 793, 986
Third reading, 988
Remaining stages, 988

Second reading, 67,234

State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill
RoyallWent, 1
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 374
Second reading, 438, 640
Remaining stages, 642
RoyallWent, 687

Third reading, 239

Remaining stages, 239
Royal assent, 339
Transport (Amendment) Bill
Royal assent, 1
Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill
RoyallWent, I
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill

Introduction and first reading, 312
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill

Second reading (absolute majority), 348, 506

Introduction and first reading, 1

Third reading (absolute majority), 520

Second reading, 17, 225

Remaining stages, 520

Remaining stages, 225

Royal assent, 687

Royal assent, 339
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Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill

Introduction and first reading, 213
Second reading (absolute mlY0rity), 221, 383

[q = question without notice]

Third reading (absolute majority), 395

A

Remairung stages, 396
Royal assent, 481
Adoption

DIVISIONS

Newspaper article, 477, 480
Aged care

Auditor-General: appointment, 1035

International Year of Older Persons, q 268

Community safety, 781

Khmer community, 1136, 1138
Nursing home gas supply, q 481

Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, \054
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 580

Agriculture

Dam contractors, 752, 754
Airports (See individual airport names)

Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 311
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 858

Ambulance services (See Intergraph and MetropoUtan
Ambulance Service)

Freedom of Information (Amendment) Bill, 1069, 1074

Arts

Government Superannuation Bill, 455

Metro Craft Centre, 839, 841, 842
National Theatre, 841, 842

Land (Resenations and Other Matters) Bill, 803

Longford

R~'aJ

Commission (Report) Bill, 1132

Auditor-General

Appointment, \0 19
FWlding, q 979

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 367
Marine (Amendment) Bill 505
Metropolitan Ambulance Senice, 423
Office of the Regutator-General (Amendment) Bill 381
Planning: processes, 267
Police Regubtion and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 833, 834
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 373

Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) BiU, 986
Royal Park Land Bill, 1119
W orkcover: safety inspections, 561

Ministerial portfolios, q 782, q 783, q 785, q 787, q 869
Prisons, q 871
Aurora Fibreglass, q 57
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 70, 73, q 217, 840, 842,
q 974, q 1044, q 1045
Australian Bureau of Statistics

Household income, q 688
Australian Greek Association for People with Disabilities, 1015,

1016
Australian International Airshow, q 3
Australian Labor Party

Membership, 68, 72
Shadow ministry, I
Australian Timken
Ballarat closure, q 268
Australian Tourism Exchange, q 692
Automotive industry

Axcess Australia concept car, q 658
Design centre, q 342
Investment, q 787
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Business

Avalon Airport

Victorian business centres, q 977

Qantas investment, q 566

(See also Small business)

Aviation industry
Embraer Aircraft Corporation, q 1122

Business of the house (See Parliament)

Axcess Australia

c

Concept car, q 658

B

Calder Highway

Upgrade, 476, 479, 539, 541
Ballarat

Australian Timken closure. q 268
Western Highway route options, q 269, q 1128
BanknJptdes (See Small business)
Banks

Branch closures, 313, 316
Battery chargers, 397, 399
B-doubles

Barldy Street, Footscray, 894
BeaIiba
Wood supplies, 314, 315

Camp Reefton, Warburton, 475, 478
Cars (See Motor vehicles)

Casey, City of

Road funding, q 214
Ward boundaries, 241
Castlemaine

Mount Alexander Hospital, 752, 754
Cemeteries and crematoria, 475, 478, 626, 627
City Link
E-tags, 623, 627, q 867
Commonwealth treaty documents, 219

Bendigo

Radiotherapy services, 25, 27
Bendigo Health Care Group, 68, 73

Community legal centres, 477, 480
Community safety

Govenunent services, 31, 758
Bendigo Safe City Forum, 1136, 1140
Computen (See Information tecbnology)
Bentleigb

Neighbourllood houses, 680, 681

Condolences

Gleeson, Hon. Stanley Edrnond, 685
Berwick

Community hospital, q 485

Cooper Street, Epping

Upgrade, q 340
Better Health Channel. q 693
Corporations Law
Better Roads Victoria (See Roads)
Bilateral agreements (See Commonwealth treaty documents)
Blackbum Bingo Centre, 69, 75

Share allocations, 753, 755
Council of Magistrates

Report, 8
County Court

BLF Custodian
Reports, 8,1019

Budget papers, 1~2000, 401, 455,592,651,660, 733, 793,804,
811,835,887,988, 1082, 1094

Judges report, 8
Workcover cases, q 214
Courts

Sentencing options, 540, 541

Buses
Rowville, 25, 29
(See also Public transport)

Crown Casino (See Gaming)
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Manufacturing, q 1120
Older job seekers, q 270
(See also Unemployment)

Cut flower industry, q 61
Cystic fibrosis, q 571

Engineering

D

Investing in Innovation. q 430
Environment

Dam contractors, 752, 754

Toxic waste disposal, 241
Wood-bmning fires, 24, 27

Daylight saving, 1096, 1097

Epping

Designtech Awards, q 216

Cooper Street, q 340
Disability services

EskdaJe Hotel

Greek comnllmity, 1015, 1016
Kew Residential Services, 1094, 1096
Mobihty allowance, 23, 27
Pedesman crossing wheelchair access, q 271

Upgrade, 24, 30
Essendon hospital, 313, 315

Esso Australia Ltd (See Gas industry and Workcover)
Distinguished visitors (See Parliament)

Exports
Drugs

Decline, q 870

Decnmmahsatioll, 1015, 1016
Needle exchange program, 1138, 1139
Supemscd Injecting facilities, 396, 398, 1133, 1135

National awards, 60

F

Duke and Orr d~' dock, q 788

Fair trading

E
East Timor
MedIcal assIstance, 1137, 1138
Eastern Freeway
Blackbum Road eXIt, q 656, 680, 681

Battery chargers, 397, 399
Motorcartradecs registration fee, 1137, 1140
Sports memorabilia, 477, 480

Thombury rooming house, 753, 754
Federal-State Relations Committee
Federalism and the role of the states report, 629
Register of specific purpose payments report, 696

£..commerce
Government procurement, q 788

Firef.ghting services
Skycrane, 476, 478

Economic Development Committee
Government-funded national broadcasting report, 757

Food industry
Genetic engineering, 25, 28, 539, 540, 1137, 1138

Ecorecycle Victoria, 241
Education
Adult learning, 476, 479

Government services, 31
Electricity industry
Inspections, 473, 479

Embraer Aircraft Corporation, q 1122
Employment
Government services, 31
GST, q 1048

Institute of Land and Food Resources, 539, 540
Service plan, q 270
Food Industry Monitoring and Information Unit, q 871
Footscray

Barkly Street: B-doubles, 894
Sunshine--Geelong road intersection, 681, 682
Forest industry
Wongungarra, 841, 842
Freeways (See Roads and individual freeway names)
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G

Key to Smvival program, q 215
Legiormaire's disease, q 566
Organ donor program, q 1126

Gaming

Palliative care, 59

Blackbum Bingo Centre, 69, 75
Crown Casino revenue, q 433
Machines, q 344, 840, 843
Second casino, q 571, q 868

Primary care, q 58
Rural services, q 786
Smoking, 70, 73, q 975
Spina bifida, q 432
(See also Hospitals)

Gas industry
Esso Longford plant

Highways (See Roads and individual highway names)

explosion, q 341, q 343
Hospitals

safety inspections, q 4
Nursing homes, q 48 I

Funding, q 657

Pipelines, 540, 541
Rockbank supply, 1095, 1097

Waiting lists, q 483

Staffing, q 339

(See also Workc:over)

Waste disposal, 1136, 1138
(See also Health and individual hospital, network and health

Geeloog

service names)

Business centre, q 977
Household income, q 688

Tourism, 1133, 1140

Housing

GeeIong Cement, q 2

Maintenance, 397, 398, 474, 478
Gippsland Lakes, 8, 488

Rent
arrears, 26, 29
direct debit, 69, 73
increases, 753, 754

Glen Iris Road
Traffic lights, 239, 241
Government

Procurement e--commerce, q 788
Services, 31

Riclunond estate, 1133, 1138
Subcontractor payment, 840, 842
Victorian Borrowers Association, 893, 894
Waiting lists, 626, 627

Greater Dandenoog, City of

Kinderworld Child Care Centre, 475, 479

Human Services, Department of

Senior positions, 893, 894
Goods and services tax
Hume Freeway

Jobs, q 1048

Libraries, 625, 626

Wallan overpass, 396, 399

State taxes, q 1126
Tourism, q 1047

Hutton Road, Keysborough

Duplication, q 694

H
HaUam bypass, q 567
Harness racing

Driver licences, 474, 480

I
Information ~hnology
Investing in Innovation program, q 430
Rural Internet access, 396, 398
Vicroads systems, q 568

Health

Y2K compliance, q 3, q 5, q 974

Bendigo radiotherapy services, 25, 27
Better Health Channel, q 693

Institute of Land and Food Resources, 539, 540

Budget allocation, q 429

Intergraph

Cystic fibrosis, q 571
Government services, 3 I
Insurance premiums, 626, 627

Ambulance contract, q 345

International Nurses Day, q 659
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International Year of Older Persons, q 268

Legionnaire's disease, q 566

Investing in Innovation, q 430

Libraries

J
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GST, 625, 626
YarraPlenty regional sernce, 1014, 1016
Liquor industry

Joint sittings of Parliament (See Parliament)
Justice, Department of

Licences, q 692
Under-ageentry,624,627
Liquorland Pty Ltd, 401, 488, q 568

452 Flinders Street: legionnaire's disease, q 566
Local government

Juvenile justice

Election of mayors, 841, 843

Werribee, 314, 315

(See also Planning and individual city and shire council names)

K

Local Government, Office of

Former director, 752, 754
Longford (See Gas industry)

Keilor Downs

Sunshine Avenue, 27, 30,40 1, 629, 680, 681

M

Kew Residential Services

Redevelopment, 1094, 1096
Key to Survival program, q 215

Magistrates
Annual report, 8

Keysborough

Mallee

Hutton Road duplication, q 694
Khmer community

Exceptional circumstance relief, 23, 29
Mansfield

Aged care, 1136, 1138

Hospital and hostel amalgamation, 625, 627

Kinderworld Child Care Centre, 475, 479
Kingsbury Primary School, 624, 626

Manufacturing industry

Union action, q 689
Melbourne Airport

Knox
Community health service, 475, 478
Hospital, q 271
Kyabram Community and Learning Centre, 476, 479

Road access, q 1046
Melbourne Great Indoors, q 433
Melbourne Market Authority

Worlc permits, 625, 627

L

Melboume-Geeiong road

Sunshine Road intersection, 681, 682
Land

Camp Reefton rezoning, 475,478

Upgrade, q 431, q 482, q 569, q 656
Metro Craft Centre, 839, 841, 842

Latrobe Community Health Services, 71, 74
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 40 I
Latrobe Regional Hospital, q 866

Mildura hospital, 70, 73
Latrobe Valley

Small business, q 6
Law Reform Committee

Criminal liability and self-induced intoxication report, 757
Technology and the law report, 946

Ministers

Auditor-General's report on ministerial portfolios, q 782, q 783,
q 785, q 787, q 869
Finance: absence, 243
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Infonnation Technology Group, 2
sessional orders, 31, 243, 374, 520, 757, 828,945,1075

Moonee Valley, City or

Health services, 313, 315

Chamber sound system, 267
Momington Peninsu1a-Tasmania ferry service, 624, 627

Distinguished visitors, 973, 1125
Joint sitting: Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 220, 295,
317

Motor vehicles

Insurance, 839, 843, 1016, 1017
Registration, q 1123

Longford royal commission report, 1133
Shadow ministry, 1

Rural registrations, q 867
Traders registration fee, 1137, 1140
Mount Alexander Hospital, Castlemaine, 752, 754

Parliamentary candidates

Nomination fees, 489, 543
Parlynet, 243

N

PayroU tax, q 434
Pedestrian crossings

National Microbusiness Awards, q 868

Wheelchair access, q 271

National Theatre, 841, 842

Pent ridge Prison site, q 344

Neighbourhood houses

Planning

Bentleigh., 680, 681

Blackbum Bingo Centre, 69, 75

Processes, 243

Northern Hospital, 314, 315

Point Lonsdale lighthouse, 1015,1017
Nurses
Police

Criminal record checks, q 1049
International Nurses Day, q 659

Altona North and Williamstown stations, 69, 75

Practitioners, q 4

Brimbank, 72, 74

Shortage, q 274

Maidstone station, 840, 844
Response times, 240, 241

Nursery industry, q 61

US consulate security, 1137, 1140
Nursing bomes (See Aged care)

o

Preston and Northcote Community Hospital site, q 5, 26, 28,
q 58, 70, 74, q 273
Princes Highway

Hallam bypass, 3%, 398, q 567
Olympic Games

Prisons

Victorian tourign, q487

Auditor-General's report, q 871

Opposition (See Australian Labor Party)

Pentridge site, q 344

Organ donor program, q 1126

(See also Juvenile justice)

Suicides and self-hann report, 489

Privatisation

p

State-owned enterprises, q 432
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Panel beating
Repairer status, 10 16, 10 17
Parliament

Business of the house
adjournment, 1133
bills
adjournment of, 7
correction of titles, 7

Annual reporting report, 695
Auditor-General's Office report, 1099
Auditor-General's reports nos 39 to41, 1099
Environmental accounting and reporting report, 1099
Public transport

Privatisation, 1136, 1139
(See also Buses, Rail, Taxis and Trams)
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Rockbank

Public Transport Corporation

Gas supply, 1095, 1097

Signage, 1135, 1139

Rotary Internatiooal

Q

Y2K compliance, q 974

Rowville
Qantas

Bus service, 25, 29

Avalon Airport, q 566

Royal Park

Questions on notice

Netball and hockey facilities, 474, 480

Answers.. 7, 64, 275, 789, 1129

(See also QUESTIONS ON NOTICE)

R
Rail
Carparking. 1016.1017

St Albans crossing, 313. 316
Sydenham stanon. 25, 29, 1019
(See also Public transport)
Ramsa~

Health Care, 70. 73

Rulings by the Chair

Accuracy
remarks, 739
tables, 763
Adjournment
admissibility of matter, 71, 540
matter to be raised only once, 841
relevance, 69
Admissibility
adjownment matter, 71, 540
amendment, 1031
questions without notice, 569
Chair. addressing, 342, 356, 454

Retail tenancies
Eskdale Hotel. 24. 30

Road

saf~

AIrport West roundabout., 1094, 1097
Alcohol Igrunon interlock. q 62, q 974
Glen Ins Road. 239. 241
Inltlatlves. q 979
Loggang access. Strathbog.e. 1015, 1017
Non-English-speakIng communities, q 2
Pedestrian crossmg wheelchair access, q 271
Pilot vehIcles, 893, 894
Sunshme-Geelong road intersection, West Footscray, 681, 682
Road Safety Committee

Incidence and prevention of pedestrian accidents report, 946
Roads

Better Roads funding, q 218, q 482

Documents: incorporation, 785, 786
Interjections, 36, 56, 61, 213, 265, 266, 354, 411, 419, 471, 484,
485,551,570,587,604,605,606,610,619,659,660,693,739,
761,775,784,827,828,866,975,1007,1021,1034,1038,1056,
1068,1096,1122,1124
Members: misleading statements, 420, 421
Public gallery: behaviour in, 1037
Questions without notice
admissibility,569
answers: length, 689
clarification, 344,486
debating, 871
not to seek legal opinion, 1125
Reasoned amendment, 292
Relevance, 246, 357, 577, 580, 856, 1036
Repetition of Assembly speech, 643
Reports
leaking of, 757
Longford royal commission, 1133

Casey funding, q 214

Scope of debate, 746, 865, 876, 878

Government services, 31

Sub judice rule, 831
Tables
accuracy,763

Hallam bypass, q 567
Melbolmle Airport access, q 1046
Rural, q 342

St Albans rail crossing, 313, 316, 476, 480
Scoresby bypass, q 567
South-western region, q 1046
Western suburbs, q 782
Woods Point, 841, 844
(See also Vicroads and individual freeway, highway, road and
street names)

incorporation, 762
Unparliamentary and offensive remarks, 560, 1074, 1135
Rural Victoria

Government offices, q 1045
Health services, q 786
Internet access, 396, 398

Regional forums, 680, 681
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State-owned enterprises

Road funding, q 218, q 342
Tomism, q 656
Unemployment, 240, 241

Privatisation, q 432
Station Pier, q 431

Vehicle registrations, q 867

Stepping Out, q 341

s

Strathbogie

Logging access roads, 1015, 1017
Science and technology

Investing in Innovation, q 430

Suicides and self-barm in Victorian prisons

Report, 489
Scientific and medical research, q 870
Sunsbine--Geelong road intersection, West Footscray, 681, 682
Scoresby bypass, q 567
SunsbineAvenue, Keilor Downs, 27, 30,401, 629, 680, 681
Scrutiny of Acts and Regu1atioos Committee

Alert Digest, 9, 220, 347, 697, 947
Annual report, 696
Right to silence report, 8
Subordinate legislation report, 696
Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act report, 946

Superannuation

State funds, q 62
Sydeoham

Railway station, 25, 29,1019

Second Australian Wine Tourism Conference, q 784

T

Serbians

Discrimination, 240, 241
Shareholdings

Allocations, 753, 755
Shipping

Duke and Orr dry dock, q 788
Skycrane, 476, 478
Small business

Bankruptcies, q 61, q 216
Expos, 315
Lalrobe Valley, q 6
Statistics, q 219
Strip shopping centres, q 483
Small Business May, q 272, q 980
Smoke alarms, 314, 315, 474, 478
Smoking

Health initiatives, q 975
Under-age, 70, 73
Spina bifida, q 432

Taxation
GST, 625, 626, q 1047, q 1048, q 1126
Payroll tax, q 434
Taxis
High-occupancy, q 57
M50, 312, 316
Timber industry (See Forest industry)
Tourism

Asian financial crisis, q 659
Australian Tourism Exchange, q 692
GeeJong, 1133, 1140
Growth, q 7
GST,q 1047
International visitors, q 1125
Melbourne Great Indoors, q 433
Momington Peninsula-Tasmania feny service, 624, 627
Olympic Games, q 487
Online access, q 660
Rural Victoria, q 656
Second Australian Wine Tourism Conference, q 784

Ski season, q 1048
Station Pier, q 431

Sport

Memorabilia, 477, 480
State forests

Camp Reefton, Warburton, 475, 478

Stepping Out program, q 341
Tram conductors, q 487
Toxic waste

Disposal, 241
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Weeds

Tractors

Crown land, 239, 241

Rollover protection, q 691

Management, 1095, 1096

Trains (See Ran)

Werribee
Trams

Juvenile justice. 314, 315

Tourism, q 487
Werribee Mercy Hospital, 397, 398

(See also Public transport)
Transport Accident Commission

Report contents, 312, 315

West Footscray (See Footscray)
Western Highway, Ballarat

Treasury Reserve, q 488

Route options, q 269
Upgrade, q 1128

u

Wbiteborse, City of

Black:burn Bingo Centre, 69, 75
Unemployment

Wood-burning fares, 24, 27

Rural Victoria, 240, 241
Woods Point

Statistics, q 654, q 658

Road upgrade, 841, 844

(See also Employment)

Workcover

United States consulate

Security, \137, 1140

v
Vicroads

Infonnation technology, q 568
Regulation enforcement, q 692

Backlog, q 214
Benefits, q 690, q 694, q 1127
Claim, q 1124
Dangerous goods licensing, 478, 479, q 978
Driver education program, 1095, 1097
Fruit industry, 1095, 1096
Major hazard facilities, q 975
Premiums, q 569, q 1123

Vehicle registration, q 1123

Safety inspections, q 4, q 486, 543, q 568, 754

(See also Roads and Road safety)

Tractor roJlover protection, q 691

Travel expenses, q 218
Victorian Borrowers Association, 893, 894

WOrl<place safety, q 434
(See also Gas industry)

Victorian business centres

World Expo 2000, q 1044

Geelong, q 977
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 220, 295, 317

y

Victorian Workcover Authority (See Workcover)

Y2K (See Information tecbnology)

w
Walkerville boating facility, 945

Yakka

Wangaratta cJosme, q 213
Yarra Plenty Regional Library Service, 1014, 1016

Wallan

Hmne Freeway overpass, 396, 399
Wangaratta

Yakka cJOSW'e, q 213
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 540, 541

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
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PETITIONS

SUBSTANTIVE MOTIONS

Gippsland Lakes, 8, 488

Auditor-General: appointment, 1019

Liquorland outlet, Mount Waverley, 401, 488

Community safety, 758

Parliamentary candidates: nomination fees, 489, 543

Government services, 31

Rail: Sydenham station, 1019

Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 401

Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 401, 629

PbuuUng:proces~,243

Walkerville boating facility, 945

Questions OD notice, 845
Workcover: safety inspections, 543

REPORTS
MEMBERS

BLF Custodian
41 st and 42nd reports, 8
43rd report, 1019
Commonwealth treaty documents, 219

ASHER, Hon. LOUISE (Monash) (Minister for Small Business
and Minister for Tourism)

Council of Magistrates

Adjournment

Annual report, 8
County Court judges
Annual report, 8
Economic Development Committee
Government-funded national broadcasting, 757
FederaJ-State Relations Committee
Federalism and the role of the states, 629
Register of specific purpose payments, 696
Law Reform Committee
Criminal liability and self-induced intoxication, 757
Technology and the law, 946
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Annual reporting, 695
Auditor-General's Office, 1099
Auditor-GeneraI's reports nos 39 t041, 1099
Enviromnental accounting and reporting, 1099
Review of suicides and self-harm in Victorian prisons
Report, 489
Road Safety Committee
Incidence and prevention of pedestrian accidents, 946
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 9, 220, 347, 696, 947
Annual report, 696
Right to silence, 8
Subordinate legislation, 696
Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act, 946

Adoption: newspaper article, 480
Banks: closures, 316
Banery chargers, 399
Community legal centres, 480
Courts: sentencing options, 541
Daylight saving, 1097
EskdaJe Hotel, 30
Fair trading
sports memorabilia, 480
Thombury rooming house, 754
Harness racing: driver licences, 480
Licensed premises: under-age entry, 627

Momington Peninsula-Tasmania ferry service, 627
Motor car traders: registration fee, 1140
Royal Park: netball and hockey facilities, 480
Share allocations, 754
Small business: expos, 316
Tourism: Geelong, 1140
Vehicle insurance: repairer status, 1017
Bills

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 289

Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 213, 224, 447
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 809,1054
Fair Trading Bill, 339,428,435,592
Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill,
401,439
Financial Sector Refonn (Victoria) Bill, 688, 703, 858
Freedom of Information (Amendment) Bill, 945, 951, 1069, 1072,
1073,1074
Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 688, 704,
863

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 213, 223, 442

Questions without notice

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, I, 13,368

Better Roads Victoria, 482

Prostinrtion Control (Amendment) Bill, 752, 795, 968

International Year of Older Persons, 268

Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 339, 425, 539
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 717
Surveillance Devices Bill, 339, 424, 527

Rulings, 587,604,605,606,610,619,1056
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 455, 489
Business of tbe bouse

ATKINSON, Hon. B. N. (Koonung)

Adjournment, 680
Council of Magistrates

Annual report, 8
County Court judges

Annual report, 8
Questions without notice

Australian Tourism Exchange, 692

Adjournment

Buses: Rowville, 25

Fair trading: sports memorabilia, 477
Local govenunent election of mayors. 841
Share allocations, 753
Whitehorse: Blackbum Bingo Centre, 69
Bills

Cut flower and nursery industries, 6 I

Appropriation (I 99912000} Bill, 811

Food: service plan, 270

Freedom of Infonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1061

GST: tourism, 1047
Latrobe Valley: small business, 6

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 811

Liquor licences, 568, 693

Government services, 38

Melbourne Great Indoors, 433
National Microbusiness Awards, 868
Second Australian Wine Tourism Conference, 784
Small business: bankruptcies, 61, 216
Small Business May, 273, 980
Small Business Victoria: statistics, 219
Stepping Out, 341
Tourism

Planning: processes, 251
Points of order, 246

Questions without notice

Nurses: shortage, 274
Tourism: ski season, 1048

growth, 7

international visitors, I 125

BAXTER, Hon. W. R. (North Eastern)

Olympic Games, 487

rural Victoria, 656
ski season, I 048
tram conductors, 487
Tourism Victoria
business plan, 660
online access, 660

Adjournment

Eskdale Hotel, 24
Motor car traders: registration fee, 1137
Police: response times, 240
Royal Park: netball and hockey facilities, 474

Bills
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 715

ASHMAN, Hon. G. B. (Koonung)
Adjournment

Knox: community health service, 475

BiUs
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 878
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 503
Royal PaIk Land Bill, 1115

Year 2000 Information Disclooure Bill, 393
Points of order, 876

Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 235
Budget papers, 1~2000, 455

Condolences

Hon. Stanley Edrnond Gleeson, 685
Questions without notice
Tractors: rollover protection, 691
Workcover: premiums, 569

(15)

(16)
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BEST, Hon. R. A. (North Western)
Adjournment

Bendigo: radiotherapy services. 25
Bendigo Safe City Forum, 1136
Calder Highway: upgrade, 476
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 887
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 287
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 366
Royal Park Land Bill, 1116
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 518

Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 945, 949
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 688, 960
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 1, 17,374
Royal Park Land Bill, 945, 948,1118,1120
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 481,565
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 1, 17

BLF Custodian
41 st and 42nd reports, 8
43rd report, 1019
Business of the house
Adjournment, 1133

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 887

Commonwealth treaty documents, 219

Community safety, 780

Condolences

Hon. Stanley Edrnond Gleeson, 685
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Environmental accounting and reporting, 1099

Questions without notice

Aurora Fibreglass, 57
Questions without notice

Melbourne Airport: road access, 1046
Superannuation: state ftmds, 62
Y2K: Rotary International, 974

BIRRELL, Hon. M. A. (East Yarra) (Minister for Industry, Science
and Technology)
Absence of minister, 243
Adjournment
ALP: membership, 72
Bealiba: wood supplies, 315
Carnp Reefton, 478
Drugs: supervised injecting facilities. 1135
Forest industry: Wongungarra, 842
GST: libraries, 626
Metro Craft Centre, 842
National Theatre, 842
Rural Victoria
Internet access, 398
regional forums, 681
unemployment, 241
Serbians: discrimination, 241
Skycrane, 478
TAC: staff, 315
Toxic w~te, 241
Weeds: management, 1096
Wood-bmning fires, 27
Yarra Plenty Regional Library Service, 1016

Bills

Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 845, 1081
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, I, 18, 311
Land (ReseIVationS and Other Matters) Bill, 687, 700, 803

Australian International Airshow, 3
Australian Timken: Ballarat closure, 268
Automotive industry
design centre, 342
investment, 787
Avalon Airport: investment, 566
Axcess Australia concept car, 658
Designtech Awards, 216
Embraer Aircraft Corporation, 1122
Employment
manufacturing, 1120
older job seekers, 270
Exports

decline, 870
national awards, 60
Food Industry Monitoring and Infonnation Unit, 872

Geelong: business centre, 977
Geelong Cement, 2
GST
jobs, 1048
state taxes, 1126
Household income, 688
Investing in Innovation, 430
Manufacturing: lUlion action, 689
Small business: strip shopping centres, 483
Unemployment: statistics, 654, 658
World Expo 2000,1044
Yakka: Wangaratta closure, 213
Shadow ministry, I

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
BISHOP, Hoo. B. W. (North Western)

Budget papers, 1999-2000,462

Adjournment

Petitions

Harness racing: driver licences, 474
Mallee: exceptional circumstance relief: 23
Mildura hospital, 70
Small business: expos, 315
Bills

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 281
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 499
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 636
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 713
Transport Acts (Fmtber Amendment) Bill, 238
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 508
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 467
Questions without notice

Government procurement e-commerce, 788
Workcover: workplace safety, 434

Rulings, 356,357,454, 577, 580, 746, 876, 878

(17)

Walkerville boating facility, 945
Points of order, 560

Questions without notice
Food Indusby Monitoring and Infonnation Unit, 871
Small Business Victoria: statistics, 219

BRIDESON, Hon. ANDREW (Waverley)
Adjournment

Aged care: Khmer community, 1136
Bills

Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 577
Government Superannuation Bill, 451
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 500
Budget papers, 1999-2000,616
Petitions

(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Liquorland outlet, Mount Waveriey, 401, 488
Points of order, 577, 580

BOARDMAN, Hon. B. C. (Chelsea)
Questions without notice
Adjournment

Liquor licences, 568
Daylight saving, 1096
Licensed premises: under-age entry, 624
US consulare: security, 1137

Scientific and medical research, 870
Taxis: high-occupancy, 57
Worlccover: premiums, 1123

Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 804
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 446

CHAMBERLAIN, Hon. B. A. (Western) (See PRESIDENT, The

(Hon. B. A. Chamberlain»

Budget papers, 1999-2000,804
Community safety, 766

Questions without notice

Small business: strip shopping centres, 483
Spina bifida, 432

COVER, Hon. L J. (Geelong)
Adjournment

Point Lonsdale lighthouse, 1015
Tourism: Geelong, 1133
Bills

BOWDEN, Hon. R. H. (South Eastern)
Adjournment

Momington Peninsula-Tasmania ferry service, 624

BiUs
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 443
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 378
Surveillance Devices Bill, 525
Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 226
Transport Accident (Fmtber Amendment) Bill, 229

Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 721
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 669
Questions without notice

Australian International Airshow, 3
Avalon Airport: investment, 566
Geelong: business centre, 977

(18)
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CRAlGE, Hon. G. R. (Central Highlands) (Minister for Roads and
Ports)
Adjournment

Duke and Orr dry dock, 788

Eastern Freeway: Blackbwn Road exit, 656
Hallam and Scoresby bypasses, 567
Hutton Road, Keysborough: duplication, 694

Airport West roundabout, 1097

Melbourne AiIport: road access, 1046

Baridy Street, Footscray: B-doubles, 894
Bendigo Safe City FoI'llIIl, 1140

Melbourne-Geelong road: upgrade, 482,569,656
Pedestrian crossings: wheelchair access, 271

Buses: Rowville, 29

Princes Highway West upgrade,431

Calder Highway: upgrade, 479, 541

Road safety

Dam contractors, 754

alcohol ignition interlock, 62, 975

Eastern Freeway: Blackbum Road exit, 681

initiatives, 979

Gas: pipelines, 541

non-English-speaking communities, 2

Glen Iris Road: traffic lights, 241

Roads

Hwne Freeway: Wallan overpass, 399

south-western region, 1046

Mallee: exceptional circwnstance relief; 29
Melbourne Market Authority: work permits, 627

western suburbs, 783

Point Lonsdale lighthouse, 101 7
Police
Altona North and Williamstown stations, 75
Brimbank, 75
Maidstone station, 844
response times, 241
Princes Highway: Hallam bypass, 398
Public transport: privatisation, 1139
Rail
car parking, 1017
Sydenham station, 29
Road safety: pilot vehicles, 894
Roads: St Albans rail crossing, 316, 480
Strathbogie: logging access, 1017
SW1shine-Geelong road intersection, West Footscray, 682

Rural Victoria

road funding, 342
vehicle registrations, 867
Station Pier, 431
Taxis: high-occupancy,57
Vicroads
infonnation technology, 568
regulation enforcement, 692
vehicle registration, 1123
Western Highway, Ballarat
route options, 269
upgrade, 1128
Y2K: road safety, 3
Review of suicides and self-harm in Victorian prisons

Report, 489

SW1shine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 30, 681
Taxis: M50, 316
US consulate: security, 1140
Vehicles: insurance, 843
Weeds: Crown land, 241
Whitehorse: Blackbum Bingo Centre, 75
Woods Point road: upgrade, 844
Bills

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 1,21
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 809
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 219, 276, 505
Police Regulation and Fireanns (Amendment) Bill, 687, 698,834
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 945, 949
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 723
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 31, 67, 239
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 312, 348, 520
Questions without notice

Better Roads Victoria, 218, 482
Casey: road funding, 214
City Link: e-tags, 867
Cooper Street, Epping: upgrade, 340

DA ViS, Hon. D. McL. (East Yarra)
Adjournment

ALP: membership, 68
Bills

Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 351
Dental Practice Bil~ 726
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 956
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bil~ 231
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 610
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 416
Questions without notice

Tourism
growth,7

Olympic Games, 487

\~

LEGISLATIVE COUNCil..,
DAVIS, Hon. PHlLIP (Gippsland)

FORWOOD, Hon. BILL (Templestowe)

Bills

Adjournment

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 835
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1130
Royal Park Land Bill, 1112
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 719
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 516
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 835

(19)

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 70, 840
Auditor-General: appointment, 1033
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 996
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 873
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 385

Petitions

Budget papers, 1999-2000,996

Gippsland Lakes, 488
Petitions

Questions without notice
Towism: rural Victoria, 656
Vicroads: infonnation technology, 568

Gippsland Lakes, 8
Points of order, 864, 876

World Expo 2000, 1044
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
de FEGEL Y, Hon. R. S. (Ballarat)
Budget papers, 1999-2000,677

Auditor-Genera1's Office, 1099
Auditor-General's reports nos 39 t041, 1099
Questions without notice
Automotive industry: design centre, 342

Condolences
Hen Stanley Edmond Gleeson, 686

Roads: western suburbs, 782

Questions without notice

Beaer Roads VIctona 218
Rural V Ictona: health services, 786

Western Highway. Ballarat: upgrade. 1128

DEPlJfY

PRESIDE~T,

The (Hon. P. R. Hall)

Rulings. 36. 265. 266. 292, 419, 551, 560, 775, 856, 1031, 1034,
1068
(See also HALL, Hon. P. R. (Gippsland) and Rulings by the Chair

m GENERAL)

FURLETTl, Hon. C. A. (Templestowe)
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1000
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1040
Fair Trading Bill, 585
Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill, 585
Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 861
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 1013
Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 440
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 358
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 535
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 650

EREN, Hon. T. E. (Doutta Galla)
Budget papers, 1999-2000,1000

Adjournment
Police: Brimbank, 72
Roads: St Albans rail crossing, 313,476
Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 27
Bills

Community safety, 776

Law Refonn Committee
Criminal liability and self-induced intoxication, 757
Points of order, 762

Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 300
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 642
Pbuutiog:proc~,264

Questions without notice
International Nurses Day, 659
Road safety: non-English-speaking communities, 2

(20)
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GOULD, Hon. M. M. (Doutta Galla) (Leader of the Opposition)
Adjournment
Airport West roundabout, 1094

Australian Greek Association for People with Disabilities, 1015
Fair trading: Thombury rooming house, 753
Housing
maintenance, 397,474
rent arrears, 26

Richmond estate, 1133
subcontractor payment, 840

Points of order, 689,693,864
Questions on notice, 845
Questions witbout notice
Auditor-General: ministerial portfolios, 782, 787
Aurora Fibreglass, 57

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 217, 974,1044, 1045

Australian Timken: Ballarat cloSW"e, 268
Budget health, 429

Melbowne Market Authority: work permits, 625
Neighbourhood houses: Bentleigh, 680

Employment manufacturing, 1120
Exports: decline, 870

Rural Victoria: unemployment, 240

Gas: nursing homes, 481

TAC: staff,312
Victorian Bonowers Association, 893

Geelong Cement, 2
Health: palliative care, 59

Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 540
Auditor-General: appointment, 1031
Bills

Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 350
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 863, 872
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1075

Hospitals
staffing, 339

waiting lists, 483
Household income, 688
Justice: 452 Flinders Street, 566
Knox hospital, 271
Latrobe Regional Hospital, 866

Commonwealth Places (Mirror Taxes Administration) Bill, 1081
Dental Practice Bill, 724
Govenunent Superannuation Bill, 449

Liquor licences, 692
PANCH site, 5
Payroll tax, 434

Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 707
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 956
Public Sector Refonn (Further Amendments) Bill, 368
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 712
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 986
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 640
Starute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 225
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 447

Unemployment: statistics, 654
Workcover: claim, 1124
Yakka: Wangarana closure, 213

Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 226
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 228
Budget papers, 1999-2000,592
Community safety, 773
Condolences

Hon. Stanley Edmond GJeeson, 685
Government services, 31

Shadow ministry, 1

VVorkcover:safetyinspectioos,553

HALL, Hon. P. R (GippsJand)

Adjournment
Latrobe Community Health Services, 71

Bills

Ambulance Services (Fwther Amendment) Bill, 352
Dental Practice Bill, 731
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 574
Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 800

Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 380
Law Refonn Committee
Technology and the law, 946

Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 639
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 237

Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 401

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 618

Petitions

Petitions

Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 40 1, 629

Gippsland Lakes, 8

LEGISLATIVE COUNCll..
Questions without notice

Business 0( the bouse

Australian Tourism Exchange, 692

Adjournment, 68

Nurse practitioners, 4

Sessional orders, 945

Tourism: international visitors, 1125

(See also DEPUTY PRESIDENT, The (Hon. P. R. HaU)

Points of order, 864, 865, 976, 1135

Questions without notice
Auditor-General

HALLAM, Hon. R. M. (Western) (Minister for Finance and
Minister for Gaming)

prisons, 871

Adjournment
Casey: ward boundaries, 241

City Link: e-tags, 627
Electricity industry: inspections, 479
Gaming: machines, 843
Latrobe Community Health Services, 74
Local government election of mayors, 843

Office of Local Government: former director, 754
PA.NCH site, 74
PTC: signage, 1139

Rockbank: gas supply, 1097
\\·orlc.cover
dangerous goods licensing, 479
dnver education program. 1r/)7
fruit mdustr). 1096
safet)

lllSpeCOons..

funding, 980
ministerial portfolios, 783, 785, 787,869

754

Auditor-General: appointment, 1025
Bills

Appropnaoon ( 1999/2000) Bill, 688, 789, 793. 1094
Appropnation (parliament 199912(00) Bill, 688, 700
Commonwealth Places (MirmrTaxes Administration) Bill. 886
EleCOlclty Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 945, 954,
11 IQ

Freedom of lnfonnarion (Amendment) Bill, 1074
Gas Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 945, 953, 1102
Government Superannuation Bil~ 243, 277
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 828, 834,1014

Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 472, 647
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill 1132, 1133
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 697
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) BiIl, 213, 221, 382
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 374, 438, 640
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 481, 563
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 733, 793, 988
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 374
438
'
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 243, 275, 449

Crown Casino: revenue, 433

Gaming
machines, 344
second casino, 571, 868
Gas: Longford explosion, 341, 343
Government procurement: ercommerce, 788
PANCH site, 58
Payroll tax, 434
Pentridge Prison site, 344
Rural Victoria: government offices, 1045
State-owned enterprises: privatisation, 432
Superannuation: state funds, 63
Tractors: rolloverprotection, 691
Treaswy Reserve, 488
Worlc.cover
backlog, 214
benefits, 691, 694,1128
claim, 1125
dangerous goods licensing, 978
Longford safety inspections, 4
major ha:zard facilities, 976
premiwns, 569, 1123
safety inspections, 486
safety inspectors, 568
travel expenses, 218
workplace safety, 434
Y2K

government compliance, 5
Rotary International, 974
Workcover: safety inspections, 550

HARTIGAN, Hon. W. A. N. (Geelong)
Bills
Appropriation ( 199912000) Bill, 817
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1079

Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 31, 66, 228

Electricity Industry Acts (Fwtber Amendment) Bill, 1104

Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 31, 67,233

Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 855

Year 2000 Information Disclosw-e Bill, 213,221,396

Government Superannuation Bill, 452
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 959

Budget papers, 1999-2000,401,455,793

State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 987

(21)

(22)
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Budget papers, 1999-2000, 8 I 7

KNOWLES, Boo. R. I. (Ballarat) (Minister for Health and Minister
for Aged Care)

Questions without notice

Melboume-Geelong road: upgrade, 656
Road safety: initiatives, 979
Workcover: backlog, 214

Adjournment

Aged care: Khmer community, 1138
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 73, 842
Australian Greek Association for People with Disabilities, 1016
Bendigo: radiotherapy services, 27

HOGG, Hon. C. J. (Melbourne North)
Adjournment

Bendigo Health Care Group, 73
Cemeteries and crematoria, 478, 627
Disability services: mobility allowance, 27

Bealiba: wood supplies, 314
Bendigo Health Care Group, 68
Disability services: mobility allowance, 23
Electricity industry: inspections, 473
Human Services: senior positions, 893
Institute of Land and Food Resources, 539
Kew Cottages: redevelopment, 1094
Metro Craft Centre, 839
Mount Alexander Hospital, CastIemaine, 752
Rural Victoria
Internet access, 396

regional forums, 680

Weeds: Crown land, 239
Yarra Plenty Regional Library Service, 1014
Bills
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 571

Drugs
decrirninalisation, 10 16
needle exchange program, I 139
supervised injecting facilities, 398
East Tirnor. medical assistance, 1138

Essendon hospital, 315
Food: genetic engineering, 28, 540, 1138
Health: insurance premiums, 627
Hospitals: waste disposal, 1138
Housing
direct rental debit, 73
maintenance, 398, 478
rent increases, 754
rent arrears, 29
Richmond estate, 1138
subcontractor payment, 842
waiting lists, 627

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 599

KA TSAMBANlS, Hon. P. A. (Monash)
Bills

Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill. 1051

Human Services: senior positions, 894
Institute of Land and Food Resources, 540
Juvenile justice: Werribee, 315
Kew Cottages: redevelopment, 1096
Kinderworld Child Care Centre, 479
Kingsbury Primary School. 626

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill. 364

Knox: community health seTV1ce, 478

New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 957

Kyabram Community and Learning Centre, 479

Surveillance Devices Bill, 526

Mansfield hospital and hostel amalgamation, 627
Mildwa hospital, 73

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 742

Planning: processes, 258
Points of order, 746

Mount Alexander Hospital, Castlemaine, 754
Neighbowhood houses: BentIeigh, 681
Northern Hospital, 315
PANCH site, 28
Smoke alarms, 315, 478

Questions without notice

Auditor-General: ministerial portfolios, 869

Under-age smoking, 73
Victorian Borrowers Association, 894

Melbourne Great Indoors, 433

Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 541

Small Business May, 980

Werribee Mercy Hospital, 398

Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Bills

Alert Digest, 9, 220, 347, 696, 947

Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 8, 64, 353

Annual report, 696
Right to silence, 8
Subordinate legislation, 696

Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 882
Commonwealth Places (Mirror Taxes Administration) Bill, 1082
Dental Practice Bill, 623, 629, 732
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 339,427, 580

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
F air Trading Bill, 488

Scientific and medical research, 870

Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill. 488
Food (Amendment) BilL 945, 1054
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 481,561,712
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 651

Spina bifida, 432

Business of the house

LUCAS, Hon. N. B. (Eumenunerring)
Adjournment

Adjommnent, 312, 473, 893

Casey: ward boundaries, 241

Adjommnent ofbiIls, 7

Princes Highway: Hallam bypass, 396

Correction ofbiII titles, 7
Sessional orders, 31, 243, 374, 520, 757, 828,1075
Condolences

Hon. Stanley Edmond Gleeson, 686
Joint sitting of Parliament
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Bills

Enviromnent Protection (Amendment) Bill, 296
Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 644
Year 2000 Infonnation Disclosure BilL 389
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 606

Victorian Health Promotion FOWldation, 221
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 409
Points of order, 693
Questions on notice
Answers, 7, 64, 275, 789, 1129

Questions without notice

Points of order, 643
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Annual reporting, 695
Questions without notice
Automotive industry: investment, 787

Auditor-General: ministerial portfolios, 782

Berwick community hospital, 485

Austin and Repaniation Medical Centre, 217, 974, 1044, 1045

Designtech A wards, 216

Berwick community hospital, 485
Better Health Channel, 693
Budget: health, 430
Cystic fibrosis, 571
Gas: nursing homes, 481

LUCKINS, Hon. M. T. (Waverley)
Bills

Key to Survival program, 215

Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1075
Dental Practice Bill, 728
Fair Trading Bill, 590

palliative care, 59
primary care, 58
smoking, 975

Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill, 590
Prostinnion Control (Amendment) Bill, 963
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 225

Health

Hospitals

Surveillance Devices Bill, 522

funding, 657

TattersaJl Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 227

staffing, 339

Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill. 230

waiting lists, 484

Intergraph: ambulance contract, 345
International Nurses Day, 659
International Year of Older Persons, 268
Justice: 452 Flinders Street, 566
Knox hospital, 271
Latrobe Regional Hospital, 866
NW"Se practitioners, 4
Nurses

Budget papers, 1999-2000,665
Questions without notice
Axcess AustraJia concept car, 658
Health: primary care, 58
Intergraph: ambulance contract, 345
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act, 946

criminal record checks, 1049
shortage, 274
Organ donor program, 1126

PANCH site, 5, 273

McLEAN, HoD. JEAN (Melbourne West)
Adjournment

Rmal Victoria: health services, 786
Cemeteries and crematoria, 475
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City Link: e-tags, 623
Drugs
decrirninalisation. 10 15
supelVised injecting facilities, 396
Food: genetic engineering, 25, 539, 1137
Gaming: machines, 840
Bills
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1049
Freedom of Infonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1065
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 965
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 533

Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 440

Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1130
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 353
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 958
Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 828
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 961
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 983
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 528
Surveillance Devices Bil~ 520
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 647
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 383
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 746

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 737
Community safety, 758
Petitions
Gippsland Lakes, 8
Questions without notice
Tourism Victoria: business plan, 659

Government services, 56
Petitions
Rail: Sydenham station, 1019

Rulings, 643

Points of order, 580, 746, 864, 876

(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Questions without notice

NARDELLA, Hon. D. A. (Melbourne North)
Adjournment

Banks: closures, 313
Banery chargers, 397

Dam contractors, 752
Gas: pipelines, 540
GST: libraries, 625
National Theatre, 841
PTC: signage, 1135
Rail: Sydenham station, 25
Rockbank: gas supply, 1095
Skycrane, 476
Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 680
Toxic waste, 241
Cnder-age smoking, 70
Vehicle insurance: repairer status, 10 16
Bills

Auditor-General: ministerial portfolios, 783
Food: service plan, 270
Gaming
machines, 344
second casino, 571, 868
Gas: Longford explosion, 341
GST
state taxes, 1126
tourism, 1047
Hospitals: funding, 657
Latrobe Valley: small business, 6

PA\lCH site, 58
Small business: bankruptcies. 61, 216
State-o\\<11ed enterprises: privatisation, 432
Tourism: tram conductors, 487
Workcover
dangerous goods licensing, 978
Longford safety inspections, 4
Workcover: safety inspections, 550

Appropriation (parliament 199912(00) Bill, 875
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 443
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1035

NGUYEN, HoD. S. M. (Melbourne West)

Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 578

Adjournment

Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bil~ 1109
Fair Trading Bill, 581
Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill, 581
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 846
Freedom of Infonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1055, 1069

Barldy Street, Footscray: B-<loubles, 894
Community legal centres, 477
Courts: sentencing options, 540

Drugs: needle exchange program, 1138
Housing

Gas Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bil~ 1101

rent increases, 753

Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 859

waiting lists, 626
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Juvenile justice: Wembee, 314
Police
Altona North and Williamstown stations, 69

Housing: direct rental debit, 69
Hwne Freeway: Wallan overpass, 396
Kiogsbury Primary School, 624
Office of Local Government former director, 752

Maidstone station. 840
Rail: car parking, 10 16

Public transport: privatisation. 1136

Serbians: discrimination. 240
Sunshine-Geelong road intersection. West Footsclay, 681

Road safety: pilot vehicles, 893
Smoke alarms, 474

Werribee Mercy Hospital, 397

Strathbogie: logging access, 1015
Taxis: M50, 312

Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 807
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 287
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 445
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 576
Envirornnent Protection (Amendment) Bill, 302
Fair Trailing Bill, 588
Fair Trailing (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill, 588
Freedom ofInfonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1067
Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 442
Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 645
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Vehicles: insurance, 839
Wood-bwning fires, 24
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1082
Appropriation (parliament 199912(00) Bill, 883
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 279
Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1102
Envirornnent Protection (Amendment) Bill, 289, 295
Gas Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1099
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, lOll

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 363

Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 797

Public Sector Reform (Fwther Amendments) Bill, 372
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 981
Sc:ntencmg (Amendment) Bill, 537
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 513

Local Goverrunent (Melbowne City Council Rates) Bill, 642

Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 374, 382, 383

Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 391

Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 968

Budge( papers, 1999-2000,807

Planning: processes, 267

POW ELL. Hon. E. J, (North Eastern)
Adjournment

Kyabram Commuruty and Learning Centre, 476
Workcover: fruit mdustry, 1095
Bills
Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 646

Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1129, 1131
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 490

Royal Park Land Bill. 1110, 1117, 1119
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 631
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 717
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 230
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 234
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 506
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 1082
Community safety, 779
Government services, 49

Metropolitan Ambulance Senice, 413

Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 514

Planning: processes, 243

Budget papers, 1999-2000,673
Points of order, 246, 643
Questions without notice

Health: Key to Survival program, 215
Rural Victoria
goverrnnent offices, 1045
vehicle registrations, 867

Questions without notice
Casey: road funding, 214
City Link: e-tags, 867

Duke and Orr dry dock, 788
Eastern Freeway: Blackbwn Road exit, 656

POWER, Hon. PAT (Jika Jika)
Adjournment

Calder Highway: upgrade, 539
Eastern Freeway: Blackbum Road exit, 680
Glen Iris Road: traffic lights, 239

Hallam and Scoresby bypasses, 567
Melboume-Geelong road.: upgrade, 482, 569
Princes Highway West upgrade, 431
Road safety: alcohol ignition interlock, 62, 974
Roads: south-western region. 1046
Rural Victoria: road funding, 342
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Vicroads

ROss, Hon. J. W. G. (Higinbotham)

regulation enforcement, 692

vehicle registration, 1123

Adjournment

Western Highway, Ballarat route options, 269

Health: insurance premiums, 626

Y2K: road safety, 3

Weeds: management, 1095

Workcover: safety inspections, 556

Bills
Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 350
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 304

PRESIDENT, The (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain)
Business of the bouse

Infonnation Technology Group, 2

Chamber: sound system, 267

Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 709
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 368
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 531
Questions without notice

Better Health Channel, 693
Condolences

Small Business May, 272

Hon. Stanley Edmond Gleeson, 686
Distinguisbed visitors, 973, 1125

SMITH, Hon. K. M. (South Eastern)

Economic Development Committee

Budget papers,

Government-funded national broadcasting, 757
Joint sitting of Parliament
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 220, 295, 3 I 7
Parlynet, 243

Rulings, 56, 61, 69, 71, 213, 246, 342, 344, 354,41 I, 420, 421, 471.
484,485,486,540,569,570,659,660,689,693,739,757,761,
762, 763, 784, 785, 786, 827, 828, 83 I, 84 I, 865, 866, 87 I, 975,
1007,1021,1036,1037,1038,1074,1096, 1122, 1124, 1125,
1135

1~2000,

601

Points of order, 421, 739, 864, 1036
Questions without notice

Cystic fibrosis, 571
Manufacturing: uruon action, 689

SMITH. Hon. W.1. (Silvan)
Adjournment

Adoption: newspaper article, 477
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Bills

Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 300

PULL EN, Hon. B. T. (Melbowne)
Adjournment

Drugs: supervised injecting facilities, 1133

Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 708
Budget papers,

1~2000,

469

Government services, 52

Forest industry: Wongungarra, 841
Smoke alarms, 314
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 988
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 973, 980

Questions without notice

Cut flower and nursery industries, 61

Health: smoking, 975
Pentridge Prison site, 344

Royal Park Land Bill, 11l3, 1118
Budget papers, 1999-2000,988
Federal-State Relations Committee

Federalism and the role of the states, 629
Register of specific purpose payments, 696
Questions without notice
Crown Casino: revenue, 433

STONEY, Hon. E. G. (Central Highlands)
Adjournment

Mansfield hospital and hostel amalgamation, 625

Woods Point road: upgrade, 841
Bills

Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 802
Budget papers,

1~2000,

597
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Points of order, 831

Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 420

Questions without notice

Points of order, 486,864,871,976

Cooper Street, Epping: upgrade, 340
Embraer Aircraft Corporation, 1122
Employment: older job seekers, 270

STRONG, Hon. C. A. (Higinbotham)
Bills

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 288
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 850
Gas Industry Acts (Fmther Amen<hnent) Bill, 1100
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 379

Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 971
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 641
Superannuation Acts (Further Amen<hnent) Bill, 448
Transpon Accident (Fwther Amendment) Bill, 228

QuesDons~outnotice

Auditor-General
funding, 979
ministerial portfolios, 785
prisons, 871
Gas: Longford explosion, 343

PANCH site, 273
Unemployment: statistics, 658
Workcover
benefits, 690, 694,1127
major hazard facilities, 975
safety inspections, 486
safety inspectors, 568
travel expenses, 218
Workcover: safety inspections, 543, 559

Economic Development Committee
Govenunent-funded national broadcasting, 757
VARTI', Hon. ROSEMARY (Silvan)
Petitions
Parliamentary candidates: nomination fees, 489, 543
Questions without notice
Investing In Innovation. 430
Treasury Reserve, 488

THEOPHANOUS, Hon. T. C. (Jika Jika)
Adjournment

Hospitals: waste disposal, 1136
Northern HospItal, 314
PA."iCH SIte, 26, 70
Workcover
dangerous goods licensing, 478
driver education program, 1095
safety inspections, 754
Auditor-General: appointment, 1019

Bills
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bil~ 1004
Appropriation (parliament 199912(00) Bill, 879
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1077
Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1105

Bills
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 394
Budget papers, 1999--2000,651,660
Questions without notice
Organ donor program, 1126
Second Australian Wine Totnism Conference, 784
Totnism Victoria: online access, 660
Y2K: government compliance, 5

WALPOLE, HoD. D. T. (Melbourne)
Adjournment

Camp Reefton, 475
Cemeteries and crematoria, 626
East Timor: medical assistance, 1137
Essendon hospital, 313
Metro Craft Centre, 841
Questions ~out notice
GST:jobs, 1048
Workcover: safety inspections, 558

Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 852
Freedom of Infonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1070, 1072, 1073

WELlS, Hon. R. J. H. (Eumemmerring)

Liquor Control Reform (Amendment) Bill, 757
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 371
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 387
Budget papers, 1999--2000, 1004

Bills

Enviromnent Protection (Amendment) Bill, 308
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 733
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Questions without notice

Eastern Freeway: Blackbmn Road exit, 656

Exports: national awards, 60

Embraer Aircraft Corporation. 1122

National Microbusiness Awards, 868

Employment

Nurses: criminal record checks, 1049
Station Pier, 431

manufacturing, 1120
older job seekers, 270
Exports

Wll..DING, Hon. SUE (Chelsea)

decline, 870
national awards, 60

Adjournment

Kinderworld Child Care Centre, 475

Food: service plan, 270
Food Industry Monitoring and Infonnation Unit, 871
Gaming

Bills

machines, 344

Police Regulation and Fireanns (Amendment) Bill, 833
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 460

second casino, 571, 868
Gas

Longford explosion, 341, 343
Questions without notice

Hutton Road, Keysborough: duplication, 694
Pedestrian crossings: wheelchair access, 271
Stepping Out, 341
Road Safety Committee

Incidence and prevention of pedestrian accidents, 946

nursing homes, 481
Geelong: business centre, 977
Geelong Cement, 2
Government procurement e-commerce, 788
GST
jobs, 1048
state taxes, 1126

tourism, 1047

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Auditor-General
funding, 979
ministerial portfolios, 782, 783, 785, 787, 869
prisons, 871
Aurora Fibreglass, 57
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 217, 974, 1044, 1045

Hallam and Scoresby bypasses, 567
Health
Key to Survival program, 215
palliative care, 59
primary care, 58

smoking, 975
Hospitals

Australian International Airshow, 3

funding, 657

Australian Timken: Ballarat closure, 268

staffing, 339

Australian Tourism Exchange, 692
Automotive industry

waiting lists, 483
Household income, 688

design centre, 342

Hutton Road, Keysborough: duplication. 694

investment, 787

Intergraph: ambulance contract, 345

Avalon Airport: investment, 566

International Nurses Day, 659

Axcess Australia concept car, 658

International Year of Older Persons, 268

Berwick community hospital, 485

Investing in Innovation, 430

Better Health Channel, 693

Justice: 452 Flinders Street, 566

Better Roads Victoria, 218, 482

Knox hospital, 271

Budget: health, 429

Lattobe Regional Hospital, 866

Casey: road funding, 214

Lattobe Valley: small business, 6

City Link: e-tags, 867

Liquor licences, 568, 692

Cooper Street, Epping: upgrade, 340

Manufacturing: union action, 689

Crown Casino: revenue, 433

Melbourne Airport: road access, 1046

Cut flower and nursery industries, 61

Melbourne Great Indoors, 433

Cystic fibrosis, 571

Melbourne--Geelong road: upgrade, 482, 569, 656

Designtech Awards, 216

National Microbusiness Awards, 868

Duke and Orr dry dock, 788

Nurse practitioners, 4

LEGISLATNE COUNCil.,
Western Highway, Ballarat

Nurses
criminal record checks, 1049

shortage, 274

route options, 269
upgrade, 1128

Organ donor program, 1126
PANCH site, 5, 58,273

Workcover

backlog, 214

Payroll tax., 434

benefits, 690, 694, 1127

Pedestrian crossings: wheelchair access, 271

claim, 1124

Pentridge Prison site, 344

dangerous goods licensing, 978

Princes Highway West: upgrade, 431

Longford safety inspections, 4

Road safety

major hazard facilities, 975

alcohol igninon interlock, 62, 974

premimns, 569,1123

minatives, 979

safety inspections, 486,568

non-English-speaking communities, 2

travel expenses, 218

Roads

workplace safety, 434

south-western region, 1046

World Expo 2000, 1044

western suburbs, 782

Y2K

Rural Victoria

government compliance. 5

goverrunent offices, 1045

road safety, 3

health sef\.lces. 786

Rotary International, 974

road fundIng. 342

vehicle registratiOns. 867

SClennfic and medical research. 870

Second Austrahan Wme Tourism Conference, 784
Small busmess
bankruprCI<:S.

61 . ~ 16

stnp shoppmg centres. 483

Small Busmess May. 272. 980
Small Busmess Victoria statisncs, 219
Spma bifida 432
State-o"Tled enterpnses: privansation, 432

Stanon Pier, 431
Steppmg Out. 341
Superannuanon: stale funds, 62
TaxiS hlgh-occupancy, 57
Tounsm

growth. 7
mtemanooal visitors, 1125
Olympic Games, 487
rural Victoria. 656
ski season, 1048
tram

conductors, 487

Tourism Victoria
business plan, 659
online access, 660
Tractors: rollover protection, 691

Treasury Reserve, 488
Unemployment: statistics, 654, 658
Vicroads
infonnation technology, 568

regulation enforcement, 692
vehicle registration, 1123

Yakka: Wangaratta closure, 213
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Questions OD notice answered during period covered by this index
Qn
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1467
1468
1469
1470
1482
1487
1492
1493
1494
1495
1496
1497
1498
1499
1505
1506
1507
1508
1509
1512
1518
1520
1522
1544
1545
1550
1555
1575
1576
1578
1581
1655
1659
1661
1666
1672
1683
1684
1685
1689
1693
1694
1695
1697
1701
1702

I Portfolio and subject matter
youth and Community Services: intellectually disabled persons respite houses
Treasurer: State Trustees
Agriculture and Resources: ministerial expenses
Corrections: ministerial expenses
Police and Emergency Services: ministerial expenses
Tertiary Education and Training: ministerial expenses
Conservation and Land Management ministerial expenses
Women's Affairs: ministerial expenses
Fair Trading: ministerial expenses
Attorney-General: ministerial expenses
Conservation and Land Management advertising
Finance: office accommodation
Treasurer: Rural Finance Corporation advertising
Treasurer: Transport Accident Commission advertising
Treasurer: Melbowne Port Corporation advertising
Finance: Victorian Workcover Authority salaries and expenses
Treasurer: Transport Accident Commission salaries and expenses
Treasurer: Victorian Funds Management Corporation salaries and expenses
Treasurer: Rural Finance Corporation salaries and expenses
Treasurer: Melbowne Port Corporation salaries and expenses
Agriculture and Resources: Sunraysia Rmal Water Authority salaries and consultancies
Agriculture and Resources: Western Region Water Authority salaries and consultancies
Agriculture and Resources: Westernport Region Water Authority salaries and consultancies
Agriculture and Resources: Wimmera-Mallee Rural Water Authority salaries and consultancies
Agriculture and Resources: BaIWon Region Water Authority salaries and consultancies
Treasurer: Gas and Fuel Corporation consultancies
Conservation and Land Management advertising
Roads and Ports: public relations
Agriculture and Resources: Central Highlands Region Water Authority salaries and
consultancies
Finance: superannuation consultancies
Treasurer: payroll tax liability
Agriculture and Resources: advertising
Police and Emergency Services: annual reports
Police and Emergency Services: ministerial expenses
Corrections: ministerial expenses
Arts: publications
Education: Board of Snxlies newsletters
Conservation and Land Management Natural Resources and Environment staff
Premier: postcard production and distribution costs
Premier: Victoria: on the Move
Premier: VHA Report
Conservation and Land Management Ecovoice
Treasurer: Benchmark
Treasurer: Driving/or a Competitive Economy Open Day
Treasurer: open day at Hotel Sofitel
Conservation and Land Management Victorian Landcare
Agriculture and Resources: Discovery: Victoria's Earth Resources Journal
Women's Affairs: Draft Two Year Action Planfor Women 1998-2000
Premier: Information Victoria Update
Police and Emergency Services: safer cities and shires publication
Arts: What's on in Victoria sticker
Attorney-General: rooming houses statement of rights and duties

I Askedby
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. C. 1. Hogg
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould

Page
77
78
319
79
79
141
80
80
81
82
82
83
83
83
83
84
319
320
320
320
84
84
84
85
85
85
85
87
87
88
88
88
89
89
89
89
90

91
91
91
92
92
92
93
93
93
93
94
94
94
94
95
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Qn

1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711
1715
1716
1719
1720
1722
1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1729
1732
1738
1741
1742
1743
1746
1748
1768
1773
1774
1775
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
17%
!797
1798
1799
1800
180!
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
18!!

I Portfolio and subject maner
Attorney-General: renting statement of rights and duties
Agriculture and Resources: Mainstream: The Newsletter ofMelbourne Water Corporation
Arts: Artr 21
Arts: Artr Victoria postcard
Arts: How can Victoria entertain you?
Agriculture and Resources: Energy Victoria Efficiency News
Agriculture and Resources: change-of-address card for Energy Victoria
Fair Trading: fair trading awards
Conservation and Land Management: Parl<s Victoria centeruuy calendar of events
Attorney-General: VCAT booklet
Multicultural Affairs: Multicultural Victoria
Fair Trading: fair trading awards booklet and entry form
Conservation and Land Management Canopy
Treasurer: electricity industry leaflet
Treasurer: open letter to electricity customers
Treasurer: Regulator-General reply fann
Treasurer: Choice ofelectricity retailer
Treasurer: Regulator-General infonnation kit
Fair Trading: Victorian Good Business Guide
Premier: marketing government services staff
Education: marketing government services staff
Police and Emergency Services: Vicsafe Start program
Premier: Community Support Fund applications
Multicultural Affairs: small grants program
Sport: AFL Park, Waverley
Premier: Multicultural Victoria Inquiry
Attorney-General: Multicultural Victoria Inquiry
Premier. Queensland election visit
Premier. Access 2001 program open weekend
Multicultural Affairs: Community Support Fund - ethnic community groups
Multicultural Affairs: Victorian Multiculn.n-al Commission funding
Education: Maldoo--Bendigo school bus
Education: Forest Hill Secondary College - Blackbum South campus
Education: Forest Hill Secondary College - Blackbum South campus
Premier: Paaick stevedores
Education: school council presidents' training
Education: Bass Coast 2000, Wonthaggi
Education: ministerial duties
Education: primary school classrooms, Mitcham
Education:schoo1~puters

Education: surplus computer program
Education: children's physiotherapy service
Premier: Community Support Fund grants, Mitcham
Premier: visit by Bill Gates
Sport: Sportsbet - Australian Fonnula One Grand Prix
Education: school sites, Mitcham
Education: school maintenance works
Education: school site sales
Education: contract teachers, Mitcham
Education: maintenance funding
Agriculture and Resources: rura.l water users, Coliban
Education: commonwealth government common youth allowance policy
Education: ~monwealth government common youth allowance policy
Education: commonwealth government common youth allowance policy
Education: Vocational Education and Training program
Premier: Thank you Victoria message
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I Askedby
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
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1812
1813
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I Portfolio and subject matter
Health: Turning the rule update
Sport: Sport and Recreation Business Information Series
Planning and Local Government Agenda 21 Quarterly
Treasurer: benchmark newsletter
Premier: Prooctive newsletter
Finance: Converge Multimedia Victoria 21
Health: Guidelines for Implantable Spinal Therapies booklet
Finance: All about Workcover for Workers
Treasurer: engineering program guide
Health: physical activity booklet
Sport: physical activity booklet
Planning and Local Government Municipal Fact Sheet Series - Residential Development
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Greek
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Turkish
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Chinese
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Russian
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Italian
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Spanish
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Arabic
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Vietnamese
Premier: Arts 21
Premier: Literary Awards pamphlet
Premier: Building the foture - Melbourne's cultural infrastructure booklet
Treasurer: Energy Efficiency Victoria News
Conservation and Land Management: science and technology capabilities booklet
Treasurer: State Trustees litigation costs
Premier. Information Victoria - Local History postcard
Premier. Information Victoria - Networked Information Services postcard
Treasurer: Vencorp Longford inspections
Treasurer: Vencorp Longford inspections
Finance: Workcover newspaper advertisements
Treasurer: winter power bill advertising billboard
Finance: Workcover billboard advertismg
Attorney-General: I~ properties and buildings
Premier: leased properties and buildings
Agriculrure and Resources: leased properties and buildings
Industry, Science and Technology: leased properties and buildings
Education: leased properties and buildings
Treasurer: leased properties and buildings
Health: leased properties and buildings
Planning and Local Government: leased properties and buildings
Arts: Castlemaine library
Treasurer: first home buyers stamp duty
Treasurer: first home buyers stamp duty
Health: advertising
Education: advertising
Agriculture and Resources: Melbourne Water drainage and development package
Agriculture and Resources: Care abouJ the bay
Agriculture and Resources: Healthy Waterways
Agriculture and Resources: stonnwater and sewerage systems leaflet
Agriculture and Resources: Water is Lift
Agriculture and Resources: Central Highlands Region Water Authority
Agriculture and Resources: Victorian Landcare
Agriculture and Resources: Melbourne Water grants to community groups
Health: advertising
Education: advertising
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Qn
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
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1893
18~

1895

1896
189;1898
1899
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1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

I Portfolio and subject matter
Treasurer: $60 off your winter electricity billleaf1et
Education: school swimming programs
Housing: stock acquisition targets
Housing: stock acquisition targets
Youth and Comrmmity Services: youth hotline
Housing: consultancies
Housing: Office of Housing surveys and polling
Health: Department of Human Services surveys and polling
Housing: Transitional Housing Program consultancies
Conservation and Land Management illegal dumping of medical wastes
Conservation and Land Management illegal dwnping of medical wastes
Conservation and Land Management: illegal dumping of medical wastes
Health: tenders
Health: grants
Conservation and Land Management: illegal dumping of medical wastes
Conservation and Land Management: illegal dumping of medical wastes
Education: schools capital replacement cost and maintenance expenditure
Education: school maintenance
Education: school security
Education: expenditure on new schools
Education: teacher salaries
Education: school head teachers
Education: ethnic language programs
Educanon: construction of new schools
Educanon: school eruulments
Educanon: school eruulments
Educanon: teacher.;
Educanon: dlstnct haJson principals
Educanon: mtegranon assistance
Educanon: pnmary school funding and resources
Education: support services
Education: regional offices
Education: major works funding
Education: school closures
Educanon: emergency teachers
Educanon: enrolments and staffing levels, 1999
Treasurer: Victonan gas market
Treasurer: Longford explosion - Victorian gas market
Treasurer: Vencorp tenders and contracts
Treasurer. gas production, 1999
Treasurer: Dandenong LNG facility
Treasurer: gas Industry access arrangements
Treasurer: gas market competition
Treasurer: Troughton, Swier and Associates
Treasurer: Energy Projects Division consultancies
Treasurer: Energy Projects Division consultancies
Treasurer: Energy Projects Division consultancies
Treasurer: Gascor consultancies
Treasurer: Gascor consultancies
Treasurer: Gascor consultancies
Treasurer: Transmission Pipelines Australia consultancies
Treasurer: Transmission Pipelines Australia consultancies
Treasurer: Transmission Pipelines Australia consultancies
Treasurer: Multinet Gas consultancies
Treasurer: Multinet Gas consultancies
Treasurer: Multinet Gas oonsultancies
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1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
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1949
1950
1951
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1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

I Portfolio and subject matter
Treasurer: Kinetic Energy consultancies
Treasurer: Kinetic Energy consultancies
Treasurer: Kinetic Energy consultancies
Treasurer: Energy 21 consultancies
Treasurer: Energy 21 consultancies
Treasurer: Energy 21 consultancies
Treasurer: Ikon Energy consultancies
Treasurer. Ikon Energy consultancies
Treasurer: Ikon Energy consultancies
Treasurer: consultancies
Roads and Ports: Building Better Roods signs
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: Sheep and Goat Compensation Fund
Agriculture and Resources: Sheep and Goat Compensation Fund
Agriculture and Resources: Sheep and Goat Compensation Fund
Agriculture and Resources: Sheep and Goat Compensation Fund
Agriculture and Resources: travel by Victorian Dairy Industry Authority chainnan
Agriculture and Resources: credit card of Victorian Dairy Industry Authority chainnan
Agriculture and Resources: fees of Victorian Dairy Industry Authority chainnan
Agriculture and Resources: Australian Barley Board permits and licences
Agriculture and Resources: Rural Victoria 200 I project
Agriculture and Resources: Rural Victoria 200 1 project
Agriculture and Resources: Rural Victoria 2001 project
Health: A Guide to your Local Health Service campaign
Conservation and Land Management Tidal River footbridge
Conservation and Land Management: Tidal River lodges
Conservation and Land Management: Wilsons Promontory National Park kangaroos
Conservation and Land Management: Tidal River management plan
Conservation and Land Management: Tidal River management plan
Conservation and Land Management: Tidal River management plan
Conservation and Land Management: Tidal River management plan
Conservation and Land Management: Wilsons Promontory National Park volunteers
Conservation and Land Management Wilsons Promontory National Park lighthouse lease
Conservation and Land Management: Wilsons Promontory National Park laundry lease
Conservation and Land Management Tidal River rangers and works staff
Education; Disadvantaged Schools Program
Housing: public housing waiting list
Education; absenteeism
Education; school capital expenditure
Education: information technology subsidy funding scheme
Planning and Local Government Whitehorse demolition permits
Premier: Travellers Aid Society funding
T~ gas pipeline rental charges
Police and Emergency Services: reorganisation of police regions
Agriculture and Resources: South East Wate!" staff
Transport train service cancellations
Health: dental treatment waiting list
Housing: public housing waiting lists
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2011
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I Portfolio and subject matter

I Askedby

Education: schools closures and amalgamations
Treasurer: Eastern Energy, United Energy, Citipower and Solaris employment levels
Treasurer: gas utilities staff
Police and Emergency Services: police station staffing levels
Treasurer. electricity supply blackouts
Transport: automatic ticket machines
Police and Emergency Services: syringe offences
Sport: Victorian Institute of Sport
Treasurer: United Energy distribution system interruptions
Treasurer: electricity distnbution companies carrier licences
Treasurer: distribution companies greenhouse gas strategies
Premier: visit to electorates ofMitcharn, Bayswater, Knox and Monbulk
Premier: Grand Prix Corporation advertising
Transport automatic ticket machines malfimctions
Planning and Local Government: demolition pennits
Industry, Science and Technology: work for the dole scheme
Treasurer. power blackouts in B1ackbum
Industry, Science and Technology: community business employment program
Roads and Ports: road maintenance
Premier: letters about Office of the Auditor-General
Span: Victorian Soccer Federation - crowd misbehaviour
Transport: automatic ticket machines
Transport: Metcard information line
Transport: PTC officers' overseas trips
Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water and South East Water software and hardware
Tertiary Education and Training: current enrolments
Police and Emergency Services: motor vehicle accident fatalities
Police and Emergency Services: fire brigade staffing levels
Police and Emergency Services: offences on rail lines
Education: school authentication procedures
Gaming: poker machines
Premier: Ms Anna Cronin
Treasurer. government business enterprises
Police and Emergency Services: soccer match crowd misbehaviour
Premier: Essendon Airport
Attorney-General: gambling-related offences
Health: AFL Park crowd attendances
Agriculture and Resources: Coli ban Region Water Authority
Finance: year 2000 advertisement
Planning and Local Government Docklands Authority advertising
Premier: Legislative Assembly mouse pads
Treasurer: gold exhibition pamphlet
Health: Human Services capital expenditure by program group
Health: multipurpose services pamphlet
Health: dental services pamphlet
Health: Peoplefocus
Health: patients' hospital charter pamphlet
Health: hepatitis B pamphlet
Housing: Housing Victoria
Health: public health newsletter
Health: Healthfocus
Youth and Community Services: family parenting and neighbotrrhood services newsletter
Health: streamlining assessment services consultation paper
Health: primary health and community support system discussion paper
Health: breastfeeding guidelines
Health: intensive care review report
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Qn I Portfolio and subject matter
I 2039
Youth and Community SetVices: mental health service pamphJet
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
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2051
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Housing: bond loan scheme newsletter
Housing: services information newsletter
Housing: services information newsletter
Attorney-General: juvenile justice guidelines
youth and Community SetVices: health promotion booklet
Aged Care: personal assistance call service booklet
youth and Community Services: service integration and purchasing booklet
Youth and Community Services: health and community services booklet
Aged Care: mental health service delivery booklet
youth and Community Services: rehabilitation booklet
Industry, Science and Technology: export growth pamphJet
Health: review of dental acts booklet
Health: fees for HACC services pamphlet
youth and Community Services: home care pamphlet
Health: Centre for Grief Education pamphlet
Youth and Community Services: carers' support pamphlet
youth and Community Services: adult day activities newsletter
Youth and Community Services: grievance processes newsletter
Youth and Community Services: infonnation newsletter
Youth and Community Services: infonnation newsletter
Housing: priority housing newsletter
Conservation and Land Management Outlook
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Agricultw'e and Resources: Growing the Farm Business advertisements
MulticulturaI Affairs: Cowzting on Diversity
MulticulturaI Affairs: MulticuJturaJ Victoria
MulticulturaI Affairs: postcard and teachers' infonnation kit
Industry, Science and Technology: Our MulticuJturaJ Advantage
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Health: excellence awards pamphlet
Health: public health advertisement
Sport: harness racing advertisement
Premier: Melbourne Serving Summer Live! advertisement
Agricultw'e and Resources: City West Water advertisement
Conservation and Land Management: Making a Difference newsletter
Conservation and Land Management Canopy
Premier: VHA Repon
Health: VHA Repon
Women's Affairs: two-year action plan publication
Planning and Local Government Stopwatch News and Information bulletin
Roads and Ports: Springfield and Middleborough roads vehicle use
Premier: Victoria - On the Move
Education: Schools ofthe Future Victorian School News
Agricultw'e and Resources: Discovery - Victoria's Earth Resources Journal
Premier: Australia Day Updare
Agricultw'e and Resources: Melbourne Water Corporation newsletter
Agricultw'e and Resources: Victorian Parenting Centre News
Infonnation Technology and Multimedia: Converge Multimedia Victoria 2 J
Sport: Active State
Sport: Howman's Gap - Alpine Centre newsletter
Sport: newsletter reader survey
Premier: rural Christmas market pamphlet
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I 2095
Arts: Proactive
2096
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Industry, Science and Teclmology: export growth pamphlet

Premier: riverside park draft concept plan booklet
Premier: Thank you Victoria advertisement
Sport: Nights of Glory advertising campaign
Industry, Science and Technology: year 2000 advertisement
Youth and Community Services: respite house funding
Finance: workplace injury advertisements
Aged Care: Senior Citizens Week booklet
Health: Turning the Tide update
Agriculture and Resources: Discovery: Victoria's Earth Resources JownaJ
Agriculture and Resources: Get a Life publication
Planning and Local Government Department of Infrastructme video
Premier: Information Victoria newsletter
Premier: multicultmal newsletter
Police and Emergency Services: Vicsafe Start youth sport publication
Conservation and Land Management: industrial waste publication
Sport: business plan overview publication
Information Technology and Multimedia: Converge Multimedia Victoria 21
Planning and Local Government Agenda 21 Quarterly
Conservation and Land Management Canopy
Planning and Local Government competitive tendering publication
Planning and Local Government Stopwatch News and Information bulletin
Treasurer: Energy Efficiency Victoria News newsletter
Premier: MCG News newsletter
Women's Affairs: Women's Weh booklet
Health: mental health exercise campaign
Industry, Science and Technology: Australia's best business address advertisement
Tourism: grand prix advertisement
Tourism: grand prix advertisement
Transport: grand prix advertisement
Finance: year 2000 advertisement
Finance: billboard advertisements
Planning and Local Govemment: Your Street, Your Say advertisement
Tourism: grand prix advertisement
Finance: Victorian Workcover Authority office relocation
Finance: Workcover advertisement
Transport: tram overhead works advertisement
Tourism: grand prix advertisement
Health: safe food advertisement
Sport: Phar Lap Club kids' day advertisement
Premier: Victoria on the Move publication
Agriculture and Resources: South East Water advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: litter advertisement
Tourism: Experience Melbowne in March pamphlet
Aged Care: Senior Citizens Week advertisement
Attorney-General: free will advertisement
Attorney-General: advertisements
Agriculture and Resources: stray cat advertisement
Treasurer: fridge advertisement
Premier: Internet bookmark
Premier: Parliament House pamphlet
Premier: VCE award winners advertisement
Industry, Science and Teclmology: university advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: wine grape sales advertisement
Aged Care: Getting Better with Age advertisement
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Qn I Portfolio and subject matter
I 2154
Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water advertisement
2155
2156
2157
2158
2159
2160
2161
2162
2163
2164
2165
2166
2167
2168
2169
2170
2171
2172
2173
2174
2175
2176
2177
2178
2179
2180
2181
2182
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2185
2186
2187
2188
2191
2192
2193
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2195
2196
2197
2198

2206
2210
2213
2217
2219
2220
2221
2222
2225
2226
2228
2229
2230

Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water advertisement
Transport Metcard advertisement
Finance: Workcover advertisements
Transport Met advertisement
Transport: Metcard advertisement
Finance: superannuation fund advertisement
Finance: Workcover publications
Transport V!Line advertisement
Transport Metcard advertisement
Conservation and Land Management zoo advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water advertisement
Fair Trading: fair trading awards publication
Sport: sport and recreation industry award nomination kit
Conservation and Land Management Canopy
Conservation and Land Management Victorian Landcare
Conservation and Land Management Phillip Island advertisement
Treasurer: energy smart advertisement
Transport: Met advertisement
Transport: tram track work advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: food advertisement
Tertiary Education and Training: Herald Sun advertisement
Tertiary Education and Training: TAFE advertisement
Planning and Local Government: waterfront city advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water advertisement
Small Business: retail tenants booklets
Aged Care: advertisement
Health: rural health awards advertisement
Conservation and Land Management: Phillip Island advertisement
Transport: validation advertisement
Transport: tram track work advertisement
Transport: V!Line advertisement
Health: public health advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water advertisement
Health: National Ageing Research lnstiMe board appointment
Roads and Ports: Vicroads traffic lights
Roads and Ports: Middleborough and Springfield roads vehicle use
Roads and Ports: Station Street and Whitehorse Road, Box Hill
Premier: Speaker's overseas trip
Premier: Speaker's credit card
Premier: Speaker's credit card
Tertiary Education and Training: salaries, consultancies and public relations
Tertiary Education and Training: TAFE staffing
Tertiary Education and Training: Ramler review into TAFE
Tertiary Education and Training: adult multicultural education services
Tertiary Education and Training: State Training Board
Tertiary Education and Training: TAFE virtual campus
Tertiary Education and Training: Know YOUT Rights card
Tertiary Education and Training: Fresh Start program
Tertiary Education and Training: International Training Australia
Tertiary Education and Training: Chisholm Institute
Tertiary Education and Training: Swinburne University of Technology and Eastern TAFE
merger
Police and Emergency Services: safest state advertising campaign
Police and Emergency Services: safest state advertising campaign
Police and Emergency Services: police advertisement
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Qn
I Portfolio and subject matter
I 2231
Transport: overhead tram work advertisement

2232
2233
2234

2235
2236
2237
2238
2239
2240
2241
2242
2243
2244
2245
2246
2247
2262
2264
2269
2278
2284
2296
2303
2313
2314
2318

Small Business: retail traders advertisement
Health: overseas adoption advertisement
Health: public health advertisement
Aged Care: advertisement
Industry, Science and Technology: advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: food advertisement
Aged Care: advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: advertisement
Treasurer. energy efficiency advertisement
Small Business: programs
Small Business: programs
Small Business: Office of Regulation Refonn
Small Business: Office of Regulation Refonn
Police and Emergency Services: crime statistics
Finance: Victorian Workcover Authority AFL sponsorship
Finance: Victorian Workcover Authority police claims
Premier: Castlemaine library
Premier: Victoria on the Wire coasters
Premier: Turning the Tide update
Police and Emergency Services: Victoria Police - stolen vehicle division staff
Tertiary Education and Training: TAFE advertisement
Planning and Local Govenunent Docklands advertisement
Industry, Science and Technology: National Science Week advertisement
Industry, Science and Technology: investment opportunity programs
Industry, Science and Technology: investment opportunity programs
Housing: community housing capital expenditure
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